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Communicating
With Your Allergist
May Be The Root Of
Your Asthma
Problem

Youarenotable to find relief
fromyourasthma symptoms?
The way you communicate

with your allergist can be the root
of your problems.

According to two papers
published in the January issue of
Annals of Allergy, Asthma and
Immunology, in order for treatment
to be effective, asthma sufferers
need to ask questions and feel as if
they have open communication
with their allergist.

“When patients do not
understand their condition or
treatment plan, they may not
follow life-saving guidelines, putting
them at increased risk for asthma
attacks,” said allergist Stanley
Fineman, MD, past-president of the
American College of Allergy,
Asthma and Immunology (ACAAI)
and article author. “Changes need
to be made by allergists and
patients to ensure a treatment plan
is in place that will be followed.
Proper treatment and adherence
to the plan not only improves
quality of life, but may save lives.”

In his paper, Dr. Fineman noted
that only eight to 13 percent of
asthma sufferers continue to refill
inhaled corticosteroid prescriptions
after one year. Taken early and as
directed, these inhalers can
improve asthma control, normalize
lung function and even prevent
irreversible injury to airways.

Asthma is responsible for 4,000
deaths annually, according to
ACAAI. The number of Americans
with asthma grows every year,
and currently affects 26 million
Americans. The greatest rise in
asthma rates is among African
American children, which doubled
from 2001 to 2009.

A second paper found young
African American adults are
particularly at risk for not
following treatment plans due
to communication barriers and
age. They also reported feeling
uncomfortable taking their
medication in public settings.

“Our research found many
African American asthma
sufferers believed they had a
better understanding of their
asthma triggers and treatment as
they reached young adulthood,”
said allergist Alan Baptist, MD,
MPH ACAAI member and senior
study author. “However, many do
not manage their condition as
advised, which can lead to
increased asthma attacks and
emergency room visits. Allergists

need to communicate the
importance of continuing
medication, and patients should
express any concerns they might
have, such as taking medication
in public, since there are often
solutions.

Although asthma symptoms
can become better with time,
asthma is a chronic illness. Unless
directed by a physician, asthma
patients should never change or
discontinue their preventive
medications, and should always
keep an adequate supply
available.

“Asthma is a serious disease and
discontinuing treatment can be
dangerous,” said Dr. Fineman.
“Sufferers need to be sure they
regularly takemedication and that
all of their concerns are being
addressed.”

Breathing
Asthma/Allergy
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Healing of
Hearing Woes
Could be Possible
With a Short Stay
in Darkness

Rewiring of cells in the brain
possible to compensate for
a temporary vision loss by

improving their hearing, found by
researchers at the University of
Maryland and Johns Hopkins
University.

Call it the Ray Charles Effect: a
young child who is blind develops a
keen ability to hear things that
others cannot. Researchers have
long known that very young brains
aremalleable enough to re-wire
some circuits that process sensory
information. Now researchers at the
University of Maryland and Johns
Hopkins University have overturned
conventional wisdom, showing the
brains of adult mice can also be re-
wired to compensate for a
temporary vision loss by improving
their hearing.

The findings, published Feb. 5 in
the peer-reviewed journal Neuron,
may lead to treatments for people
with hearing loss or tinnitus, said
Patrick Kanold, an associate
professor of biology at UMDwho
partnered with Hey-Kyoung Lee, an
associate professor of neuroscience
at JHU, to lead the study.

“There is some level
of interconnectedness
of the senses in the
brain that we are
revealing here,”
Kanold said. Kanold,
an expert on how the
brain processes sound,
and Lee, an expert on
the same processes in
vision, thought the
adult brain might be
flexible if it were
forced to work across
the senses rather than within one
sense. They used a simple, reversible
technique to simulate blindness:
they placed adult mice with normal
vision and hearing in complete
darkness for six to eight days.

After the adult mice were
returned to a normal light-dark
cycle, their vision was unchanged.
But they heard much better than
before. But the team found that for
the mice that experienced
simulated blindness these neurons
did, in fact, change. In the mice
placed in darkness, the tested
neurons fired faster and more
powerfully when the tones were
played, weremore sensitive to quiet
sounds, and could discriminate
sounds better. Thesemice also
developedmore synapses, or neural
connections, between the thalamus
and the auditory cortex.

“We don’t know howmany days
a humanwould have to be in the
dark to get this effect, and whether

they would be willing to do that. But
theremight be away to usemulti-
sensory training to correct some
sensory processing problems in
humans.”

Themice that experienced
simulated blindness eventually
reverted to normal hearing after a
fewweeks in a normal light-dark
cycle. In the next phase of their five-
year study, Kanold and Lee plan to
look for ways to make the sensory
improvements permanent, and to
look beyond individual neurons to
study broader changes in the way
the brain processes sounds.

Audiology
Hearing
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Cardiology/
Cardiovascular

SurgeryThe Heart

What Is A Heart
Attack / How To
Prevent Heart
Attacks

Certain risk indicators for
heart attack such as high
cholesterol levels, high

blood pressure, high blood sugar
and stress can be reduced
through lifestyle changes.

Studies on the prevention of
heart attacks or myocardial
infarction is a top priority for many
research projects worldwide
because cardiovascular disease
or heart disease is still the leading
cause of death— about 30% of
deaths all over theworld—despite
giant strides beingmade in the
medical field. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) in the United
States, the commonest of heart
ailments, coronary heart disease,
accounted for 71% of heart
disease fatalities in the US in 2002.

Heart Attack —When fatty
deposits called atherosclerosis
form along the walls of the blood
vessels that lead to the heart, the
blood vessels narrow down to
cause coronary heart disease.
These deposits can become so
thick in a coronary artery that they
stop the flow of oxygen-rich blood
to the heart muscle, blood begins

to clot in the surrounding areas
and a heart attack results. Such an
attack can result in the patient’s
disability or death.

Certain risk indicators for heart
attack such as high cholesterol
levels, high blood pressure, high
blood sugar and stress can be
reduced through lifestyle changes.

• Go for a healthy diet to lower
cholesterol—such as trans fat-
free food, fruits and vegetables

• Beat obesity by taking up a
weight loss program

• Reduce salt intake to reduce
blood pressure

• Increase physical activity such as
walking and other forms of
exercise

• Quit smoking and excessive
alcohol intake

• Do yoga, meditation and spend
quality time with family and
friends to beat stress

For example, upsetting
circadian rhythms or the internal
body clock by irregular eating
and sleeping habits due to
differing work shifts or erratic
lifestyles will surely lead to stress
and fuel premature heart attacks.

Smoking increases blood
pressure and causes the
narrowing of blood vessels. The

carcinogenic compounds present
in tobacco can cause damage to
the artery walls and the carbon
monoxide from burning tobacco
pollutes the oxygen-bearing
blood to the heart. Kicking the
butt is of utmost importance in any
program that aims to prevent a
heart attack.

A Harvard Heart Letter puts
psychosocial factors on par with
smoking, obesity, high blood
pressure and high cholesterol
levels in terms of contributing to
heart attacks. How a person
thinks, feels, and behaves can
impact the heart for better or for
worse. Depression, loneliness,
stress, a negative attitude to life
and other psychosocial factors
not only affect a person’s mood
but also aggravate heart disease
and can prompt a cardiac arrest.

Though there is no scientific
evidence that directly relates
emotional stress to heart disease,
there are studies that show
people who are chronically
stressed out at office or at home
resort to smoking, overeating and
neglect regular exercise, leading
to an accumulation of LDL (low-
density lipo protein or the “bad
cholesterol”) that can aggravate
a heart condition.

Research has shown that
people reeling under stress related
to work overload, frustration,
anxiety and relationship problems



resort to a higher intake of sugars,
highly processed foods and
caffeine that can increase the
stress factor and lead to burn out
and finally, a heart attack.

Heart attack is now no longer
a male prerogative. Instances
of women and youngsters
succumbing to heart attacks are
increasing by the day all over the
world.

Though most doctors consider
chest pain as the most important
heart attack symptom in both
men and women, a recent study
by the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) in the US indicates
that women heart attack
symptoms are different. Signs of
an oncoming acute myocardial
infarction can occur much in
advance (sometimes a month or

even earlier than the actual
heart attack).

The study, one of the first to

investigate women heart attack
symptoms observed that it is
imperative not to miss the earliest
opportunity in detecting and
forestalling heart attack, which is
the leading cause of death in the
advancedworld.

Though heart diseases can be
treated and managed effectively
with modern medicines, still
prevention is the best strategy to
live a life free from the threat of
heart attacks.

A recent Duke University
research showed a considerable
reduction in heart attacks among
patients with coronary artery
disease who participated in a
stress management program,
along with other programs to stop
smoking, control lipids and
encourage weight loss.

Fayetteville Medical Journal 7

“Be careful about reading health books. You may die of a misprint.” — Mark Twain
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ConciergeMedicine
Innovative Direct Health Care

What is
Concierge
Medicine?

I ’ve heard a lot about
“concierge medicine”
lately...what is concierge

medicine, and what jobs are
available in concierge
medicine? Answer: Concierge
medicine is a developing trend
in healthcare.

Conciergemedicine is also
known as “boutiquemedicine”,
and some concierge physicians
offer their services as “executive
health plans”— in other words,
health care for the patient who
has plenty of money, but not a
lot of time to wade through the
bureaucracy of the health care
system.

Throughout the past decade,
physicians must work harder
and see more patients daily just
to earn a decent living. It has
become increasingly difficult
for private practice physicians
to cover skyrocketing overhead
expenses such as soaring
malpractice insurance and other
costs of owning a practice.

America’s highly bureaucratic
healthcare system has
transformed a very personal
experience of patient care into a
relatively cold, impersonal
business transaction. Like it or

not, medicine is a business. To
turn a profit, doctors nowmust
crammore patients into a day
than ever before, which causes
patients to feel more like cattle
and less like individual human
beings with real needs.

Conciergemedicine seems to
address some of these issues for
both patients and physicians,
particularly those in primary care
such as family practitioners or
internists.

How it works: Physicians
charge an annual fee to each
patient in their practice. I’ve
talked to physicians who charge
each patient between $1,500
and $2,500 per year, but retainers
can be in the five-figure range!

In exchange for paying that
fee or retainer, patients receive
24-hour access to the physician,
including last-minute
appointments, prescriptions, or
to answer medical questions.

Additionally, appointments can
be up to an hour long, as
opposed to the standard 10-20
minute appointment timemost
traditional patients are allotted.
Patients don’t have to wait
weeks or months for
appointments, they have
medical aid at their fingertips,
and they can spend timewith
the physician so that the doctor
will truly know the patient’s
medical needs inside and out.
Some concierge physicians even
make house calls (of office calls).

The bottom line: if you are a
physician interested in practicing
concierge medicine, you’re
probably going to have to do it
on your own, as opposed to
someone hiring you as an
employee and paying you a
salary to do it, which would
somewhat defeat the purpose
for a physician to practice
concierge medicine.



What is Critical
Care Medicine?

C ritical caremedicine is a
relatively new but increasingly
important medical specialty. It

is themultidisciplinary healthcare
specialty that cares for patients with
acute, life-threatening illness or injury
(SCCMdefinition).

Critical care (medicine) is
maturing into a separate specialty
whose practitioners are “intensivists”
and who practice is moving from
consult based “open” units, to
multidisciplinary “closed” units.

Critical CareMedicine is a term
used in the North America to
describe the practice of medicine in
intensive care units (ICU). Elsewhere it
is known as Intensive CareMedicine
(ICM); in Great Britain, ICUs are often
referred to Intensive Therapy Units
(ITU). A specialist who practices
intensive caremedicine is known as
an intensivist, and has usually been
trained and board certified in
anesthesiology, surgery, internal
medicine or pediatrics.

Critical CareMedicine is a
relatively modern specialty; the first
intensive care units opened in Europe
in the late 1950s and rapidly spread
to North America. Certification of
training in this field did not occur in
the United States until 1986. By the
late 1990s, there were approximately
5000 intensive care units in the USA.
For many years intensive care was
something of a “free for all” struggle

between various
interest groups,
with the patient
often caught in the
middle. This arose
from themistaken
view of many
physicians that
intensive care
patients were
merely sicker
versions of the patients that they
already looked after on the wards.

An open ICUmodel evolved, with
the primary physician making the
decisions and a support team of
specialists acting as consultants. It
has since been shown that the
presence of a properly trained
intensive care physician in the unit
significantly reduces morbidity,
mortality and cost.

There is an emerging body of
evidence that “closing” units (the
intensive care team look after all
aspects of patient care, the primary
team consult) may further improve

outcomes and cost effectiveness.
Critical care, as a specialty, has
matured, and with the prevalence of
cost containment as themajor
driving force in healthcare, the
intensivist is becoming an essential
component in cost control, and
quality assurance, strategies.

Three factors differentiate
intensive care from other wards in
hospitals: 1) a very high nurse to
patient ratio, 2) the availability of
invasive monitoring, 3) the use of
mechanical and pharmacological
life sustaining therapies (mechanical
ventilation, vasopressors, continuous
dialysis).

Intensive-Care Treatment

Fayetteville Medical Journal 9
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Simple Tips for
Healthy, Clean Teeth

Amit Rai, an award winning
General Dental Practitioner
has shared some basic tips

that can help you achieve a healthy
and clean set of teeth.

• Change your toothbrush: Aworn
out toothbrush cannot clean your
teeth properly andmay even
damage your gums. Change your
toothbrush every two or three
months, or sooner if the bristles
become splayed.

• Brush before breakfast: You should
brush twice a day and never
straight after eating as acids can
soften the outer layer of tooth
enamel which youmight wash
away. Also don't forget to brush
your tongue which can help to
banish bad breath.

• Think twice about whiteness: If you
are keen to have white teeth, first
try a toothpaste with a gentle
whitener. Always visit your dentist if
considering any whitening
treatments to be sure that they are
safe and effective.

• Quit smoking: Smoking can
prevent you from having
gleaming, healthy teeth as it can
turn your teeth yellow as well as
increase your risk of developing
gum disease andmouth cancer.

• Limit your alcohol: Excessive
alcohol consumption has been
linked to an increased risk of
developingmouth cancer.White
wine, cider and alcopops are
considered to be particularly
erosive to teeth.

• Limit acids: Citrus fruit can be very
acidic, just like pickle and fizzy
drinks. Remember to swill your

mouth with water afterwards to
buffer their harmful effects.

• Don't ignore the warning signs:
Suffering from twinges, dental pain
or bleeding gums can be your
mouth's way of telling you that you
need to see the dentist. Dental
check-ups should be every six
months; but the frequencymight
change depending on your needs.

10 Fayetteville Medical Journal

GeneralDentistry&
Dental Specialties

Healthy Teeth
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Invisalign: The
Invisible Way To
Straighten Teeth
By Zack Smith, DDS, MS

Invisalign makes it easy to
straighten your teeth without
bands, brackets or wires. It is a

proven technology so you can
straighten your teeth-invisibly.
By using a series of clear,

removable aligners that are
changedevery 2weeks, your teeth
line upas you smile. Your teeth
move little by little toward the smile
you havealwayswanted.
The aligners are comfortable to

wear and it does not require you
to change your lifestyle. Since the
aligners are removable you can
continue to eat your favorite
foods while brushing and flossing
normally to keep your teeth and

gums healthy. The aligners need
to be worn 20 to 22 hours per day
to obtain the desired tooth
movement.
Invisalign is very effective at

aligning teeth in committed
patients. Most patients are very
satisfied or extremely satisfied with
their experience.
Invisalign uses a 3-D computer

imaging technology tomap the
complete treatment from start to
finish using a series of aligners.

Invisalign is not able to treat all
orthodontic situations so your
situation needs to be evaluated.
The cost of treatment varies on

the type of problem and the
length of treatment. Invisalign will
cost the same as regular braces
or it may be slightly higher. In
conclusion it is certainly an option
to be considered. For more
information please call us for an
exam: (910)323-5821 or go to
www.invisalign.com.
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Pediatric Dentistry

What Is A Pediatric
Dentist?

By Dr. Faith
McGibbon, Village
Family Dental

APediatric Dentist is a Specialist
dedicated to the oral health
of children and young

adolescents, and themonitoring of
their facial growth anddevelopment.
We have compiled a list of frequently
asked questions to educate Parents
on the basics of early oral health.

What should I use to clean my baby’s
teeth?

A toothbrushwill remove plaque
bacteria that can lead to decay. Any
soft-bristled toothbrushwith a small
head, preferably one designed
specifically for infants, should be used
at least once aday at bedtime.

When should I take my child to the
dentist for the first check-up?

Your child should see a pediatric
dentist when the first tooth appears or
no later than his/her first birthday.

Are baby teeth really that important
to my child?

Primary, or “baby,” teeth are
important for many reasons. Not only
do they help children speak clearly
and chew naturally, they also aid in
forming a path that permanent
teeth can followwhen they are
ready to erupt.

What should I do if my child has a
toothache?

First, rinse the irritated areawith
warm salt water and place a cold
compress on the face if it is swollen.
Give the child acetaminophen for
any pain, rather than placing aspirin

on the teeth or gums. Finally, see a
dentist as soon as possible. Village
Family Dental will see your child
immediately for dental
emergencies.

What should I do if my child falls and
knocks out a permanent tooth?

Remain calm. Find the tooth.
Hold it by the crown rather than the
root and try to reinsert it in the
socket. If that is not possible, put the
tooth in a glass ofmilk and take your
child and the glass immediately to
the pediatric dentist.

How can parents help prevent tooth
decay?

Parents should take their children
to the dentist regularly, beginning
with the eruption of the first tooth.
The dentist can recommenda
specific programof brushing,

flossing, and other treatments for
parents to supervise and teach to
their children. These home
treatments, when added to regular
dental visits and abalanceddiet,
will help give your child a lifetime of
healthy habits.

How do I make my child’s diet safe
for his teeth?

Make sure your child has a
balanced diet, including one
serving each of: fruits and
vegetables, breads and cereals,
milk and dairy products, and
meat fish and eggs. Limiting the
servings of sugars and starches
will also aid in protecting your
child’s teeth from decay. You can
also ask your pediatric dentist to
help you select foods that protect
your children’s teeth.



“I told my dentist my teeth were going yellow. He told me to wear a brown tie.” — Rodney Dangerfield
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Tooth Decay Risk
Higher in Children
Exposed to
Second-Hand
Smoke
By Enozia Vakil, MD

Ahigher risk of tooth decay is
observed in children who
are exposed to second-

hand smoke, researchers claim.
David Leader, D.M.D., M.P.H. of

Tufts University explains the possible
relationship between second-hand
smoke and an increased risk of
cavities among children who still
have their primary "baby" teeth.

According to Healthy People
2020, approximately 33 percent of
children between the ages of
three and five years old, and
nearly 55 per cent of children
ages six to nine, experienced
cavities in at least one baby tooth
from 1999 to 2004. In children
aged 13 to 15 years, it was 53.7

percent. The United States
Department of Health and
Human Services’ objective is to
reduce the prevalence of caries
in children by 10 percent by 2020.

The authors of this systematic
review refer to caries as a disease.
In fact, the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention refers to
caries as themost prevalent
chronic disease in children aged 6
to 11 years and in adolescents
aged 12 to 19 years.

The study has been published in
the Journal of the American Dental

Association (JADA).

Village Family Dental and its
team of experienced Pediatric
Dentists cater to the treatment of
infants, children, adolescents and
children with special needs. Our
staff works as a team to provide
the very best in compassionate
care with an emphasis on
prevention and education. In the
event your child requires extensive
treatment or has difficulty with
anxiety, we offer in-office oral
sedation and out-patient general
anesthesia with our hospital
alliances including Cape Fear
Valley, Southeastern Regional
Medical Center, and Central
Carolina Hospital.

Village Family Dental accepts and
files all insurances, includingDelta
Dental, Wells Fargo, Under 21
Medicaid, andmany others.

Village Family Dental welcomes
your family tomake our practice your
long-termdental home.

Dr. Faith McGibbon-Martyn
Pediatric Dentist, Village Family
Dental

Dr. Faith McGibbon is a pediatric
dentist and Senior Partner of Village
Family Dental, 2029 Valleygate Drive,
Fayetteville, NC. Dr. McGibbon
received her professional training
from theMarquette University School
of Dentistry. Upon graduation in

1990, she was selected for the Army’s
one year Advanced Education in
General Dentistry residency and
served a total of four years with the
U.S. Army Dental Corps.

Dr. McGibbon completed
specialty training in Pediatric Dentistry
at the University OfMarylandDental
School and returned to Village Family
Dental in 2001 to lead its rapidly
expanding pediatric practice.

Dr. McGibbon is an active and
published member of the American
Association of Pediatric Dentistry
and holds staff privileges at area
hospitals including Cape Fear
Valley, Highsmith-Rainey, and the
Fayetteville Ambulatory Center.

...................................................................................
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Dental Implant Dentistry

The History of
Dental Implant
Dentistry

By William Sulik,
DDS
Village Family
Dental

Astudy by a nursing-
dental research team
at NYU has found that

nearly 20 million Americans
annually visit a dentist but not
a general healthcare provider.
There have been many

important improvements in
dental care in the forty plus
years of my career. None have
been more significant than the
development of dental
implant therapy. For the past
25 years dental implants has
revolutionized the treatment
for replacing missing teeth.
The materials and technique

were discovered by accident
by an orthopedic surgeon in
Sweden. He utilized titanium
tubes embedded in bone as
portals for fiber optic cameras
to study osseous healing in
rabbits. At the conclusion of
the study he found it extremely
difficult to remove the tubes.
They had integrated into the
bone in such a way as to form
a biomechanical interface
with the titanium that was very
tenacious.
Being a visionary, Per Ingvar

Brannemark, this phenomenon
had tremendous potential, not
only in medicine but also in
dentistry. Dentistry finally had a
material and a technology,

which could be used in a very
predictable manner to be
utilized in many different ways
to replace missing teeth.
Basically, titanium screws are
imbedded in the bone and
serve as substitute for the roots
of teeth. Various components
can be attached to the screws
to serve various purposes.
During this time period there

has been a tremendous
amount of research done,
which has allowed the
technology to advance at a
tremendous rate. Dental
implants can be utilized to
replace a single missing tooth,
multiple missing teeth, or even
all teeth in patients who are
totally edentulous. The
integration of implant therapy
and computer technology has
greatly enhanced our ability to
replace failing or missing teeth
in a very timely and efficient
manner.
There are numerous

advantages for patients.

Natural tooth structure no
longer has to be sacrificed, as
in the norm of conventional
fixed bridges. They can be
used with various forms of
attachments to help support,
stabilize, and retain removable
partial dentures or complete
dentures. This represents a
tremendous improvement
over conventional denture,
which has a tendency to
move around and require
adhesives to hold them in
place.
Multiple implants can be

utilized to fabricate prostheses
to replace all of someone’s
teeth which are fixed in the
mouth and are not removable.
Implants also help to preserve
a patients remaining bone,
rather than cause it to
gradually erode away as do
conventional dentures. All of
these advantages allow
patients to lead a healthier,
comfortable, confident, and
rewarding lifestyle.
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Dental Specialties

General Dentistry
The Equivalent of the family

practitioner for teeth. Dentists
perform regular checkups,
clean teeth, fill cavities, extract
teeth (only if absolutely
necessary), correct problems
with tooth alignment, and
provide and fit bridges/and or
dentures to replacemissing
teeth. Dentures, like natural
teeth, need to be checked
regularly; sincemost or all dentures
eventually wear down and need to
be replaced.

They also check for cancer of
themouth, perform cosmetic
procedures such as bonding and
give general advice on how to
care for the teeth and gums.

It is suggested that you should
see your dentist regularly at least
once a year or as often as he or
she recommends. Regular
examinations are necessary not
only to minimize tooth decay, but
also check the health of your entire
mouth. A neglectedmouth can
create the risk of infection entering
the blood stream, which can
endanger your general health.

Periodontics
The branch of dentistry that

identifies with the study and
treatment of diseases that affect
the periodontium (structure that
surround and support the teeth).
Of particular concern are gingivitis
(inflammation of the gums) and
periodontitis (inflammation of the
periodontium).

Endodontics
The specialized branch of

Dentistry that deals with the
causes, prevention, diagnosis,
and treatment of diseases and
injury affecting the nerves and
pulp in teeth and the periapical
(surrounding) tissues in the gum. It
also includes pulpotomy and
root-canal treatment.

Prosthodontist
The branch of Dentistry

affiliated with the
replacement of missing
teeth and their supporting
structures. Prosthodontics include
three basic kinds of replacement—
partial or complete dentures
(which are easily removed for
cleaning), semipermanent
appliances such as overdentures,
(fittings that are attached over
existing teeth), and permanent
restorations such as crowns and
bridges.

Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon
This specialist is usually amedical

doctor with a specialization in
tooth extraction and treatment of
injuries and diseases of the jaw,
face andmouth. Severe dental
trauma, extraction of wisdom
teeth, and plastic surgery of the
oral cavity fall within this specialty.

Orthodontics
Branch of dentistry concerned

with the prevention and treatment
of malocclusion (irregularities of the
position of teeth or abnormal
relationship between the upper
and lower teeth). In most cases,
the orthodontist performs
orthodontic procedures on
children and adolescents while the
teeth are developing and are
relatively maneuverable, however,
adults are also able to benefit from
orthodontic treatment.

Orthodontic treatment consists
of moving poorly positioned teeth
bymeans of gentle pressure
exerted by orthodontic appliances
(braces).



DERMATOLOGY QUIZ
Andrew A. Hendricks, M.D.
Board Certified Dermatologist, Southeastern Dermatology, PA

Can you recognize skin cancer when you see it? Remember that most skin lesions including skin cancer
can be completely removed under minimal or local anesthesia in a dermatology office. Early
treatment of skin cancer is usually curative. Match the description on the left side of the pagewith the

skin lesion on the right side:

(1) Basal cell carcinoma is themost common cancer in the United States. The number of cases of this skin
cancer is greater than all other types of cancer combined. It is usually treated by excision under local
anesthesia.

(2) Melanoma is themost dangerous cancer of any type. It can usually be completely removed under local
anesthesia. Early detection can prevent its spread. Can you recognize it?

(3) Seborrheic keratoses are benign skin lesions, meaning they are not cancerous. Theymay imitate
melanoma and other types of skin cancer. They usually do not appear until age 40 and have a “stuck
on” appearance. Theymay be surgically removed by shave surgery under local anesthesia..

(4) Actinic keratoses are precancerous skin lesions andmay change into squamous cell carcinoma over
many years. They can be easily treated with a coolant spray (cryosurgery), cream, and/or with
electrosurgery.

(5) A nevus is a benign skin lesion, meaning it is not cancerous. It has a uniform, pink or pigmented
appearance. It can be easily removed using a shave or scallop technique under local anesthesia. Do
you recognize it?

(6) Squamous cell carcinoma is a type of skin cancer which can spread into local lymph nodes and
metastasize if not completely excised at an early stage. It can be treated by excision under local
anesthesia.

(7) An angioma is a benign blood vessel growth. It can be easily removedwith laser or electrosurgery in a
dermatology office.

Skin
Dermatology
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ANSWERKEY:1-B;2-D;3-A;4-E;5-C;6-G;7-F
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Understanding
Diabetic Retinopathy
By George L. Cooper, M.D., F.A.C.S.
American Board of Ophthalmology Certified

D iabetic retinopathy is a
disorder of the retinal blood
vessels that eventually

develops to some degree in nearly
all patients with long standing
diabetes mellitus.

Diabetes in the U.S. in 2009,
remains the leading cause of
blindness in adults. Unfortunately,
many will seek care only after
symptoms appear.

Several risk factors are known to
contribute to the incidence and
progression of retinopathy including
duration of diabetes, poor glycemic
control, high blood pressure,
elevated cholesterol, kidney disease,
carotidarterydisease,andpregnancy
among the important risks.

The primary prevention and
screening process for diabetic
retinopathy varies according to the

age at onset of the disease.
Education of patients, their families,
friends about the importance of
regular eye examinations is key to
the early detection diabetic
retinopathy.

New technologies are not
comparable or meant to replace a
comprehensive eye examination by
an ophthalmologist experienced in
diabetic retinopathy. Also,
ophthalmologists can play an
important role in diabetic care apart
from treating eye disease the
patient can be counseled about the
importance of glucose and blood
pressure control for example, at the
time of the eye exam.

....................................

Most People With
Prediabetes Unaware
of Their Condition
By By Cara Adler

Only one in nine U.S. adults
with prediabetes are aware
they have the condition,

according to anMMWR study.
In an analysis of NHANES data,

researchers found that the
percentagewho are aware they
have prediabetes increased from
7.7% in 2005 to 11.1% in 2010.
Awareness was low (below 14%)
regardless of healthcare access,
income, education, family history,

and bodymass index.
The authors write: “Persons with

prediabetes, including those with
regular access to health care, might
benefit from efforts aimed atmaking
themaware that they are at risk for
developing type 2 diabetes and that
they can reduce that risk bymaking
modest lifestyle changes. Efforts are
needed to increase awareness.”

High Glucose (Sugar)



What is Emergency
Medicine?

Emergencymedicine
encompasses a large amount
of general medicine and

surgery including the surgical sub-
specialties. Emergency physicians
are tasked with seeing a large
number of patients, treating their
illnesses and arranging for disposition
either admitting them to the hospital
or releasing them after treatment as
necessary. The emergency physician
requires a broad field of knowledge
and advanced procedural skills often
including surgical procedures,
trauma resuscitation, advanced
cardiac life support and advanced
airwaymanagement. Emergency
physicians must have the skills of
many specialists:

• Critical CareMedicine—manage
a difficult airway

• Plastic Surgery— suture a complex
laceration

• Orthopedic Surgery— reduce (set)
a fractured bone or dislocated joint

• Cardiology— treat a heart attack

• Obstetrics andGynecology—
work-up a pregnant patient with
vaginal bleeding

• Cardiothoracic Surgery— place a
chest tube

• Radiology— conduct and interpret
x-rays and ultrasounds

During the French Revolution, after
seeing the speedwith which the
carriages of the French flying artillery
maneuvered across the battlefields,
Frenchmilitary surgeon Dominique
Jean Larrey applied the idea of
ambulances, or “flying carriages,” for
rapid transport of wounded soldiers
to a central place wheremedical
care was more accessible and
effective. Larrey manned
ambulances with trained crews of
drivers, corpsmen and litter-bearers
and had them bring the wounded to
centralized field hospitals, effectively
creating a forerunner of themodern
MASH units. Dominique Jean Larrey is
sometimes called the father of
emergencymedicine for his
strategies during the French wars.

Emergency medicine (EM) as a
medical specialty is relatively young.
Prior to the 1960s and 70s, hospital
emergency departments were
generally staffed by physicians on
staff at the hospital on a rotating
basis, among them general

surgeons, internists, psychiatrists, and
dermatologists. Physicians in training
(interns and residents), foreign
medical graduates and sometimes
nurses also staffed the Emergency
Department (ED). EMwas born as a
specialty in order to fill the time
commitment required by physicians
on staff to work in the increasingly
chaotic emergency departments
(EDs) of the time.

It was not until the establishment of
AmericanCollegeof Emergency
Physicians (ACEP), the recognition of
emergencymedicine training
programs by theAMAand theAOA
and in 1979 a historical vote by the
American Board ofMedical
Specialties that EMbecamea
recognizedmedical specialty. The first
emergencymedicine residency
program in theworldwas begun in
1970 at the University of Cincinnati and
the first Department of Emergency
Medicine at a U.S.medical school was
founded in 1971 at the University of
SouthernCalifornia.

Unforseen Illness

EmergencyMedicine
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Endoscopic
Ultrasound

By Joseph B.
Henderson, DO

Dr. Joseph B.
Henderson
is new to

Fayetteville. He
has received

extensive, advanced training in
the field of ERCP (endoscopic
cholangio-pancreatography) and
EUS (endoscopic ultrasound). He
has also received advanced
training in the diagnosis and
treatment of Barrett’s esophagus,
mucosal resections of tumors,
double balloon enteroscopy, and
endoscopic treatments of
pancreatic and biliary disorders,
including chronic pancreatitis and
pancreatic cancer.

EUS is a procedure that involves
the combination of endoscopy
and radiology. The scope used for
the procedure is a small and
flexible tube that goes down the
mouth under sedation. With this
procedure, surrounding organs
near the stomach including the
pancreas, bile ducts, liver,
connective tissue, and vascular
structures can be seen.

Furthermore, the scope has
working channels to allow for
biopsies and delivery of therapies,
including medications for

pancreatic disorders. EUSmay also
be used for anal-rectal disorders as
well. Additionally, Dr. Henderson has
been trained in the placement of
markers used for radiation therapy
for a number of different cancers.

ERCP involves a different type of
scope. During this procedure,
small devices called catheters are
utilized to treat biliary and
pancreatic disorders. In addition
to treating a wide variety of bilary
and pancreatic disorders, Dr.
Henderson has also been trained

in the diagnosis and treatment of
sphincter of Oddi dysfunction,
which may be the cause of
ongoing abdominal pain or
recurrent pancreatitis.

Finally, Dr. Henderson is one of
the few doctors in North Carolina
who is currently using laser
therapy for treatment of large
biliary and pancreatitic stones.
Additionally, laser therapy may
also be used to treat certain
types of cancers involving the
pancreas or bile ducts.

Stomach
Gastroenterology
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Risk for Colorectal
Cancer in
Inflammatory Bowel
Disease
By Douglas K. Rex, MD

New observations confirm the
reduced risk associated with
thiopurine use and suggest

earlier-than-expected occurrence
of colorectal cancer in patients with
Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD).

The risk for colorectal cancer
is elevated in patients with
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)
involving the colon. Accepted risk
factors aremore-extensive disease,
longer duration of disease, primary
sclerosing cholangitis, a family
history of colorectal cancer
(including sporadic colorectal
cancer), and active inflammation.
Now, further estimates of this risk are
available from a prospective,
observational cohort study in France
that also examined the possible
effect of immunosuppressive
therapy (specifically thiopurines).

The standardized incidence ratio
of colorectal cancer was 2.2 for all
patients with IBD and 7.0 for those
with long-standing, extensive colitis.
Risk was not elevated in patients
without long-standing, extensive
colitis. Patients receiving thiopurine
therapy had a reduced risk for high-
grade dysplasia or cancer
(adjusted hazard ratio, 0.28). In 22
patients, including 9 with high-
grade dysplasia and 13 with cancer

(38.6% of patients with cancer),
lesions developedwithin 10 years of
IBD diagnosis.

This study confirms several
previous findings of reduced risk for
colorectal cancer in patients on
thiopurines for inflammatory bowel
disease involving the colon. Not
enough patients were receiving
anti–tumor necrosis factor agents to
evaluate any possible effect. The
reduction in colorectal cancer risk

with thiopurines helps to offset the
several-fold increased risk for
lymphomas associated with these
agents, as well as the increased risk
for nonmelanoma skin cancers. The
observation that over one third of
the patients who developed
colorectal cancer did so within 10
years of IBD diagnosis is concerning,
although we do not know the
average delay from onset of
symptoms to that diagnosis.

Stomach & Digestive Disorders



Headache Symptom
Evaluation

Headache is one of the
most common symptoms
suffered by people world

over. Though headaches are
usually harmless and disappear
with painkillers, in rare cases,
they could be due to a serious
condition like a brain tumor,
meningitis or a bleed within the
brain. A good history elicited by
the doctor and a complete
physical examination usually helps
to diagnose the cause of pain.
Tests are required to confirm the
diagnosis in some cases.
Headaches may be acute, that

is, of recent onset, or chronic, that
is, present over a long duration.
Some features that could help in
the diagnosis of the type or cause
of headache are:
New, acute and very severe

headaches, progressive
headaches and headaches
associated with neurological
problems on examination could
herald a serious issue and should
be investigated in detail.
Headache with high blood
pressure in a pregnant woman
may suggest pre-eclampsia.
An episodic headache with a

high blood pressure, palpitations
and sweats could be due to
pheochromocytoma or tumor of
the adrenal gland.

A severe headache with fever
and neck stiffness may suggest
meningitis.
Headaches of longer duration

and of similar intensity are likely to
be benign.
Pain on one side of the head

may be migraine or cluster
headache. Migraine is a
throbbing type of headache
more common in women and runs
in families. Cluster headache
affects one side of the head
usually near the eye. It is more
common in men and does not run
in families. People with migraine
may report associated symptoms
like nausea and vomiting. It may
appear just before menses in
women.
Headache with pain over the

sinuses of the face is suggestive of
sinusitis.
The type of headachemay also

be determined based on the
factors that precipitate an attack.
For example, a headachemay
follow a trauma or an episode of
sinusitis. A migraine attack may be
precipitated by emotional stress,
fatigue, certain foods or
menstruation. Cluster headache
may be precipitated by alcohol.
Headache with a change of
position may suggest brain tumor.
The time of appearance of the

headachemay help to diagnose
the type of headache. For
example, tension-type

headaches are worse following
stress or at the end of the day.
Cluster headaches usually occur
at the same time of the day or
night. Hypnic headaches appear
just as a person falls asleep.
A headache is usually

diagnosed based on the
symptoms. In some cases, tests
may be necessary to rule out a
serious condition. Imaging tests
like CT scan andMRI are usually
used in such cases. A lumbar
puncture may be done to
diagnose an infection or a bleed.
An angiography may be
necessary to rule out
abnormalities in blood vessels.

Physicians
Family Practice
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Insight into Causes
Of Pneumococcal
Disease

For the first time, researchers
used genome sequencing
technology to track the

changes in a bacterial population
following the introduction of a
vaccine.

The study was led by researchers
from Harvard School of Public Health
(HSPH) and theWellcome Trust
Sanger Institute in the UK.

The study follows how the
population of pneumococcal
bacteria changed following the
introduction of the ‘Prevnar’
conjugate polysaccharide vaccine,
which substantially reduced rates of
pneumococcal disease across the
U.S. The work demonstrates that the
technology could be used in the
future tomonitor the effectiveness of
vaccination or antibiotic use against
different species of bacterial
pathogens, and for characterizing
new and emerging threats.

“This gives an unprecedented
insight into the bacteria living and
transmitting among us,” said co-
author William Hanage, associate
professor of epidemiology at HSPH.
“We can characterize these bugs to
an almost unimaginable degree of
detail, and in so doing understand
better what helps them survive even
in the presence of an effective
vaccine.”

Pneumococcal disease is caused
by a type of bacteria called
Streptococcus pneumonia, which is
present in many people’s noses and
throats and is spread by coughing,
sneezing, or other contact with
respiratory secretions. The
circumstances that cause it to
become pathogenic are not fully
understood. Rates of pneumococcal
disease—an infection that can lead
to pneumonia, meningitis, and other
illnesses—dropped in young children
following the introduction of a
vaccine in 2000.

The research, ledbyHSPHco-senior

authors Hanage;Marc Lipsitch,
professor of epidemiology; and
Stephen Bentley, senior scientist at the
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, aimed
tobetter understand thebacterial
population’s response to vaccination.
Whole genome sequencing—which
reveals theDNAcode for each
bacterial strain to an unprecedented
level of detail—was used to study a
sample of 616 pneumococci
collected in Massachusetts
communities from 2001 to 2007.

This study confirmed that the
parts of the bacterial population
targeted by the vaccine have
almost disappeared, and,
surprisingly, revealed that they
have been replaced by pre-
existing rare types of bacteria.

“The widespread use of whole
genome sequencing will allow
better surveillance of bacterial
populations — even those that are
genetically diverse — and
improve under-standing of their
evolution,” said Lipsitch. “In this
study, we were even able to see
how quickly these bacteria transmit
between different regions within
Massachusetts and identify genes
associated with bacteria in children
of different ages.”

“In the future, we will be able to
monitor evolutionary changes in
real-time. If we canmore quickly
and precisely trace the emergence
of disease-causing bacteria, we
may be able to better target
interventions to limit the burden of
disease,” said Bentley.

DNA
GenomicMedicine



Research Suggests
Chronic Stress Linked
to Alzheimer’s
Disease
By Reeja Tharu, M.D.

A new study by scientists at the
San Diego school of medicine
on chronic stress has shown

that this condition causes the
production and accumulation of tau
proteins in mice brain cells.

The tau protein aggregates
observed during the study conducted
on brain cells of mice were similar to
the tau proteins that are also found in
Alzheimer’s disease in humans. The
results have been published in the
online edition of the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences.

Stress is a natural response to
difficult situations and in the recent
years it has also been linked to
psychiatric conditions such as anxiety
and depression. On an upbeat note,
not all kinds of stress are harmful.
‘Acute stress’, which is event-free and
may even prove to be beneficial, is
believed to help improve brain
plasticity and develop learning.

However the word ‘stress’ frequently
indicates chronic stress, an affected
state of mind that has now integrated
in our daily life. Work place troubles,
relationship problems, financial,
health or other emotional challenges
contribute to chronic stress.

Chronic stress is ‘harmful’ as it brings

about pathological changes in the
body and is known to have severe
health implications. The findings from
the present study confirm thosemade
by earlier clinical findings, which
suggest that individuals prone to stress
aremore likely to develop sporadic
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), which,
incidentally, accounts for more than
90% of people with AD.

When people begin to age their
neurons become less capable of
handling the effects of stress. During
stressful situations the hypothalamus
of the brain releases the
Corticotropin Releasing Hormone
(CRH). The role of the CRH is to
stimulate the pituitary gland to
release the adrenocorticotropic
hormone which would act on the
adrenal glands to release the stress

hormone, cortisol.
The pathology of the AD reveals the

involvement of two different proteins,
beta-amyloid plaques and
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs). The NFTs
comprise of aggregates of a protein
called Tau. The role of tau protein is to
maintain cellular structure and in the
building of the cytoskeleton.

In a person with Alzheimer, the end
of the tau protein gets phosphorylated,
as a result of which they form
aggregates. When the aggregates
amplify they form neurofibrillary tangles
that correlate with a person’s cognitive
decline, a symptom of Alzheimer’s
disease. Research on tau proteins
could throw light on the symptoms and
progress of AD, which, in turn, would
help in themanagement of the
condition.

Aging
Geriatrics
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Hospitals
Healing

FirstHealth Offers
Innovative Health
Care Close to Home

Since the late 1800s, people
have been drawn to the
Sandhills region’smoderate

climate and curative powers. It is no
different today. The Sandhills region
still draws people for its wonderful
properties, and it is home to one of
the state’smost innovative health
care systems.

In both scopeandquality, the
medical care offered by FirstHealth
Moore Regional in Pinehurst
matches that typically associated
with universitymedical centers and
large urban hospitals.

FirstHealth of theCarolinas, a
private, not-for-profit health care
network, is headquartered in
Pinehurst. Its nearly 4,200 employees
serve 15 counties in themid-
Carolinas. Licensed for three
hospitals with 582 beds andalso

including facilities for inpatient and
outpatient rehabilitation, an
inpatient hospice house, community
outreachprograms, Centers for
Health & Fitness, primary care
practices, EMSandcritical care
transport services, a non-profit
insuranceplan, a philanthropic
foundation andahost of other
services, FirstHealth demonstrates a
commitment to treating thewhole
patient and to providingquality
health care for the entire community
—especially those in need.

Moore Regional Hospital in
Pinehurst, FirstHealth’s flagship
hospital, is an acute-care facility
with 395 licensed beds. Located at
155 Memorial Drive, Pinehurst, NC,
(910) 715-1000, it offers a broad
spectrumof specialties and a full
range of health care services
including:
• Cardiovascular and thoracic
surgery

• Bariatric surgery
• Neurosurgery
• World-class orthopedics
• Comprehensive cancer services
• Robotic surgery

....................................

Reid Heart Center

Moore Regional has
gained acclaim for its
outstanding heart

services led by expert physicians
and surgeonswhoprovide the
regionwith the highest level of care

and services. In 2011, FirstHealth
celebrated the opening of Reid
Heart Center: the FirstHealth
Cardiac&Vascular Institute, a
modern health care facility worthy
of the health care professionals
who practice inside its walls.
The state-of-the-art Reid Heart

Center combines all the elements
of cardiovascular care in one area.
The four-story facility consists of

inpatient rooms, outpatient clinics,
operating rooms, cath labs and
nuclearmedicine. Perhaps the
most unique features of the heart
center are its multi-use operating
rooms. Often referred to as hybrid
ORs, these specialized rooms allow
medical teams to perform two or
more procedures during one
operationwithout the need to
transfer a patient to a different
specialized location.
The Heart Center better

coordinates the hospital’s non-
invasive cardiac and vascular
diagnostic services, cardiac
catheterization and interventional
procedures, electrophysiology,
surgery and a number of other
patient-focused services.



Medical
Professionals
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Southeastern Health
Extends Reach to
Cumberland County
SOUTHEASTERN MEDICAL
CLINIC GRAY’S CREEK

Southeastern Health and
Southeastern Regional
Medical Center (SRMC)

support more than 30 primary care
and specialty clinics throughout four
counties in the southeast region. In
2012, Southeastern Health opened a
permanent facility in Gray’s Creek.
The clinic is connected through
Southeastern Health and SRMC’s
electronicmedical record systemas
well as a vast network of allied
health services.

The clinic offers comprehensive
medical care for all ages including
rehabilitation services and
occupational health. The facility
offers X-ray and lab services.

Southeastern Medical Clinic
Gray’s Creek is located at 1249
Chicken Foot Road, Hope Mills.

Hours of operation areMonday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
To schedule an appointment, call
(910) 423-1278.

Health Maintenance and Physicals
for All Ages: Infants to Adults

• Well-baby andwell child care

• Immunizations (all ages)

• Adolescent health
(sports/camp/school physicals)

• Routine physicals for adults

• Acute care of childhood and
adult illnesses and injuries

• Care of skin disorders
(acne,eczema, skin lesions)

• Well-womancare (papsmears,
menopause,weightmanagement)

• Men’s healthcare (cardiac risk
assessment, erectile dysfunction)

• Behavorial health problems
(anxiety, depression, ADHD)

• Pulmonary disorders (asthma)

• Endocrine disorders (diabetes,
thyroid, lipids, obesity)

• Headache disorders (migraines,
tension headaches)

• Cardiovascular disorders (high
blood pressure, coronary artery
disease)

• Gastrointestinal disorders (reflux,
constipation, diverticulosis)

• Ear, nose and throat disorders
(allergies, sinus problems, ear
infections)

• Procedures: EKG, skin
procedures, joint injections

• On site: x-rays and laboratory
services

• Inpatient services provided by
inpatient specialist group

Tracy Bullard,
M.D. —Dr. Bullard
earned her
undergraduate
degree from
Duke University
and continued
her education at

UNCChapel Hill, where she earned
a medical degree in 2001. She
completed a three-year residency
program at the Duke/ Southern
Regional Area Health Education
Center in Fayetteville in July 2004.
She is certified by the American
Board of Family Practice.

Karl Moo Young,
D.O.—Anative
of Kingston,
Jamaica, Dr. Moo
Young earned his
medical degree
fromOhio
University College

ofOsteopathicMedicine in Athens,
Ohio in 1989 and completed an
internalmedicine residency at Saint
ThomasMedical Center in Akron,
Ohio in 1993. Dr. Moo Young is
certified by theOsteopathic National
Boards and theAmerican Board of
Internal Medicine.

“At Southeastern Medical Clinic
Gray’s Creek, you will find friendly
faces, caring hearts and a place to

call your medical home!”
—Tracy Bullard, M.D.
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Health Insurance
Industry Needs to
Change, Says Blue
Cross Chief

Join the health care revolution
rather than fight it says Brad
Wilson, the chief of Blue Cross

and Blue Shield of North Carolina.
He was in town to address the Triad
Health Underwriters Association—
a group of health insurance
companies for corporate and
individual customers.

Health Insurance Industry Needs
to Change, Says Blue Cross Chief.

“We have an unsustainable
model.” Wilson endorsed the
company’s message. He felt the
health care industry could join
hands with the insurance industry to
reduce costs and improve the
quality of health care.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
North Carolina has 3.74 million
customers, the state’s major health
insurer in 2012 with a revenue of
$5.7 million.

A report by Triangle Business
Journal stated that Blue Cross and
Blue Shield accounted for 41% of
health insurance compared to 18%
by the Greensboro based United
Health Care Group.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield paid

87 cents per premium dollar to the
customer and after Affordable
Health Care Act it would be 90
cents. Millions would be under
insurance cover.

“That is great” for Americans, he
said. But “it will come at a cost.”

On October 1st private
companies will compete for
customers in marketplace. The
premiums will as a result be
higher for small businesses and
individuals, because everyone -
even those with pre-existing

illnesses are eligible.
Blue Cross Blue Shield want to

initiate their programs in an effort
to cut costs and if successful can
work as a model. The insurer has
joined UNC Health Care in a bid
to cut costs.

He felt that Affordable Health
Care was transforming health
insurance and he felt it was time to
change health care itself.

“We all need to be focused on
higher quality care and lower
costs,” Wilson said.

Protection

Health Care
Insurance

Better Heal th insures piece of mind for al l .



Mediterranean diet that comprises
fruits, vegetables, whole grains, fish
and fats from either extra-virgin olive

oi l or nuts helps prevent diabetes, f ind
researchers.

“The new findings do not take away from
exercise and weight loss as methods to help
prevent diabetes. Rather, the findings
suggest that Mediterranean diet has
its own additional benefits,”
said Pieter Cohen, assistant
professor of medicine at
Harvard Medical School.

In the s tudy , 3 ,541
adul t s l iv ing in Spain
were assigned to follow
one of three diets — a
classic Mediterranean
diet supplemented with
extra-virgin olive oil, and
a Med i t e r r anean d i e t
supplemented with mixed nuts or a low-fat diet.

None of the participants had diabetes at the
start of the study but they had risk factors for
heart disease, said the study published in the

Journal Annals of Internal Medicine.
The researchers found that those on a

Mediterranean diet with extra-virgin
olive oil had a reduced risk of developing
diabetes compared with the group
following a low-fat diet.

Each of those who fol lowed a
Mediterranean diet supplemented
with nuts also had a reduced risk of
diabetes.

“We already know Mediterranean
diet is good for your heart. Go with this

diet now,” Cohen added.
According to Robert Graham,

an internist at Lenox Hill Hospital
i n New York c i ty , fo l low ing
Mediterranean diet is really a

lifestyle change. “Pay attention to
what youput in your body,” headded.

Healthy LIfestyles
Health, Nutrition and Fitness

Mediterranean Diet Helps Ward Off Diabetes
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We Can
Help Aging
Individuals Live
Independently
By April Gant R.N., M.S.N., F.N.P.

Imagine if your parents were
having a difficult time
managing daily basic needs

and becoming increasingly frail.
You are spendingmore and
more time at their home,
cleaning, meal preparation, and
etc . You are concerned about
leaving them alone and are
spending less of your time with
your spouse and children. You
are overwhelmedwith themany
directions you are being pulled,
and are wondering where you
can turn for help....
In my practice as a Clinical

Director and CEO this is the
number one concern of adult
children caring for their aging
relatives. While many older
people live out their lives in the
comfort of their own home,
others change living situations as
they age. At some point, you
may want to evaluate if the
older adult just needs additional
support with caremanagement.
There are numerous services

available in the Cumberland
County area to help older

persons and their families
manage their care in the home.
You will have to decide which
may bemost appropriate for
your family situation.
Home Health Services are

services that offer skilled nursing,
occupational and physical
therapy, speech therapy, social
services, and home health aides.
HomeCare services help with
the daily activities of living such
as bathing, cooking, cleaning,
errands and other household
activities. HomeCare services
can also assist with trans-
portation services to bring older
people to doctor appointments,
social events and sometimes to
shopping areas. There is an
Emergency Response System,
Meals onWheels, and Elder
housing available tomake things
a little more convenient.
Veterans Benefits are available
as a supplemental pension
benefit program titled “Aid and
Assistance program.” This is
available to aging veterans or
their widowed spouses to cover
out of pocket expenses for
personal care.
We are able to assist adult

children who live close or far
away from their aging parent
with all aspects of care. The
owners TimGant M. Ed, and April
Gant RN, MSN, FNP are certified
HomeCareManagers with over

a total of twenty years
experience assessing older and
disabled person's with social,
physical and emotional needs.
We along with our team of
professional’s can help families
make the necessary contacts
and arrangements, to
implement a plan of care. For
more information visit our website
www.abrighterfutureinc.com

Home Care

Home Health
Care &Hospice
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Vertigo Explained

Vertigo is a feeling of spinning
(whirling) or falling down
when there are no actual

body movements. Vertigo is caused
most often due to problems in the
brain and inner ear. The most
common form of vertigo is Benign
Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo
(BPPV). It is a symptom of a balance
disorder that occurs due to
disturbances caused in the inner
ear balance.

Vertigomay last for a few
moments, several hours, or even
days. Vertigo is most common in
elderly people, but can affect both
sexes at any age.

The patient suffering from vertigo
complains of a sensation of
motion or spinning within stable
surroundings, and it may be
accompanied by loss of balance
and nausea.

Depending on the symptoms and
signs, a diagnosis of vertigo can be
made. To make an accurate
diagnosis the doctor can sometimes
advise tests like Dix-Hallpike test,
computerized dynamic
posturography, audiometry or
electronystagmography.

Treatment of vertigo depends
largely on the underlying cause of
vertigo. Ear infection will need
treatment with antibiotics. Common
medicines for treatment of the
condition include- meclizine

hydrochloride (Antivert),
diphenhydramine (Benadryl),
promethazine hydrochloride
(Phenergan) and diazepam
(Valium). Physical therapymight be
recommended in some forms of
vertigo.

People suffering from vertigo
should take precautions so that they
do not fall and hurt themselves.
House and toilets may need to have
railings installed.

OTHER NAMES —Dizziness, Benign
Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo (BPPV),
Meniere disease, Motion Sickness,
Labyrinthitis

Blood Pressure Meds
May Increase Fall
Risk in the Elderly

Use of antihypertensive
medications may put elderly
patients at increased risk for

falls, according to a study in JAMA
Internal Medicine.

Researchers studied nearly 5000
community-dwelling Medicare
beneficiaries over age 70 with
hypertension. During 3 years' follow-
up, 9% had a serious fall injury. After
multivariable adjustment, use of
moderate-intensity antihypertensives
was associatedwith a significant 40%
increased risk for serious fall injuries
relative to no antihypertensive use.
High-intensity medications
conferred a 28% increased risk,
although this did not achieve
statistical significance.

Neither the class nor number of
antihypertensives was associated
with increased risk. A history of fall
injury in the previous year, however,
seemed to strengthen the
association between falls and
antihypertensive treatment.

Commentators speculate on
potential mechanisms and then
conclude, "Clinicians should pay
greater attention to fall risk in older
adults with hypertension in an effort
to prevent injurious falls, particularly
among adults with a previous injury.

Adult Health Care

Internal
Medicine
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Big Changes Ahead
in Medical Education

The U.S. should be prepared
formassive changes in the
next few years in theway

physicians are trained, experts said
here Thursday.

Changewill have to start with
interprofessional education,
George Thibault, MD, president of
the JosiahMacy Jr. Foundation in
New York, said at an event
sponsored by /Health Affairs to
promote its theme issue onmedical
education. “We knowall health
professionals are going towork
together in formal and informal
teams, yet we educate them
separately and then are surprised
when they don’t work together
well.” Instead, professionals should

be educated together so they are
prepared towork together as
teams, he said.

In addition, a new model of
clinical education is needed,
Thibault continued. “The [current]
model is very fragmented and still
too hospital-based to take care of
a populationwith chronic illnesses
whoare largely outside the
hospital. Themodel needs to be
more longitudinal and community-
based.”

Thibault also suggested that
medical schoolsmove away from
time-based education and toward
education based on development
of competencies, “so learners
move through as they are ready to
move through.We cannot
continue to have a locked-up
approach determined by
everybody doing the same thing or

determined by just time andplace.
This can lead to amore efficient
system ... and to professionals who
are specifically prepared for the
careers they’re going to take on.”

Both Schock and Schwartz also
expressed support for legislation
that would repeal and then
replace Medicare’s much-
maligned sustainable growth rate
(SGR) formula for physician
reimbursement. Schock noted that
one reason the House Energy and
CommerceCommitteewas able
to get unanimous support among
its committeemembers for its SGR
repeal proposal, whichwould cost
an estimated $179 billion, was that
“they didn’t say how they’re going
to pay for it.”

Rep. DaveCamp (R-Mich.),
chair of the HouseWays andMeans
Committee—which is chargedwith
coming upwithways to pay for
legislation such as an SGR fix—has
been briefing committeemembers
on possible “pay-fors,” said Schock,
who is amember of the committee.
“So stay tuned” to seewhat
happens, he added.

Schwartz said she hopes that
GME reformmay eventually be
included in an SGR fix bill should
one bepassed. “Whenwedo
something about the SGR, there
might be amomentwhenwe
could slip this [GME] legislation into
our discussion,” she said.

Medical
Education

Learning
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Medical Education

The Road toward
Fully Transparent
Medical Records
By Jonathan D. Darer, M.D., M.P.H.

Forty years ago, Shenkin
andWarner argued that
giving patients their

medical records would lead to
more appropriate utilization of
physicians and a greater ability
of patients to participate in their
own care. At that time, patients
in most states could obtain their
records only through litigation,
but the rules gradually changed,
and in 1996 the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability
Act entitled virtually all patients
to obtain their records on
request. Today, we’re on the
verge of eliminating such
requests by simply providing
patients online access. Thanks in
part to federal financial
incentives, electronic medical
records are becoming the rule,
accompanied increasingly by
password-protected portals that
offer patients laboratory,

radiology, and pathology results
and secure communication with
their clinicians by e-mail.
One central component of the

records, the notes composed by
clinicians, has remained largely
hidden from patients. But now
OpenNotes, an initiative fueled
primarily by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, is exploring
the effects of providing access to
these Notes. Beginning in 2010, at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center (which serves urban and
suburban Boston), Geisinger
Health System (in rural
Pennsylvania), and Harborview
Medical Center (Seattle’s safety-
net hospital), more than 100
primary care doctors
volunteered to invite 20,000 of
their patients to read their notes
securely online.
Regardless of the setting, open

notes can help improve patient
safety by allowing contributions
from patients and families who
may catch questionable
statements or clinically important
mistakes in notes or find lapses in
follow-up that need to be

rectified. Indeed, the very
existence of an environment in
which patients are encouraged
to identify potential errors may
increase patients’ trust. But
policies and processes for
amending records remain in flux
and vary widely among record
systems and practice settings.
Shenkin and Warner

predicted that increasing
patient engagement through
transparent medical records
would contribute to
improvements in health, care,
and costs. As open notes
continue to spread, and
strategies and safeguards
evolve, we expect that both
patients and providers will
benefit from the wisdom of their
proposal.
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Medical Spa &
Aesthetics
Renew

Ultherapy: The
“Sound” Wave of
the Future
ByMary B. Kansora, M. D., FACS
Aesthetic Visions at Valley EyeClinic

There aremany factors that
can influence the aging of
our skin. Some factors we

have no control over and include
our anatomic structure, heredity,
hormonal changes and our
biochemistry. Other factors that we
can control include skin care (lotions
and creams), UV light or sun
exposure, and smoking.

At the core of the aging process is
a protein called collagen. Collagen
provides the protein latticework or
structure the skin requires at both
the superficial and deep layers.

Our options for countering the
aging process depend on where we
are in the process. For those in their
20-30’s, maintenance of existing
collagen is key. This can be
achieved with good skincare and
nutrition. When we start to see the
beginnings of wrinkles and loss of
facial volume, injectables such as
Botox and fillers may be appropriate.
For those in their 40’s, the skin texture
changes, fine wrinkles appear (early
superficial loss of collagen) and
increased pigmentation can be
seen. At this time, we also start to
seemild tomoderate laxity of the

skin, collagen from the deeper
layers of the skin has started to
weaken. Ultherapy is the answer
as it can help to generate new
collagen in both the superficial
and deep layers.

Ultherapy is the only non-
surgical, non-invasive procedure
FDA-approved for lifting of the
brow, neck and submental (chin)

regions. Ultherapy targets the
deeper skin layer, (the same as is
operated on with a surgical face-lift)
at a depth of 4.5mm. New collagen
is formed over time and results in a
lift of the treated skin.

Patients treated with Ultherapy
still have new collagen after one
year, but keep in mind the skin will
continue to age.
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Laser Safety

When I go to the
doctors office it is
important for me to

see their credentials on the wall
of their office or in the hallway.
Credentials set you andme

apart from the rest; Board
Certification inspires confidence
in your clients and colleagues
that you have taken that extra
step in aesthetic laser training.

As a client should I be
concerned with your academic
competency?Was it an
academic State approved
credentialed physician
supervised hands-on training
program?Was your course over
a weekend in a hotel room?
Were there pertinent laser safety
issues that will affect you the
user andme the patient taught
in your curriculum? Am I your first
client for this laser procedure or
am I your one-thousandth?
You and I know these

questions would not be what
the average person would ask
of you, or would they? Clients
today are savvier with laser
procedures than ever before
because of laser articles in
magazines and various laser
advertising. They are aware that
you have taken some type of
laser course, but which one?
Momand Pop laser store

fronts, some beauty salons and
non-medical spas are popping
up everywhere with low pricing
to attract clients. Theymay
have attended some type of
short course that teaches one,
sees one and they do one. In
some cases they are here today
and gone tomorrow, accidents

occurring and the
storefront laser spa is
nowhere to be
found.
Laser safety is an

equally important
part of your
curriculum for laser
aesthetic training as
the program itself. It is
the backbone of
your program. To
insure proper
guidelines for the
safe use of lasers in
your facility, it is
recommended that your facility
purchase an American National
Standard for Safe Use of Lasers
in Health Care Facilities ANSI
Z136.3 2005. One should have
been provided to you as part of
your laser aesthetic and safety
training program. This standard is

used as a guide to incorporate
laser use in a non-hospital
facility such as outpatient
facilities, individual offices and
non-medical locations.
Laser safety should be the

number one priority when a laser
procedure is to be performed.

Medical Spa & Aesthetics
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Fillers (Juvederm
and Radiesse)

ByMary LeeCudd,
ÉlanMed Spa

W hat
does a
makeup

artist do to age a character over
the course of a movie? Dark lines
are drawn in between the nose
andmouth. Dark makeup to
mimic shadowing is placed under
the eyes and down from the
corners of the mouth to the chin.
Although that actor’s face does
not actually change during the
course of shooting the film, to the
audience the aging effects are
dramatic.
Aging is inevitable for all of us,

but the appearance of aging is
nowmore of a choice.
Dermal fillers are products like

Juvederm and Radiesse which
are FDA approved to diminish
lines in the face by reproducing
selected fullness in areas where
fat is lost.
Radiesse is often used to

create cheek fullness and
diminish lines between the nose
andmouth. Approved in the US
for over 7 years, it is very safe and
effective. Most results with
Radiesse will last 15-18 months.
Radiesse is made from natural
elements found in the skin, so
allergic reaction to this product is
not a concern.
Juvederm is commonly used to

regain fullness in the face,
particularly around the eyes and
lips where subtle improvement is
needed. One of the most

common fillers in the world,
Juvederm has proven to be very
safe when used by a licensed
professional. It is made from a
natural component of our skin
and blends easily with our own
natural production of collagen.
Dermal filler procedures like

Radiesse and Juvederm can be
done during an office visit. Most
providers like myself use topical
numb cream to minimize any
discomfort. Results are immediate
and last 12-18 months. Recovery
is very quick (usually 24 hours)
unless there is a little bruising
which can take several days to
completely resolve.
Most healthy people are

good candidates for dermal
fillers, however pregnant or
nursing mothers should not use
ANY product that has not been
tested and proven safe for
pregnancy. A consultation visit
is recommended to determine if
these products are right for you
and to be informed of all
possible risks.
How do those actors continue

to look so great well into their
retirement? In addition to good

makeup artists, they also have
good cosmetic PAs who are
skilled with dermal fillers!

“Everything has beauty, but not everyone sees it.” — Confucius



Acute Kidney
Injury Predicts
Mortality in
Cirrhosis with
Infection

T his newly redefined
indicator successfully
identified patients at higher

risk for organ failure andmortality
among a group hospitalizedwith
bacterial infections.

Renal function is a strong
prognostic marker in patients
with cirrhosis. Even small
increases in creatinine in this
population can reflect renal
dysfunction. Recently, acute
kidney injury (AKI) in patients with
cirrhosis was redefined using a
lower threshold for renal
dysfunction (increase in serum
creatinine level of 0.3 mg/dL in
48 hours or a 50% increase in
creatinine from a stable
baseline). Now, investigators
have prospectively evaluated
whether the new AKI definition is
useful in predicting outcomes in
a high-risk group of patients with
cirrhosis: those hospitalized with
bacterial infection.

Among 337 patients in 12
participating centers, 166 fulfilled
criteria for AKI. After adjustment for
theModel for End-Stage Liver
Disease score, in comparison with

patients without AKI, those with AKI
had a higher 30-daymortality rate
(34% vs. 7%; /P/<0.0001), a longer
hospital stay (mean number of
days, 17.8 vs. 13.3; /P/<0.0001),
and a higher rate of new organ
failure (77% vs. 46%; /P/=0.0003).
Among patients with AKI, injury
was transient in 56%, persistent in
28%, and required dialysis in 16%.
Themortality rate was 80% among
those without renal recovery.

These results show a strong
association between acute kidney
injury andmortality in patients with

cirrhosis and infection. Even a
relatively small increase of
creatinine of 0.3 mg/dL is
associated with poor outcomes,
including new organ failure and
highmortality. Clinicians should
aggressively treat evenmodest
rise in creatinine from baseline with
measures such as volume
repletion and holding diuretics.
Subsequent studies should
evaluate the impact of early
recognition andmanagement of
AKI in patients with cirrhosis and
infection.

Nephrology
Kidneys
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Common infections
May Increase Risk
for Memory Decline

E xposure to common
infections is linked to
memory and brain

function — even if the infections
never made you ill, according to
research presented at the
American Stroke Association’s
International Stroke Conference
2014.
Researchers found an index

of antibody levels caused by
exposure to Chlamydia
pneumoniae, Helicobacter pylori,
cytomegalovirus, and herpes
simplex viruses 1 and 2 was
associated with worse cognitive
performance, includingmemory,
speed of mental processing,
abstract thinking, planning and
reasoning ability.
“Wewere very interested in

what were the risk factors for
cognitive performance and
decline,” said ClintonWright,
M.D., M.S., the study’s lead
researcher and scientific director
of the Evelyn F. McKnight Brain
Institute at the University of Miami.
Earlier studies have already

linked certain infections to an
increased risk of stroke and
Alzheimer’s disease. Researchers
investigated if evidence of past
exposure to these infections

contributed to performance on
tests of memory, thinking speed
and other brain functions.
The study conducted brain

function tests and took blood
samples from 588 people who
participated in the Northern
Manhattan Study. Half of the
participants then took cognitive
tests again in five years.
Researchers believe exposure

to these infections may be
associated with an increase in
stroke risk, as well as an increase in
atherosclerosis and inflammation,
said Dr. Wright, who is also chief of
the division of cognitive disorders
and associate professor of
neurology, neuroscience, and
epidemiology and public health
at the LeonardM. Miller School of
Medicine at the University of
Miami.
The study

doesn’t explain
why the infections
are related to
worsening
cognitive function.
“It couldbecaused
byan immune
system response to
the infectionsor the
infection itself could
result in clinical
damage that
we’renotaware
of,”Wright said.

Wright, who conducted the
study in collaboration with
researchers at Columbia
University, isn’t suggesting that
people take any action to
combat these infections. “There
is no evidence yet that treating
these infections is beneficial,” he
said, because the initial
exposure to the viruses may
have happened decades earlier
and the damage may be the
result of a gradual process. “It
would be great if treatment
prevented these bad outcomes,
but we’re very far away from
having that type of evidence.”
Further studies will need to be
conducted to see if the findings
are duplicated in other
populations, he said, since most
of the participants in the study —
70 percent — were Hispanic.

Nervous System

Neurology
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Avoid Urinary
Tract Infection in
Winter, Drink 12
Glasses of Water

Not drinking enough water
in winter can lead to
urinary tract infection or

cystitis, especially in women,
according to experts.

Dr Malvika Sabharwal, head
of department of gynecology
and obstetrics, Nova Speciality
Hospitals, says, “Women are
prone to cystitis because they
have a shorter urinary tract
(tube that carries urine from the
bladder to the outside) as
compared to men.”

Archana Dhawan Bajaj,
gynecologist and obstetrician at
Nurture Clinic, says, “Burning
sensation while urinating,
frequent need to urinate but
passing only small amounts or no
urine, having pain in the lower
back, dark smelly urine and even
fever are the symptoms of
cystitis.”

Proper antibiotic course
depending on the severity of the
infection helps in treating cystitis.
Taking cranberry juice is also an
effective method to treat the
infection. As a precautionary
measure, women should
maintain cleanliness. But if the

problem is ignored, it can lead to
further complications such as that
of kidney.

Though men also suffer from
this problem, the problem is
nearly eight times more in women
than in men. It has been found
that 15 per cent women suffer
from cystitis annually. Cystitis
leads to inflammation in urinary
bladder.

Pregnant women, women
suffering from diabetes,
tuberculosis and those who are
sexually active are at a higher risk
of contracting the infection.

According to doctors, drinking 12
glasses of water daily is a sure
shot method to keep away from
the infection as it helps in diluting
the urine.

Bajaj also says that pregnant
women should try not to drink too
much caffeine or acidic drinks
such as orange juice as these
can irritate the bladder.

Patients who use catheter are
also prone to get urinary tract
infection.  Hematuria or blood in
urine, fever, change in urine color
and smell are some symptoms to
understand the infection.

Obstetrics /
Gynecology

Women & Babies
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Better Survival
Rates Seen With
Lumpectomy
Compared With
Mastectomy

Lumpectomy plus radiation
for early breast cancer may
provide patients with a

better chance of survival than
mastectomy, found by a new
analysis, “Better Survival Rates
Seen With Lumpectomy
Compared With Mastectomy,”
published early online in CANCER,
a peer-reviewed journal of the
American Cancer Society. The
results provide confidence in the
efficacy of breast-conserving
treatments even among patients
with aggressive, early disease.

Lumpectomy combined with
radiation is a good treatment
choice for women with early
breast cancer; however, over the
past 10 years, a growing number
of women have been choosing
mastectomy even for very small
cancers. In certain populations
such as women who are young
and those living in urban areas
with high socioeconomic status,
this trend has been most
pronounced due to the
perception that outcomes may
be better with mastectomy than
with lumpectomy.

Shelley Hwang M.D., MPH, of
the Duke Cancer Institute, and her
colleagues looked to see whether
some populations of women do in
fact have better outcomes after
mastectomy compared with
lumpectomy and radiation. The
researchers obtained information
regarding all women who were
diagnosed in the state of
California with stage I or II breast
cancer between 1990 and 2004
and who were treated with either
mastectomy or lumpectomy plus
radiation. The investigators
followed 112,154 cases through
2009, and they looked for patterns
among different age groups and
across different breast cancer
types.

In the first three years after
surgery, women who underwent
mastectomy had a higher risk of
dying from heart disease and
other diseases than women who
underwent lumpectomy, possibly
indicating that the latter group
was generally healthier,

according to Dr. Hwang. Over the
entire study period, women were
more likely to survive breast
cancer after undergoing
lumpectomy plus radiation than
mastectomy. This was true among
all age groups and cancer types,
with the biggest benefit seen in
women over 50 years of age with
hormone-sensitive breast cancer.

These women had a 14 percent
decreased risk of dying from
breast cancer during the study
compared with their counterparts
who underwent mastectomy.

“The findings in this study should
reassure women that among all
age groups and tumor types,
lumpectomy continues to be an
excellent choice for women with
small early breast cancers,” said
Dr. Hwang.

Women &
Breast Cancer
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Women’s 
Health
Healthy Living

‘Skinny Yet
Shapely’: Every
Woman’s Dream.
Here’s Why

Aprofessor has indicated
that women are always
concerned about their

weight and they keep looking into
every possible option to lose few
pounds.

“In our interviews with women
aged 16 to 63, we found that all
ages wanted to be “skinny  but
shapely”, and most wanted to lose
half a stone irrespective of actual
size,” the Daily Mail quoted

Professor Sarah Grogan, author of
such books as ‘Body Image:
Understanding Body -
Dissatisfaction In Men, Women
and Children,’ as saying.

“Women found it easy to tell us
what they disliked about their
bodies but much harder to think of
what they liked.

“Most said that they would be
more confident if they lost weight.
None of the women who took part
in our interviews (even those who
were, objectively, very thin) said
they wanted to gain weight,”
Grogan added.

“We live in a culture where
slimness for women is linked with all
kinds of positive characteristics,”
explained Grogan, “including self-
control, elegance, attractiveness
and youth.”

Indeed, studies have shown
that not only are slim people
considered more attractive and
likely to do better in job interviews
and work situations, they are also
less likely to be convicted of
crimes, and, if convicted, likely to
receive lighter punishments.

A study by the University of
Florida found that women who
weighed 25lb less than the norm
earn around $15,572.00 more than
average-weight women.

And, according to German
research conducted over 24
years, how much we weigh affects
our emotions more than our love
life does.

Chocolate Cuts Life-
Threatening Risks
During Pregnancy

A study has suggested that
eating chocolate at least
three times a week can

help reduce life-threatening
conditions from developing in
pregnant women.

The study found that women
who regularly eat chocolate are
less likely to suffer from pre-
eclampsia, one of the most
common causes of complications
during pregnancy, the Telegraph
reported.

Pre-eclampsia can cause
pregnancy complications after
blood vessels in the placenta fail
to develop. The major symptom of
the condition is elevated blood
pressure in the mother.

The condition also affects the
unborn child by disrupting the
transfer of nutrients, leading to
premature birth and other
complications.



Cosmetic Surgery
Brings Temporary
Self-Esteem Boosts
in Women
By Enozia Vakil, MD 

Women in Venezuela are
now undergoing nose
jobs to look whiter, which

temporarily improves their self-
esteem, a new study finds.

Cosmetic surgery is increasingly
common in many countries,
including Venezuela, where an
obsession with physical
appearance prompts many women
to get breast implants, face lifts,
liposuction and other cosmetic
procedures.

In her study, Lauren Gulbas, an
assistant professor of anthropology,
examined how aesthetic ideals
promoted by the cosmetic surgery
industry interact with local ideas
about race in Caracas, where she
focused on rhinoplasty, more
commonly known as a “nose job.” 

The study included 63 white,
black or racially mixed women — 24
had undergone rhinoplasty and 39
wanted to change their nose
through rhinoplasty. All of the
women wanted a “well-formed
nose” that is tall, slender and

associated with being white, which
is the so-called “gold standard” of
rhinoplasty. 

“Rhinoplasty is offered by
physicians and interpreted by
patients as a resolution to body
dissatisfaction and low self-esteem,”
Gulbas writes, but that thinking fails
to acknowledge how perceptions
of the self and body are strongly tied
to racial marginalization. “Patients’
efforts to alter the nose reveal
attempts to change not only how
the body looks, but how it is lived. As
a result, cosmetic surgery only acts
as a stop-gap measure to heighten
one’s self-esteem and body
image.”

................................

Study Reveals
Women at Higher
Risk of Heart Attacks
Than Men

Y oung women place looks
and counting calories
above health, say US

researchers. 
A new study has revealed some

significant differences between a
woman’s heart and a man’s heart
and these differences may put
women at a much higher risk for
heart problems than men.

The research by Dr. Janine Austin
Clayton, director of the Office of
Research on Women’s Health at the
National Institutes of Health,
revealed a dangerous difference in
the symptoms men and women
experience during a heart attack,
CBS News reported.

The hallmark chest pain is more
likely to be felt by men than women,
and the latter may experience less
obvious symptoms like trouble

sleeping, nausea, indigestion,
fatigue and jaw pain.

The study showed that men and
women have substantive, clinically
important differences in their bodies
in all of health, from how their
organs are structured to how they
function.

One major difference is how the
blood vessels of women with heart
disease look compared to those of
men.

Coronary heart disease is caused
by plaque- made by cholesterol, fat
and other substances- building up in
the arteries that supply oxygen-rich
blood to the heart muscle.

Clayton explained that in
women, this buildup lines the walls of
the blood vessels evenly- like the
inside of a straw getting more
narrow because the wall is
thickening.

However, in men, this plaque
buildup can be more concentrated
in one area, as if a section of the
straw is pinched.

The study was published in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association.

“A dame that knows the ropes isn’t likely to get tied up.”
—Mae West
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Preoperative MRI
of Little Benefit in
Newly Diagnosed
Breast Cancer
By William J. Gradishar, MD

One of the most contentious
issues in breast cancer is the
role of preoperative

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
of the breast in patients with newly
diagnosed disease. Because of the
increased sensitivity of MRI compared
with other imaging modalities, it was
hoped that preoperative MRI would
identify additional disease in the
breast and lead to better surgical
treatment and reductions in
recurrence. To date, that promise has
not been borne out, and the
modality has been associated with
an increase in mastectomies and no
reduction in reexcision rates.
However, we still do not know
whether preoperative breast MRI can
reduce the risk for local recurrence
(LR) and, ultimately, distant
recurrence (DR).  To examine this
issue, international investigators
performed an individual person data
meta-analysis of four eligible
preoperative MRI studies involving
3169 patients (median age, 56.2
years) and 3180 affected breasts (of
which 42% had undergone

preoperative MRI and 58% had not).
Rates of 8-year LR-free survival were
similar with or without MRI (97% and
95%, respectively), as were rates of 8-
year DR-free survival (89% and 93%).
A multivariate analysis also showed
that MRI did not affect LR-free or DR-
free survival. 

These data add to growing body
of evidence that preoperative MRI
does not positively affect outcome
for most patients with newly
diagnosed breast cancer. The use of
adjuvant radiotherapy and systemic
therapy clearly reduce the risk for
local and distant recurrence, so one

would have to postulate that MRI
would have the ability to identify foci
of disease that would not be
affected by other treatment
modalities. This study did not
capture all data from all studies of
preoperative MRI or whether
dedicated breast MRI physicians
carried out all assessments. For
widespread use of an expensive test,
a greater impact on outcome must
be demonstrated. For high-risk
patients (e.g., mutation carriers), or
patients with Paget’s disease,
preoperative breast MRI does have
an established role. 



Is it Sinusitis?

Distinguishing
between the
common condition

and nasal problems are the
key to finding lasting relief.

Your nose is closed and
runny. You take cold
medications, but they
provide little to no relief. In
fact, you feel like you have
a cold most of the time.

You blame it on chronic
sinusitis, an inflammation or
Infection of the sinuses.
Trouble is, other conditions
also cause these symptoms
and it’s easy to confuse
them with sinusitis.

“Most people have a
conception of what
chronic sinusitis is,” says
Alan Kominsky, MD with
the Cleveland Clinic’s
Head and Neck Institute. “Most
people think I have nasal congestion
and drainage, so I must have
sinusitis.’ That’s not necessarily the
case. There are a number of nasal
problems that people talk about
and mislabel as sinusitis.” If your
symptoms persist or experience
recurrent episodes see your doctor
to determine if you have sinusitis or a
nasal problem.

Viral infections from colds are
responsible for many acute sinusitis
cases and usually resolves with
minimal symptomatic treatment.

But, sometimes a bacterial infection
develops, lasting about 30 days and
requiring medical help. “If you have
something that seems commonplace
and doesn’t get better or you start to
get better and you have a relapse,
that’s when you consider bacterial
sinusitis,” Dr. Kominsky says.

Both types of acute sinusitis
cause nasal congestion, thick
mucus secretions, and facial pain
and pressure. Less common
symptoms include fatigue,
decreased sense of smell, bad
breath, dental pain and fever.

Some people experience
what they believe are
sinusitis symptoms year-
round, but they actually
have nasal problems, Dr.
Kominsky says. Allergies
can cause chronic
sneezing, congestions,
and nasal drainage, while
another condition, non-
allergic rhinitis, causes the
same symptoms without
an allergic reaction. 

Chronic sinusitis warrants
an evaluation by an ear,
nose and throat specialist,
who will do a full exam And
inspect your nasal passages
and sinuses using a tiny
scope inserted into your
nose. You may also Need a
computed tomography
(CT) scan of your sinuses.

If you have chronic
sinusitis that persists after
multiple rounds of medical

therapy, surgery may be necessary to
correct nasal polyps or other problems
that hinder proper sinus drainage and
foster infections. Even after surgery,
you may still need continuous medical
treatment, Dr. Kominsky advises.

“The outlook is good, but it does
take patience,” he says. “You should
treat whatever the underlying
problem is . And if you’re prone to
severe symptoms with your infections,
be aggressive treating your colds with
nasal irrigation or decongestants to
get good drainage in the nose.”

Ear, Nose & Throat

Otorhinolaryngology
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Valley Radiology
(VR) and Valley
Regional Imaging
(VRI): Advancing
Health Care 

Valley Radiology (VR),
formerly known as
Carolina Regional

Radiology, has provided
professional imaging services to
the greater Fayetteville region
for over 50 years. The region’s
most comprehensive group of
board certified and fellowship-
trained Radiologists, VR offers
expertise in sub-specialty
areas including orthopaedic,
women’s health, interventional
radiology, oncology, pediatric,
neuroradiology, and cardio-
vascular care. Committed to
enhancing service and
convenience for patients and
referring physicians, VR maintains
a leadership role in the provision
of imaging care with continuous
advances in technology,
equipment, and professional
expertise. VR Radiologists serve
imaging facilities and hospitals
throughout the region and are
the exclusive radiology providers
at Cape Fear Valley Health
System (CFVHS), Harnett Health
System, and Columbus Regional

Healthcare System. This ensures
greater continuity of inpatient
and outpatient care across the
Sandhills region. As a result of
VR’s extensive work in hospital
settings, the Radiologists have
significant experience with
complex cases and seriously ill
patients. 
In 2009 VR created a

partnership with CFVHS and
jointly operate Valley Regional
Imaging (VRI), an outpatient
imaging center located at 3186
Village Drive. VR Radiologists
interpret all diagnostic imaging
tests and perform all
interventional procedures at VRI.
VRI provides the community with
convenient, affordable,
advanced imaging services and
greater access to Radiologists
with proven expertise. Award
winning customer service in a
patient focused environment,
same-day appointments,
prompt reporting, and
personalized consultations with
an onsite VR Radiologist are a
few offerings that continue to set
VRI apart from other providers.
Skilled technologists who are
ARRT or CNMT certified perform
the following imaging services at
VRI: High Field OPEN 1.5T MRI,
Multi-Slice CT, Nuclear Medicine,
Digital Mammography,
Ultrasound, and Diagnostic X-
Ray Services (including
Fluoroscopy and DEXA).

Interventional Radiology:
A Special Focus 
Interventional Radiology is a

sub-specialty of radiology
utilizing minimally-invasive
image-guided procedures to
diagnose and treat diseases in
nearly every organ system. Our
advantage, as interventional
Radiologists, is the ability to use
advanced imaging modalities
including digital subtraction
fluoroscopy, computed
tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), and
ultrasound to provide the latest
endovascular and percutaneous
therapies. As pioneers of
minimally invasive procedures,
we use our techniques to
eliminate the need for open
surgery and allow shorter
recovery times. Our goal is to
work closely with our clinical
colleagues to deliver safe,
effective, and compassionate
care to all of our patients. 
Our vascular and interventional

radiology team at Valley
Radiology is a patient-oriented
clinically intensive practice that
serves patients in the outpatient
and inpatient settings. For
inpatients, we have an inpatient
admitting service and consult
service and offer the full gamut
of modern radiology
interventional procedures. For
outpatients, this year VR moved
into a brand new state-of-the-art

X-Rays & Scans
Radiology

MRI, Nuclear Medicine, CAT Scan, Ultrasound, IMRT



interventional radiology clinic.
We will continue to see patients
in consultation and for follow up
visits in our new clinic while also
expanding the line of
interventional services provided
in the outpatient setting. The
Vascular and Interventional
Radiology Clinic at VR is located
at 3186 Village Drive, Suite 201,
which is on the second floor -
located just above VRI. 
Our new clinic allows us to

provide a more comprehensive
clinical service up to 5 days a
week. Our office includes a new
angiographic suite equipped
with fluoroscopy, ultrasound
and endovenous laser that
allows us to provide high quality
vascular and interventional
care in a more patient friendly,
comfortable and affordable
outpatient setting. Our location
just above VRI gives patients
convenient access to award
winning diagnostic radiology
services and state-of-the-art
interventional radiology
services without having to leave
the building. “As a result of VR’s
broad sub-specialization, we
are able to provide academic
center quality care in the
community setting,” says Harry
Ameredes, MD, President of VR.
He adds, “Our goal is to give our
patients and referring clinicians
timely access to high quality
imaging and interventional
services needed in order to
provide the best possible
outcome for each patient.” 

Services provided at VR’s
Interventional Radiology Clinic: 

• Peripheral Arterial Disease – Full
consultation service in the
diagnosis, endovascular
treatment, and management
of PAD. 

• Venous Disease – Full
consultation service in the
diagnosis, endovascular
treatment, and management
of venous insufficiency and
varicose veins. 

• Pain Management –
Therapeutic steroid injections
of the spine and joints.

• Vertebral Compression
Fractures – Kyphoplasty or
vertebroplasty for osteoporotic
compression fractures and
painful metastasis.

• Dialysis Care – AV fistula and
grafts evaluation and
maintenance with angiograms
and angioplasty.

• Ultrasound guided biopsy –
Thyroid, breast and lymph
node biopsies.

• Clinical Services –
Consultation and long
term follow-up care for
our outpatient and
hospital patients.

• VR offers the entire range
of vascular and
nonvascular image-
guided procedures. The
services listed above are
offered not only at our
clinic but also in the
hospital. In addition to
these services we offer
many more complex
services at the hospital
including:

• Cerebral Aneurysms –
Diagnosis, endovascular
embolization and long
term management of
cerebral aneurysms.

• Women’s Health – Uterine
artery embolization for uterine
fibroids and pelvic vein
embolization for pelvic
congestion syndrome.

• Men’s Health – Varicocele
embolization for pain and
infertility with future potential
for prostate embolization for
Benign Prostatic Hypertrophy.

• Interventional Oncology –
Chemoembolization for
hepatic tumors and Port-a-
Cath placement.

Diagnostic and interventional
Radiologists from VR are
available 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, 365 days a year for your
imaging or interventional needs.
To schedule a consultation or for
questions concerning any of our
diagnostic or interventional
services, please call our office at
910-486-5700.
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Ophthalmology/
Optometry/Optical

...but For some of
us, a necessity at
any age!

Glasses are not for
everyone...



What You Need To
Know About
CATARACTS
By George L. Cooper, M.D., FACS
Valley Eye Clinic

Almost 12 million Americans age 40 and older
have cataracts. Cataracts are the clouding
of the eye’s lens, like a window is foggy with

steam. This can happen to any portion of the lens.
Also with age the lens becomes heavier and thicker.
Cataracts are not growths, films or tumors. Simply,
when the eye’s lens becomes cloudy, light rays
cannot pass through and vision becomes blurry.

Cataracts start out small with little effect on vision.
As a cataract grows, more of the lens clouds. See
your Eye MD if you experience: painless blurring of
vision, sensitivity to light and glare, double vision in
one eye, poor night vision, fading or yellowing of
colors, and frequent changes in glass.

Currently, there are no medications, eye drops,
exercises or glasses that will cause cataracts to
disappear. When appropriate glasses may help you
see better with the cataract. And if cataracts do not
interfere with your life, you may decide not to do
anything about them.

When cataracts do interfere with your daily
activities they can be treated surgically. Cataract
surgery is the most frequently performed surgery in
the U.S with most patients regaining useful vision.
Although cataracts usually develop as part of the
aging process, they can also result from: eye injuries,
certain diseases, such as diabetes, medications,
such as steroids, Genetic inheritance, or frequent
unprotected exposure to UVA and UVB rays.

Occasionally cataract surgery may be
undertaken to aid the management of these other
eye diseases. 

Ophthalmologists are Eye MD’s — medical
doctors who provide the full spectrum of the eye
and vision care. From eye glasses and contact
lenses to medication and laser or incisional surgery
you Eye MD will help you keep sight for life.

Remember, you as a patient should have ready
access to your ophthalmologist’s office to ask
questions or seek care.

Eyes

OPHTHALMOLOGY / OPTOMETRY
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Ophthalmology/ Optometry

Blepharoplasty

By Mary B. Kansora,
M.D., FACS
Valley Eye Clinic

B lepharoplasty is a plastic
surgery of the upper or
lower eyelids that removes

excess skin and fat from the eye
area. Drooping of the eyebrows
is sometimes corrected at the
same time.

It is reasonable to consider
blepharoplasty surgery if visual
function is impaired or to improve
your cosmetic appearance. A
person’s visual function can be
compromised when excess upper
lid tissue blocks the upper visual
field. In addition, the heaviness of
the excess tissue may push down on
the eyelid margin and turn the
lashes inward toward the eye.
Chronic irritation will likely begin and
the lashes may actually be seen in a
person’s vision while looking straight
ahead. The weight of the excess
tissue also causes fatigue and
aching of the brow.

Blepharoplasty surgery is usually an
outpatient procedure performed
under local anesthesia. The areas of
excess skin and fat are marked along
natural skin creases and removed.
The incision is then sutured closed.

In considering blepharoplasty, it is
important to consult with an
ophthalmologist to assess the
function and lubrication state of the
eye. In particular, a patient with
undiagnosed dry eyes may worsen
their condition after an otherwise
successful surgery. Consultation with
an ophthalmologist can determine
whether or not a person is a good
candidate for blepharoplasty.

Revolutionary
Lenstar Machine
By George L. Cooper, M.D., FACS
Valley Eye Clinic

A large percentage of
patients presenting for
cataract surgery have

visually significant astigmatism. For
years, Eye MDs have been utilizing
corneal incisions to help reduce
astigmatism after surgery. However, a
number of manufacturers have now
introduced “advanced technology
intraocular lenses” or “ATIOLs” that
accomplish this without placing
another incision in the cornea.

Preoperative evaluations have
had to improve. A good outcome
depends on accurate preoperative
measurements and alignment of
the lens inside the eye. One method
to achieve this utilizes the latest
measurement technology. The
Haag Streit Lenstar is such a device.
It very accurately measures several
parameters simultaneously and
multiple times thereby providing the
key information for placement of
ATIOLs. 

Why is it important to consider
having your astigmatism corrected?
Astigmatism, if left uncorrected, can
decrease satisfaction with your
cataract surgery and may even
produce glare and halos. These
ATIOLs are safe and effective when
used with adequate planning and
personalized attention from the
physician.

Lasers have been incorporated
into cataract surgery to reduce
astigmatism, improve precision
and reduce intraoperative
energy. However, the increased
cost to the patient does not
always offer an advantage over
current techniques. For instance,
new technology is continuing to
advance. As well, the use of a
laser is limited to specific steps in
cataract surgery. The current
methods of cataract removal are
still required after the laser is
applied. 

What’s Next? Look for
intraoperative measurements to
make lens selection even more
appropriate for your eye. In
addition, reduced cost of ATIOLs
and lasers and greater access for
more patients.
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Glaucoma
By Barbara J.Ciampa, OD

Glaucoma is an eye disease that
causes damage to the optic
nerve resulting in loss of vision.

The most common form, Primary Open
Angle Glaucoma (POAG), is usually but
not always associated with high eye
pressure. A less common form is Narrow
Angle Glaucoma (NAG). In NAG the
drainage of the eye's internal fluid is
restricted resulting in high eye pressure. 

Just like other diseases, certain
conditions make a person more likely to
develop glaucoma. Risk factors for
glaucoma include high eye pressure,
some nerve anatomies, thin corneas,
age, race, family history, some systemic
diseases, and high nearsightedness.

..................................

Anti-Reflective Coating
For Eyeglass Lenses
By Richard Sheetz, Licensed Optician MetroSpecs

Of all the advanced lens options
now available to eyeglass
wearers, probably the most

generally beneficial yet most underutilized
is anti-reflective coating (ARC for short). 

The ability of ARC to reduce glare is its
most widely recognized benefit. For
eyeglass wearers who frequently
encounter high-glare conditions such as
night driving and computer use, ARC
should be an absolute requirement. 

ARC improves contrast sensitivity by
allowing more useable light to be
transmitted to the eye. This characteristic is
particularly important with the thin
materials commonly used for high
prescription lenses since these materials
inherently reflect more light.

Quality ARC is very scratch-resistant,
and the recent incorporation of additives
like Scotchguard™ and Teflon™ make the
lenses easy to clean.
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Understanding
Cataract Surgery 
By George L. Cooper, M.D., FACS
Valley Eye Clinic

Our criteria for cataract
surgery has changed quite
a bit over the last several

years. I am asked frequently “Are
my cataracts ready.” Today, the
threshold for surgery is more
dependent upon the patient’s
lifestyle. The criteria for the
homebound, whose life is limited to
reading or watching TV, is different
from someone who is still sending
golf balls down the fairway or the
commercial driver who has
curtailed night driving.

Surgeons should make a
concerted effort to explore what
your life and day to day needs are
like in order to choose the lens that is
best for you. By the same token, Eye
MDs are now able to offer patients
what is referred to as “premium
lenses”. A better description is
“advanced technology intraocular

lenses” or “ATIOLs” since premium
implies our traditional lenses are
inferior.  In fact, all lenses are
constructed similarly and with the
same high standards. The term
“premium” refers to the fact that
these lenses can allow for focusing
at a range of distances or the
correction of astigmatism. Be
cautious, many patients end up
getting ATIOLs when their needs or
capabilities don’t require those
lenses. On top of that, patients are
asked to pay for the lenses above
and beyond what insurance allows.
Expectations can be unrealistic and
lead to unhappy patients and
doctors. Remember, no lens will
allow you to see like you did when
you were 20 years old. 

When offering an ATIOL to a
patient, a great deal of preparation
both before and during surgery
goes into the decision. It’s not a one
size fits all. If you are offered one of
these advanced technology IOLs,
think it over carefully. If it is your
intention to minimize your reliance
on glasses, it may be just what you
are looking for. 
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Macular
Degeneration 

Age-related macular
degeneration (AMD) is a
medical condition which

usually affects older adults and
results in a loss of vision in the center of
the visual field (because of damage to
the retina It occurs in “dry” and “wet”
forms. It is a major cause of blindness
and visual impairment in older adults
(50 years). Macular degeneration can
make it difficult or impossible to read or
recognize faces, although enough
peripheral vision remains to allow other
activities of daily life.

The macula is the central area of
the retina, which provides the most
detailed central vision.

Although some macular dystrophies
affecting younger individuals are
sometimes referred to as macular
degeneration, the term generally
refers to age-related macular
degeneration (AMD or ARMD).

Age-related macular degeneration
begins with characteristic yellow
deposits in the macula, between the
retinal pigment epithelium  and the
underlying choroid Most people with
these early changes (referred to as
age-related maculopathy) have
good vision. People with drusen can
go on to develop advanced AMD. The
risk is higher when the drusen are large
and numerous and associated with
disturbance in the pigmented cell
layer under the macula. Large and soft
drusen are related to elevated
cholesterol deposits and may respond
to cholesterol-lowering agents.



Bones and Joints
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Orthopaedics

What Is Knee
Replacement
Surgery? What Is
Knee Arthroplasty?

Knee replacement surgery,
also known as knee
arthroplasty, is regarded as

a modern surgical procedure that
can accurately be described as
”knee resurfacing.” This procedure
entails restoring the weight bearing
facade of the knee joint that is
damaged, worn out, or diseased
to relieve pain and movement
disability. It is performed through
the implant of an orthopedic
metal and plastic component
shaped as a joint so that the knee
can move properly.

Arthroplasty is a field of
medicine which deals with the
surgical reconstruction and total
replacement of degenerated joints.
Arthroplasty uses artificial body parts
(prosthetics). Arthroplasty literally
means “the surgical repair of a joint”.

When the articular cartilage of
the knee becomes damaged or
worn out, it becomes painful - the
patient finds it extremely hard to
move the knee.  The bones, rather
than sliding over each other with
the minimum of friction, rub and
crush together.

If an artificial prosthesis is
surgically implanted, the patient will

feel much less pain, possibly none,
and his knee will move properly.

Replacement surgery in a
damaged knee joint by placing an
artificial prosthesis will alleviate pain
and help better movement of the
knee.

Today, every year, over 600,000
knee replacement surgeries are
carried out in the United States and
more than 70,000 in England and
Wales. Most patients are seniors -
aged over 65 years.

For most patients, a replacement
knee surgical procedure will last for
at least 15 to 20 years, especially if
cared for properly and not put
under too much strain. More than
90% of people who have total knee
replacement surgery experience a
dramatic decrease in knee pain
and a significant improvement in
their ability to perform common
activities of daily living.

However, total knee replacement
will not let you do more than you
could before you developed, for
example, arthritis.

Women tend to have more
severe symptoms and worse knee
function before surgery, but recover
faster after surgery, compared to
men. Although men take longer to
recover, within twelve months they
have caught up, researchers from
Hassenpflug University of the
Schleswig-Holstein Medical
Center in Germany, reported in
Clinical Orthopaedics and
Related Research.



Pain Relief  Without
Drugs or Surgery

Pain relief doesn’t always
come in a bottle of pills. Pain
can take many forms and

relief is not a one-size fits all process.
This Special Health Report, Pain
Relief Without Drugs or Surgery,
explores beyond the boundaries of
standard medical treatments
(drugs and surgery) and describes
the many other approaches that
are available for pain relief.

Pain is debilitating, interfering
with the ability to sleep, work, and
enjoy life. It can aggravate other
health conditions and lead to
depression and anxiety symptoms.
Relieving it often requires a trial-
and-error approach that embraces
the whole person, not just the
source, which cannot always be
identified clearly. Many people find
it useful to choose from a menu of
different pain treatments and
remedies, combining them in a
regimen that fits their lifestyles.

In addition to the standard pain
medications, and surgical repairs of
specific problems, patients and
their clinicians also have access to
a wide range of nondrug therapies
for pain. Acupuncture,
biofeedback, topical treatments,
assistive devices, tai chi and yoga
are just a few of the many options
available. Not everyone is able or

willing to take pain medication
every day, and not everyone can
or should have surgery for painful
conditions. The good news is that
mainstream medicine is embracing
a wider variety of treatments than
ever before. And it’s important to
recognize when it’s time to see a
physician for an evaluation of pain.
If a new pain develops and persists
beyond a few days, check with
your doctor. And see a doctor
immediately if you have chest
pain or anything else that could
be serious. Severe pain should
always be a signal that medical
consultation is needed.

Pain Relief without Drugs or

Surgery compiles the latest
information on a variety of nondrug
pain-relieving therapies and their
applications to a number of
common types of pain. It also
provides specific treatments for 10
common pain conditions including
low back pain, knee pain, shingles,
heel pain, fibromyalgia, and others.

Pain Relief without Drugs or
Surgery was prepared in
collaboration with the editors of
Harvard Health Publications and
Diana Post, M.D.  assistant
professor of medicine, Harvard
Medical School; physician,
Department of Medicine, Brigham
and Women’s Hospital.

Pain
Medicine

PA I N
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Children
Pediatrics

Parenting & Breast
Feeding

By By Dejie John, MD
Sunshine Pediatrics

Parenting is
no joke.
When a

baby is born to you, he or she
completely depends on you for all
their needs. The choices you make
as a parent have an immediate as
well as a lifelong impact on your
child.  Each phase of a child’s life
calls for a different set of
challenges. A parent’s second time
with a second child would be easier,
right? Not necessarily. The second
child would be just as difficult since
the child’s personality, needs, and
challenges would be completely
different. If your child has a medical
condition the parenting path could
get more complex. 

When it comes to infant feeding,
which is better, breast feeding or
bottle feeding? Breast feeding has
definite advantages to the baby
and mom. Breast feeding is
associated with decreased risk of
early life diseases like otitis media,
respiratory infections,
gastroenteritis, Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome (SIDS), atopic
dermatitis, allergies, Type 2
Diabetes, and obesity. It is

implicated for better bonding,
better emotional development,
better IQ, and it is the natural
source of nutrition for the baby.
Breast feeding has its benefits for
moms as well, such as decreased
risk of Type 2 Diabetes, Ovarian
Cancer, and Breast Cancer. 

Getting prepared and informed
for nursing during pregnancy is a
very big step. Other factors which

help successful breast feeding are
nursing within half an hour of birth,
rooming in where mom and baby
are together 24 hours a day, and
not using pacifiers. There is a lot
more involved in parenting than just
infant feeding. 

At Sunshine Pediatrics, we will help
walk you through all of these
parenting realms and more, with a
solid medical base and compassion. 
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Some Long-Term
Conditions Helped
Through
Compounding:
By Gary Newton, F.A.C.A
Pharmaceutical Chemist,
The Prescription Center

• Female with debilitating
yeast condition relieved.

• Medicines modified for
gastric by-pass patients.

• Topical hormone helped
elderly nursing home
patients overcome
depression.

• Improve memory and
combat osteoporosis.

• Bowel movement difficulty
corrected without laxative.

• Muscle, heart cramps
relieved/prevented for
patients on “Statins”
(Cholesterol Medicine).

• Thyroid function, dry skin and
hair improved.

• Menopausal symptoms
eliminated.

• Libido corrected for 
men and women.

• Arthritics made more
comfortable without
“drugs.”

• All night restful sleep made
possible without sedatives.

• Medicines changed to
“take-able” forms for
patients unable to swallow.

• New, safe eye treatment for
pets developed and
patented.

Pharmacy
Medicines

Multiculture Formula for children &
infants. Helps maintain a healthy

balance of intestinal Flora,
important for a developing immune
system in children & infants. All
strains used in Florajen have been
clinically proven SAFE & EFFECTIVE
and are 100% U.S. manufactured in

GMP certified facilities.
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• Pet-meds not
otherwise available
provided.

• Patients consistently 
tired at 10 AM, 2 PM, 
or 4 PM, helped with
adrenal fatigue.

Prescription 
Counseling 

Treatment & 
Lab Testing



Cosmetic Surgery
By Andrew A. Hendricks, M.D.
Board Certified in both Dermatology
and Cosmetic Surgery

Medical science has only
recently taken an interest in
the effect of a person’s

appearance on his or her everyday
life. Studies have shown that an
attractive person is generally more
confident, self-assured, earns more,
and has a better lifestyle.

Cosmetic surgery is a specialty
devoted to enhancing the body’s
natural appearance and in restoring a
more youthful look. The leader in the
field of cosmetic surgery is the
American Academy of Cosmetic
Surgery whose members include
dermatologists, ear-nose-throat
surgeons, oral surgeons, facial plastic
surgeons, and general plastic
surgeons. The American Academy of
Cosmetic Surgery is dedicated to
advancing the specialty of cosmetic
surgery. In choosing a cosmetic
surgeon, look for board certification
by the American Academy of
Cosmetic Surgery or in one of the
above named specialties.

General
Moles, cysts, growths, and other

blemishes can be removed from the
face or other body areas usually with
no downtime but there is a healing
time of 2-4 weeks.

Breast Surgery
Up to 80% of woman and 100% of men

are candidates for breast reduction
using traditional and HiDef procedures.
Liposuction sculpts and lifts the breast
without the need for the large excisions
of breast reduction surgery.” The down
time with breast liposuction is only a
few days.

Ear & Earlobe Repair: Otoplasty
Torn earlobes, enlarged earring

holes, keloids, misshapen or protruding
ears can restored to a more natural
appearance.

Eyelid Surgery
Surgical removal of excess skin will

restore a more youthful appearance.
In place of surgery, Thermage™ NXT,
Fraxel™ Re:pair laser, or a chemical
peel may also smooth and tighten
the eyelid skin.

Facelift and Neck Lift 
Excess skin is removed and the

underlying muscles are repositioned
and tightened. A breakthrough facelift
procedure, known as a Restore Lift™, is
performed under oral sedation and
local anesthesia in a cosmetic office-
surgery facility.

Laser / IPL Treatments
There are different lasers for a variety

of cosmetic problems. A Fraxel™
Re:pair CO2 laser can tighten the skin
and correct scars from acne and
injuries. Other lasers such as the
Cutera™, V-Beam Perfecta™,
RevLite™, and CoolLipo™ can remove
excess hair, brown spots, blood vessels,
fat, as well as rejuvenate your skin.

Non-Surgical Fat Removal,
CoolSculpting, Skin Tightening
and Cellulite Therapy

Small areas of excess fat can now
be removed non-surgically with
CoolSculpting. CoolSculpting was
developed by Harvard scientists to
permanently remove fat by a freezing
procedure. There is no down time and
minimal discomfort. Skin tightening
procedures have also been
developed to tighten the skin, remove
fat, and reduce cellulite. Most
patients see immediate improvement
after their first skin tightening
procedure. Usually 4 treatments are
required for the best results.

Facial Plastic &
Cosmetic Surgery
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Skin Care Programs
Skin care programs can be

individualized depending on your
skin needs. Microdermabrasion and
HydraFacials can smooth and
freshen your skin before an
important event.

Lipsuction, HiDef Liposuction, and
Body Augmentation

Traditional liposuction can remove
excess fat and sculpt your body to a
more desirable shape. HiDef
liposuction procedures are available
to patients with a Body Mass Index
(BMI) of 28 or below and who
exercise regularly. HiDef liposuction is
used to create a “six-pack” on men
and a contoured, shaped
appearance on women. The fat
obtained by liposuction can be
utilized for buttock augmentation as
well as a filler for other areas of the
body. These procedures do not
require “being put to sleep” (general
anesthesia) and are best performed
under local tumescent anesthesia.
Most patients return to work within a
few days after their surgery
depending on the extent of the
procedure.

Wrinkle Correction
BotoxTM and DysportTM are used to

reduce the wrinkles that appear on
the forehead and around the eyes
with the normal aging process.
Improvement is noticeable within a
few days after treatment and lasts
for 3-4 months or longer. After a year
or more of treatment, most patients

require BotoxTM or DysportTM touchups
only every 6 months.

Fillers such as JuvedermTM,
ResytlaneTM, RadiesseTM, and
SculptraTM provide long-term
correction of deep wrinkles and lines
under the eyes, around the mouth,
and chin areas. Most modern fillers
provide correction up to a year and
SculptraTM for 2 years or longer. There

is usually no local anesthetic
required and no down time. Patients
with a low pain threshold, are
treated with topical and local
anesthetics to reduce their
discomfort. New skin tightening
procedures can be used as an
adjunct to the above procedures in
order to tighten loose skin over the
jowls, face, eyes, and neck areas.

Reconstructive and Cosmetic Surgery
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Your appearance can have an
important influence on your
life. Many medical studies

have shown that attractive people
earn higher incomes, receive more
social opportunities, and have more
confidence than less attractive
individuals. Attractive people also
have a “halo effect” in which they
are viewed as smarter and more
competent. 

An interest in looking younger
dates back thousands of years.. One
of the oldest medical texts, the Edwin
Smith Papyrus, was written in Egypt
over 3600 years ago. Unlike other
ancient Egyptian medical texts like
the Eber Papyrus and the London
Medical Papyrus which were based
on magic, the Edwin Smith Papyrus
demons t ra ted  a  ra t i ona l  and
scientific approach to medicine.
Included in the Edwin Smith Papyrus is
a recipe for “Making an Old Man
Young” using a chemical peel.

Choosing a cosmetic surgeon has
become more difficult with recent
medical advances. Any physician,
dentist, or spa can buy a laser or
microdermabrasion device and
claim to do “cosmetic surgery”. How
can the consumer make sense of
these conflicting claims and find a
competent cosmetic surgeon? Here
are some tips on what to look for: 

1. Board certification by the American
Academy of  Cosmet ic  Surgery
(AACS)

T he  Ame r i can  Academy  o f
Cosmetic Surgery (AACS) is  the
l e a d i n g  c o s m e t i c  s u r g e r y
organization in the world. The AACS
was formed in 1985 by Dr. Richard
Webster, a renown facial-plastic
su rgeon ,  who  sough t  to  b r i ng
together the best cosmetic surgeons
from the f ields of dermatologic
surgery, ENT surgery, maxillo-facial
surgery, general surgery, eye surgery,
and plastic surgery. 

Dr. Webster also helped found the
American Board of Cosmetic Surgery.

Only phys ic ians al ready board
certified in a medical specialty (e.g.
dermatology, ENT, maxil lo-facial
surgery, general surgery, eye surgery,
plastic surgery) are eligible for board
certification by the American Board
of Cosmetic Surgery. Additional
cosmet ic  su rgery  t ra in ing and
rigorous oral and written exams in
cosmetic surgery are required to
become board certified in cosmetic
surgery. 

2. Board Certification by a Surgical
Specialty

If a physician is not board certified
by  the  Amer ican  Academy o f
Cosmetic Surgeons, be sure to check
his or her credentials. A physician
performing cosmetic surgery should
at least be board cert i f ied in a
specialty l ike dermatology, ENT,
max i l lo- fac ia l  su rgery ,  genera l
surgery, eye surgery, or plastic surgery.
Please note that a physician can be
board cert i f ied in any of  these
specialties, including plastic surgery,
without ever performing common
cosmetic surgery procedures.

3. Office Certification
Check  to  see  whe the r  you r

c o sme t i c  p r o c e d u r e  w i l l  b e
performed in a certified surgical
facility. Look for certification by the
AAAHC or related organizations as
these organizat ions  survey the
surgical facility to insure quality and
safety. You should question surgical
facilities that are only certified by the
doctor’s own specialty organization. 

4. Office Consultation
Schedule an office consultation to

learn more about your planned
cosmetic procedure. 

An open discuss ion with your
cosmetic surgeon can help you
decide on the best way to improve or
restore your appearance. In many
c a s e s ,  a  s a f e ,  n o n - i n v a s i v e
procedure may be available which
does not require surgery. 

How To Choose A Cosmetic Surgeon

FINDING A
COSMETIC
SURGEON
1.  Check for Board

Certification by the American
Academy of Cosmetic

Surgery

2.  Check for Board
Certification in a surgical

specialty (e.g. dermatology,
ENT, maxillo-plastics,

general surgery, eye surgery,
or plastic surgery)

3.  Check for Surgical Facility
Accreditation by the AAAHC

or related organizations

4.  Schedule an Office
Consultation to learn more

about cosmetic surgery
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Physical Therapy

Break Through
Physical Therapy
By Alex Koszalinski,  PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
and Adam Autry, PT, DPT, OCS

Over the last decade, research
in Physical Therapy has
consistently concluded that

treating musculoskeletal impairments
using manual therapy (hands on
treatment) in combination with
exercise is the most effective
treatment approach. Intramuscular
Manual Therapy (IMT — commonly
known as Dry Needling) is one
manual therapy intervention that
aims to treat neuromusculoskeletal
impairments. Preliminary research
trials support its efficacy with
improving pain, reducing muscle
tension, and normalizing
biochemical and electrical
abnormalities that occur within a
dysfunctional muscle. Using IMT
treatments with other interventions
facilitate an accelerated return to an
active life routine. 

Intramuscular Manual Therapy is a
physical therapy intervention that
uses a solid filament needle, without
medication, that is inserted into
specific area of muscle. The muscle
tissue treated is identified as a trigger
point, a hyperirritable taut band
located within a small portion of a
larger muscle group. Trigger points
are identified by touch and often
these points produce local and/or
referred pain. The aim of the

treatment is to release or inactivate
these trigger points to regain the
muscle’s normal state. This release
and normalization of trigger points
translates to decreased pain,
improvements in strength, and
restoration of mobility. The release of
these trigger points occur secondary
to a “local twitch response”. This
local twitch response is a spinal cord
reflex that triggers an involuntary
contraction of the dysfunctional
muscle.

As with any invasive procedure,
there will be some associated risk;
however IMT is generally considered
to be a safe medical intervention.
Research denotes that adverse
events are rare and when they do
occur they are transient and mild.

Prior to receiving treatment the
physical therapist will provide
education on all appropriate risks.

Intramuscular Manual Therapy is
rarely used alone. The treatment is
commonly used in combination with
other interventions as part of a
comprehensive rehabilitation
program. The physical therapist will
develop an individualized treatment
plan that combines IMT with
education on appropriate self-care
techniques, specific strengthening or
stretching interventions, thermo
applications, and joint manipulation
(thrust and/or non-thrust). This
combination approach has been
demonstrated by research to be the
most effective treatment program
with demonstrated long term results. 
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What Is A Physician
Assistant? 

Physician Assistants (PAs)
practice medicine under the
supervision of physicians and

surgeons. They should not be
confused with medical assistants,
who perform routine clinical and
clerical tasks. PA’s are formally
trained to provide diagnostic,
therapeutic, and preventive
healthcare services, as delegated
by a physician. 

Working as members of a
healthcare team, they take medical
histories, examine and treat patients,
order and interpret laboratory tests
and x-rays, and make diagnoses.
They also treat minor injuries by
suturing, splinting, and casting. PA’s
record progress notes, instruct and
counsel patients, and order or carry
out therapy. Physician assistants also
may prescribe certain medications.
In some establishments, a PA is
responsible for managerial duties,
such as ordering medical supplies or

equipment and supervising medical
technicians and assistants.

Physician Assistants work under
the supervision of a physician.
However, PA’s may be the principal
care providers in rural or inner-city
clinics where a physician is present
for only 1 or 2 days each week. In
such cases, the PA confers with the
supervising physician and other
medical physicians as needed and
is required by law. Some PA’s also
make house calls or go to hospitals
and nursing care facilities to check
on patients, after which they report
back to the physician.

..................................

What is a Nurse
Practitioner?

A nurse practitioner (NP) is a
registered nurse (RN) who
has completed advanced

education (usually a minimum of a
master’s degree) and training in the
diagnosis and management of
common medical conditions,
including chronic illnesses. Nurse
practitioners provide a broad range
of health care services. They
provide some of the same care
provided by physicians and
maintain close working relationships
with physicians. An NP can serve as
a patient’s regular health care
provider. 

Only certified nurse practitioners
may use a “C”; either in front of or

behind their other credentials (e.g.,
Certified Pediatric Nurse
Practitioner, FNP-C, Certified Family
Nurse Practitioner.) Some nurse
practitioners use may use the
credentials APN rather than NP,
denoting advanced practice nurse,
a broader category that also
includes clinical nurse specialist,
certified nurse midwives, and Nurse
Anesthetists.

Nurse practitioners see patients
of all ages. The core philosophy of
the field is individualized care. Nurse
practitioners focus on patients’
conditions as well as the effects of
illness on the lives of the patients
and their families. 

Nurse practitioners provide high-
quality, cost-effective individualized
care that is comparable to the
health care provided by physicians,
and NP services are often covered
by insurance providers.

Physician Assistant
& Nurse Practitioner
Formally Trained To Provide Healthcare Services



What Is Podiatry?

Podiatry is the branch of
medicine that deals with the
examination, diagnosis,

treatment, and prevention of
diseases and malfunctions of the
foot and its related structures.
Podiatric Medicine is concerned
with many different types of foot
problems, including walking
disorders in children, ankle injuries
among adolescents, fractures
among athletes and joggers,
bunions and hammer toes among
men and women of all ages.

Podiatric medicine also takes
care of foot ulcers, toenails, and
infections among people who have
diabetes. Many Podiatrists treat flat
feet or low arches with custom
made orthotics.

...................................

Do You Need a
Podiatrist?
By Terence Vanderheiden, D.P.M.

Many times the problems in
your feet and ankles go
away with time, rest, ice,

anti-inflammatories (NSAIDS) and
shoegear changes. Sometimes
those problems won’t go away, and
that’s when you probably need a
podiatrist’s help and expertise.
Here’s a list of common feet
problems:

• A Wound or Sore That Does Not
Heal

• Foot Discolorations
• Numbness, Burning, and Tingling
Pain and Swelling in One Foot

• Pain That Increases with Activity
• Severe Pain Lasting more than 24
Hours  

• A Deformity that Progresses
Suddenly

• Arch of One Foot Flattens
• A Mole that Changes
• A lump or bump that grows or hurts

...................................

Toenail Fungus /
Onychomycosis of
Toenail

Toenail fungus or
onychomycosis of toenail is
a common fungal infection

of toenails, often affecting adults. It
is also known as dermatophytic
onychomycosis or tinea unguium.
Toenail fungus is commonly caused
by a fungus called Trichophyton
rubrum, which belongs to the group

of fungi called dermatophytes.
Dermatophytic onychomycosis
accounts for more than half of all
nail diseases and abnormalities.

Toenail fungus commonly occurs
following spread of fungal infection
from nearby areas especially the
toes. This apart, a recently
damaged nail due to injury is also
highly prone to the fungal infection.

Factors which increase the risk of
toenail fungal infections include
using public swimming pools, gyms,
or shower rooms. Wearing closed
footwear for most of the day provide
ideal conditions for fungal growth.

Medical conditions like diabetes,
psoriasis, and poor immunity due to
chemotherapy, immunosupressant
therapy or AIDS increase the risk for
toenail fungal infections. People
who sweat a lot or have moist skin
are also prone to develop these
infections.

The common symptoms of a
toenail fungal infection include
itching,  brittleness and change in
the shape of the nails, discoloration
of the nail, and loss of luster or shine
in the nails. The nails may eventually
thicken and loosen off.

Oral antifungal medications
such as fluconazole, griseofulvin,
terbinafine and itraconazole are
usually prescribed depending upon
the level of infection. Topical
medicines like clotrimazole,
butenafine, miconazole, ciclopirox
(ciclopiroxolamine) or amorolfine are
also often prescribed along with oral
medicines to treat toenail fungus.
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Can Electronconvulsive
Therapy  Make You
Forget Your Fears?
By Steven Dubovsky, MD 

In depressed patients, a memory
of an emotionally aversive story
that was reactivated immediately

before electroconvulsive therapy
was impaired a day later.

Researchers in the Netherlands
examined whether electroconvulsive
therapy (ECT) could disrupt
reconsolidation of reactivated
aversive emotional memories.
Participants were 42 patients with
unipolar depression receiving
unilateral or bilateral ECT with
etomidate anesthesia (mean age,
57). Participants were either at the
end of acute-phase ECT or in a
maintenance course.

Patients were shown two slideshows
with audio of emotionally aversive
stories. A week later, memory for
one or the other story was
reactivated in the participants, who
viewed part of the first slide and
were then asked questions
promoting recall of the story.
Participants were assigned to ECT
immediately after memory
reactivation, followed by memory
testing 1 day later; post-reactivation
ECT plus memory testing about 100
minutes afterwards; or no post-
reactivation ECT, but with memory

testing a day after reactivation. 
Memory of the “reactivated”

story was impaired when tested a
day after ECT but not 90 minutes
post-ECT. In the group that did not
undergo post-reactivation ECT,
memory of the reactivated story
was better than the “not-
reactivated” one.  No group
differences were seen in memory for
the not-reactivated story. General
differences in cognition or learning
did not explain these differences.

This result is consistent with animal

research suggesting that reactivated
memories are in a labile state that
can be disrupted by new learning
(NEJM JW Psychiatry Jan 9 2012) or
by processes that disrupt initial
memory consolidation, including
ECT or, perhaps, the accompanying
anesthesia. It raises the intriguing
possibility that discussing negative
emotions just prior to an ECT session
might promote loss of negative
associations that would otherwise
continue to compel a patient’s
attention. 
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The Lungs
Pulmonary Medicine

Personalizing and
Targeting Therapy for
COPD

Chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) is a
heterogeneous disease

characterized by persistent airflow
limitation. It is the third leading cause
of death worldwide, and there are
currently no curative strategies for
this disease. Many factors contribute
to COPD susceptibility, progression
and exacerbations. These include
cigarette smoking, environmental
and occupational pollutants,
respiratory infections and
Comorbidities. As the clinical
phenotypes of COPD are so
variable, it has been difficult to
devise an individualized treatment
plan for patients with this complex
chronic disease. 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) is a chronic lung
disease characterized by a
persistent airflow limitation that is not
fully reversible with bronchodilator
therapy. COPD affects the large
airways (chronic bronchitis), small
airways (bronchiolitis) and lung
parenchyma (emphysema). COPD
results in exertional dyspnea, cough
and sputum production, other
complications and comorbidities
(such as systemic inflammatory
response, weight loss,
cardiovascular disease and lung
cancer), and when progressive,

respiratory failure and death. COPD
is the third leading cause of death
worldwide and contributes to
substantial disease burden globally.
The main cause of COPD is cigarette
smoking; other causes include
environmental pollution and
occupational dust exposure. 

Genetic risk factors interact with
these environmental issues, since
susceptibility loci have effects on
patient susceptibility and disease
progression, independent of smoking.
Although smoking cessation reduces
the rate of lung function decline in
COPD and medications (short-acting
bronchodilators, long-acting
muscarinic antagonists, long-acting
β2-Agonists and inhaled corticosteroids)
and nonpharmacological treatment
(e.g., pulmonary rehabilitation) can
reduce symptoms. There are currently
no curative strategies for COPD.

COPD is a heterogeneous disease,

with multiple etiological factors,
clinical phenotypes and
comorbidities. Biomarkers and
clinical markers are likely to provide
prognostic information about the
future risk of COPD and its disease
severity, acute exacerbations and
common comorbidities, providing a
valuable tool to manage disease
prevention, assess the effects of
pharmacological treatment and
personalize therapy. This review will
therefore highlight and critically
analyze: the clinical utility of
biomarkers for COPD susceptibility
and disease progression;
biomarkers during acute
exacerbations; biomarkers to
predict the frequency of
exacerbations; and biomarkers for
four common comorbidities“
pulmonary hypertension (PH),
coronary artery disease (CAD),
frailty and lung cancer.



Retirement Living
Solutions

W hether an older adult is
looking for a retirement
community, trying to

maintain independence within
their own home, or realizes that
living alone is no longer an option,
alternatives for living arrangements
offer valuable information on
alternative housing solutions.

Assisted Living facilities are for
people needing assistance with
activities of daily living, but wish
to live as independently as
possible for as long as possible!
Assisted living exists to bridge the
gap between independent living
and nursing homes. Residents in
assisted living centers are not
able to live by themselves, but do
not require constant care either.

These centers offer help with
eating, bathing, dressing, laundry,
housekeeping, and assistance
with medications. Many facilities
have centers for Medical care.
Assisted living is not an alternative
to a nursing home, but an
intermediate level of long-term
care appropriate for many seniors.

Many seniors are encouraged
to try to live in a facility near their
hometown. The staff will
encourage them to maintain and
strengthen their relationship in the
community. Perhaps, best of all,
the costs for an assisted living

facility is typically only 70 percent
of what a nursing home would
cost in most instances, and you
will have your own private room.
With it’s growing popularity and
lower costs, it is easy to see that
assisted living facilities are a
product whose time has come.
Assisted living is not for everyone,
so please check with your doctor,
family, and other trusted
constituents.

How Does An Assisted Living
Facility Differ From A Nursing
Home?

Many Nursing Homes are
designed to care for very frail
people that are not able to care
for themselves and have numerous
health care requirements. Assisted
living facilities are designed to
assist elderly persons who are able
to care for themselves, except for
a few activities. 

Continuing Care Retirement
Communities are often the
connection of Assisted Living
facilities with Independent Living
residences and Nursing Homes. The
resident can take advantage of
the full range of services available
and the ease of transfer to a
different type facility as his or her
condition needs change without
looking for a new facility, relocate,
or adapt to a new setting.

Independent Living is for people
who want to and are able to live
independently, but do not want to
maintain a home. Many people
prefer to live in a community with
others of the same age and with
similar interests. An Independent
Retirement Community allows for
social activities and trips. Many
Independent living facilities also
offer prepared meals and provide
a wide range of amenities.

Retirement
Alternatives

Caring for the Elderly
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Rheumatoid
Arthritis Patients
Today Lead Better
Lives 
By Enozia Vakilon, MD 

Patients with rheumatoid
arthritis may be having a
easier time today in

performing activities than those
who were diagnosed 2 decades
ago, a new research claims.
According to results of the study
published in “Arthritis Care &
Research,” a journal of the
American College of
Rheumatology (ACR), anxiety,
depressed mood and physical
disability have been cut in half
over the last 20 years.
Researchers believe a reduction
in disease activity is partly
responsible for this positive
change.

The World Health Organization
(WHO) estimates that up to one
percent of the world population
experience pain and swelling of
joints caused by RA, a systemic
autoimmune disease. Over time,
RA may impair daily function and
lead to significant disability, with
studies showing the disease is a
threat to physical function and
psychological well-being.
However, improved treatment
options including early therapy
intervention, use of biologics, and

more intensive therapy have
helped to reduce disease
activity.

“Earlier diagnosis, more
intensive interventions along with
recommendations to live a full life
and to be physically active may
help improve daily living for those
with RA,” explains lead author,
Cécile L. Overman, a Ph.D.
Candidate with the Department
of Clinical and Health
Psychology, Utrecht University in
The Netherlands. “Our study
examined if psychological distress
and physical disability in RA
patients reduced over the last
two decades.”

For the present study,
researchers recruited 1151 with
newly diagnosed RA between
1990 and 2011. Participants were
17 to 86 years of age with 68%
being female. Each participant
was assessed at the time of
diagnosis and monitored for the
following three to five years.

Findings indicate that after the
first four years of treatment 20
years ago, 23% of RA patients
reported anxiety, 25% depressed
mood, and 53% had physical
disability compared to 12%, 14%
and 31%, respectively, today. The
decrease in physical disability
remained significant even after
adjusting for reduced disease
activity. Results suggest that the
downward trend in physical
disability, anxiety, and depressed
mood may be due in part to
reduced disease activity.

“Our study determined that
currently, 1 out of 4 newly
diagnosed RA patients are
disabled after the first four years
of treatment; while 20 years ago,
that figure was higher at 2 out of 4
patients,” concludes Ms.
Overman. “Today, RA patients
have a better opportunity of living
a valued life than patients
diagnosed with this autoimmune
disease two decades ago.”

Arthritis

Rheumatology
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Neurosurgery
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Renaissance In
Vascular
Neurosurgery
By Bendok, Bernard R. MD, MSCI and 
Levy, Elad I. MD

Innovation has nothing to do
with how many R&D dollars
you have. When Apple came

up with the Mac, IBM was spending
at least 100 times more on R&D.
It’s not about money. It’s about
the people you have, how you’re
led, and how much you get it —
Steve Jobs.

Although research and
development efforts are linked to
financial resources, innovation
requires much more than budgets.
Although often serendipitous,
innovation requires a culture
marked by disciplined risk taking,
creativity, thinking outside
traditional boxes, and
collaboration across specialty lines.

Although the treatment of
neurovascular diseases and stroke
has advanced significantly over
the past several decades, these
diseases remain dominant causes
of mortality and major disability.
Early daring pioneers such as
Dandy, Serbinenko, Drake, and
Leksell would very likely marvel at the
facets of modern microsurgery,
endovascular surgery, and
radiosurgery. They would
undoubtedly be struck by the

precision of patient
diagnosis, operative
management, and
postoperative care.
Moreover, they
would likely be
overwhelmed by
the knowledge that
has been amassed
on epidemiology,
pathophysiology,
genetics, and
natural history. The
past 2 decades
have demonstrated
that a focus on the
clip vs coil debate is not the best
catalyst for dynamic innovation.

Undoubtedly, microsurgical
and radiosurgical endovascular
treatments play complementary
roles and are here to stay. Centers
that excel at all techniques for
neurovascular care likely serve
patients better than centers that
focus exclusively on one
technique. Although innovation
has and should continue to occur
for each of our techniques, the
integration and interface of these
techniques is also a fertile terrain
for innovation.

Moreover, greater interface is
needed between neurovascular
experts and thought leaders in the
areas of bioinformatics, genetics,
vascular biology, imaging, nano-
technology, device development,
and neuropharmacology to
catapult us into the next era. Health
care delivery was not designed for

stroke. The unique aspects of stroke
care will require quantum leaps in
efficiency. It is said that health care
delivery is going to the home. Stroke
care has been slow to make that
house call. Future innovations will
likely bring the stroke team into the
ambulance.

Diversity is said to be a fertilizer
for innovation. The diversity of
experts converging on stroke and
neurovascular disease care has
never been greater. Uniting these
experts in the common cause of
innovation will be the needed
catalyst for the next Renaissance
in Vascular Neurosurgery.
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Gastric Bypass
Surgery Reverses
Diabetes

C leveland Clinic researchers
have found that gastric bypass
surgery reverses diabetes by

uniquely restoring pancreatic function
in moderately obese patients with
uncontrolled type 2 diabetes. The
findings emerged in a substudy of the
STAMPEDE trial (Surgical Therapy And
Medications Potentially Eradicate
Diabetes Efficiently).

The two-year substudy evaluated
the effects of bariatric surgery and
intensive medical therapy on blood
sugar levels, body composition, and
pancreatic beta-cell function. Striking
metabolic changes were observed in
patients who underwent bariatric
surgery compared with intensive
medical therapy, particularly in the
gastric bypass treatment group.

“The substudy results extend the
findings from our initial 12-month
report that showed bariatric surgery
can eliminate the need for diabetes
medications in many obese patients
with uncontrolled diabetes,” said lead
investigator Sangeeta Kashyap, M.D.,
an endocrinologist at Cleveland
Clinic’s Endocrinology & Metabolism
Institute. “Furthermore, we observed
that gastric bypass can resurrect a
failing pancreas.”

“Gastric bypass surgery seems to
uniquely restore pancreatic beta-cell
function, presumably by targeting
belly fat and modifying the hormones
in the gastrointestinal tract,” said
Kashyap. “Gastric bypass remarkably
targets belly fat where hormones that
are toxic to the body develop.”

(continued to page 72)

“It’s not what you look at that
matters, it’s what you see.”

—Henry David Thoreau
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General Surgery

Gastric Bypass Surgery
(continued from page 71)

At 12 and 24 months,
patients who underwent gastric
bypass achieved near normal
blood sugar levels following a

mixed meal test. These results
were associated with a
remarkable 5.8-fold increase in
overall pancreatic cell
function. Patients who received
intensive medical therapy or
underwent sleeve gastrectomy

saw a 2-fold increase.
The substudy results show

that gastric bypass surgery is a
viable therapeutic option for
the treatment of uncontrolled
type 2 diabetes in moderately
obese patients. 
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Breast/Ovarian Cancer & Colorectal Cancer

Cancer Genes —
Who Needs To Be
Tested?

By Joel I. Horowitz,
M.D., FACS
Village Surgical
Associates

Advances in cancer
genomics have resulted in
commercially available

testing that allows individuals to
seek their own genetic makeup
and reveal if they are carriers of
one of the known cancer genes.

This is information that can be
useful in planning a family, provide
guidance for advanced screening
protocols and help to make difficult
decisions about prophylactic surgery
to decrease one’s cancer risk.

I would like to discuss three of
the more common cancers,
breast/ovarian cancer and
colorectal cancer, and provide
some guidance on who should
be tested for a cancer gene.

BRCAl and BRCA2
The most common cause for

hereditary breast and ovarian
cancer involves germ line
mutations in the tumor suppressor
genes BRCAl and BRCA2. This
genetic abnormality exists in less
than 10% of all new breast cancer
patients in the United States and
less than 15% of all ovarian cancer
patients.

CANCER RISK
If you are a carrier of a BRCAl or

BRCA 2 gene mutation you carry a
lifetime risk of developing a breast
cancer of 50-85% and a 15-40%
chance of developing ovarian
cancer.

GENETIC TESTING CRITERIA
Family history is still the most

important criteria for selection of
which candidates are
appropriate for genetic testing.
Strong family history includes
development of breast or ovarian
cancer at a young age, multiple
first and second degree relatives
with these cancers, and bilateral
breast cancer, and in certain
ethnic groups (Ashkenazi Jews).
Individuals recently diagnosed with
breast cancer under the age of 60
who have triple negative disease
(negative estrogen, progesterone
and human epidermal  growth
factor 2 receptors) should also be
offered testing. Testing can be
performed in your physician’s
office with either a blood test or
buccal smear (cheek swab).

COLORECTAL CANCER
There are two cancer genes

that result in increased risk for the
development of colorectal
cancer and other associated
malignancies. These are Lynch
syndrome (hereditary non-
polyposis syndrome) and Familial
adenomatous polyposis
syndrome.

Lynch syndrome is an autosomal
dominant disorder that is caused
by a germ line mutation in one of
several DNA mismatch repair
genes. It accounts for 2-3 % of all
colon cancer cases and 2% of
uterine cancer cases.

Family history plays an important

role in deciding who should be
offered testing. Three family
members with colon cancer, two
successive generations and one of
those being less than 50 years of
age meet the Amsterdam criteria
for genetic testing.

FAMILIAL ADENOMATOUS
POLYPOSIS

This syndrome is characterized by
numerous colorectal adenomatous
polyps usually greater than 100. This
syndrome accounts for less than 1%
of all colorectal cancers. It is
caused by a germ line mutation in
the tumor suppressor gene, APC-
adenomatous polyposis coli. These
individuals begin forming polyps in
the twenties and develop cancer
by their fifties.

Individuals that test positive for a
cancer gene should be given the
opportunity to discuss their results
with a genetic counselor.  Options
for management include
enhanced screening protocols and
prophylactic surgery to reduce risk.



Michael S. Bryant
M.D.FACS is a

board certified general
surgeon with a special
interest in pediatric
surgical care. Dr. Bryant
earned his medical
degree from the
University of Louisville
and completed his
residency in
Jacksonville, Florida at
the University of Florida
Heath Sciences Center
Jacksonville. During his
residency Dr. Bryant had
a special interest in research and completed several
projects in intravenous feedings, pediatric trauma, and
tumor growth and metastasis. Following residency Dr.
Bryant sat for his special qualifications in surgical critical
care and remains board certified in general surgery and
surgical critical care.

In 1990, when Dr. Bryant came to Fayetteville, NC to join
Village Surgical Associates he was one of two physicians
who took a special interest in surgery of premature
infants in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) at
Cape Fear Valley Medical Center (CFVMC). Dr. Bryant is
the now the only primary surgical source of care in the
NICU. This expertise has allowed Dr. Bryant to expanded
his interest to include all pediatric surgical problems
within the community.

Although, the Fayetteville community is not large
enough to support a full time board certified pediatric
surgeon, Dr. Bryant’s special interest in the surgical care
of pediatric patients’ bridges the gap’ to take care of
most pediatric surgical cases and a large majority of

NICU emergencies. Dr.
Bryant’s special interests
in the surgical care of
children, from infancy to
adolescence, provides a
convenient, well-qualified
alternative to a trip to
Durham or Chapel Hill for
most pediatric surgical
problems.

Dr. Bryant devotes a large
portion of his practice to
the care of infants,
children, and adolescents.
He deals with the most

common of pediatric surgical problems such as umbilical
(belly button) hernias, inguinal (groin) hernias,
appendicitis, and skin ‘lumps and bumps’ to the more
complicated problems like multiple trauma, severe lung
infections, and surgical emergencies of the newborn
premature infant. Dr. Bryant’s commitment and expertise
in care is complimented by excellent care provided by
the community pediatricians, the pediatric intensive
care service, and the outstanding care provided in the
NICU at CFVMC under the direction of the
neonatologist. A team approach to complex pediatric
surgical problems help fashion a comprehensive
solution that directly involves the caregivers thereby
helping to accomplish the best possible outcome for
what is often a significant family dilemma.

The scope of surgical services provided for the pediatric
population by Dr. Bryant is guided by the experience of
a seasoned general surgeon with the aptitude and
understanding of pediatric problems. His caring
demeanor is both appealing and comforting to the
patient and their family.

WHAT IS A PEDIATRIC SURGEON

Surgeons who specialize in general surgery often provide surgical care for
children, and they are fully qualified to perform many operations on
children. Pediatric surgeons operate on children whose development

ranges from the newborn stage through the teenage years. 

Pediatric surgeons are primarily concerned with the diagnosis, preoperative,
operative, and postoperative management of surgical problems in children. Some
medical conditions in newborns are not compatible with a good quality of life
unless the problems are corrected surgically. These conditions must be recognized

immediately by neonatologists, pediatricians, and family physicians. Pediatric surgeons cooperate with all of
the specialists involved in a child’s medical care to determine whether surgery is the best option for the child.



VILLAGE SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
910-323-2626 • 1841 Quiet Cove, Fayetteville NC 28304 • www.villagesurgical.com

Doctor Michael Bryantworks out of the Fayetteville office. He
received his Medical Degree from the University of Louisville. Dr.
Bryant is Board Certified by the American Board of Surgery and is
a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons with special
qualifications in surgical critical care.

SPECIALTY: Pediatric and Neonatal surgery, Umbilical cord
hernias, appendicitis, lumps, lung infections, Inguinal hernias, &
other medical emergencies.

Doctor James Classen works out of the Fayetteville office and
received his Medical Degree from the Medical University of
South Carolina. Dr. Classen is Board Certified by the American
Board of Surgery, a Fellow of the American College of
Surgeons, and a member of the American Society of Metabolic
& Bariatric Surgery. He was former Chief of Staff for Cape Fear
Valley Health System.

SPECIALTY: Bariatric surgery or weight loss surgery.

Doctor Leo Davidsonworks out of the Fayetteville office and
received his Medical Degree from Southwestern Medical School,
University of Texas. He is Board Certified by the American Board of
Surgery, a member of the Society of Laparoendoscopic
Surgeons, The American Society of Metabolic & Bariatric Surgery
and a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons.

SPECIALTY: Bariatric surgery or weight loss surgery.

Doctor Joel Horowitzworks out of the Fayetteville office. He
received his Medical Degree from the University of Pittsburgh. He
is Board Certified by the American Board of Surgery, a member of
the Society for Surgical Oncology, and a Fellow of the American
College of Surgeons.

SPECIALTY: Surgical Oncology, Esophageal Cancer, Gastric
Cancer, Melanomas, Sarcomas, colon cancer, Breast cancer,
Pancreas tumors, Thyroid and parathyroid tumors.

Doctor James Thomasworks out of the Fayetteville office. He
received his Medical Degree from the University of Florida. Dr.
Thomas is Board Certified by the American Board of surgery, a
member of the American Society of Breast Surgeons, and a
Fellow of the American college of Surgeons.

SPECIALTY: Breast Care Center, advanced mammogram
biopsy. Breast surgery.



Sleep

Sleep
Medicine

Nerve Pacing
Device Eases
Sleep Apnea

Adevice to stimulate a
nerve at the base of the
tongue substantially

improved sleep apnea in
patients who couldn’t tolerate
standard continuous positive
airway pressure (CPAP)
treatment, a trial showed.
Point out that the procedure

wasn’t an option for most
patients due to obesity, and
some patients couldn’t tolerate
the feeling of the involuntary
movement of their tongue when
the stimulation was turned on at
night via a magnet.
Upper airway pacing of the

hypoglossal nerve, coordinated
with breathing via a sensing lead
in the chest, reduced the
apnea-hypopnea index by 68%,
from a median 29.3 events per
hour before implantation to nine
after 1 year of use (/P/<0.001),
Patrick J. Strollo Jr., MD, of the
University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center, and colleagues found.
The oxygen desaturation

index score likewise fell 70%,
from 25.4 events per hour to 7.4
events per hour (/P/<0.001), the
group reported in the New
England Journal of Medicine.
Daytime sleepiness and

quality of life both improved as
well in their uncontrolled, open-
label STAR (Stimulation Therapy
for Apnea Reduction) trial. “This
technology really provides
an option for patients who
otherwise cannot be treated,”
Strollo reiterated, pointing to the
considerable risk for
cardiovascular complications
and death if left untreated.
But the pacemaker-style

device from Inspire Medical
Systems won’t replace CPAP as
the first-line therapy for
obstructive sleep apnea, Strollo
cautioned in an interview. “The
gold standard is still positive
pressure via mask,” he said.
The implantation procedure

did carry some risks (serious

complications in less than 2%)
and some patients couldn’t
tolerate the feeling of the
involuntary movement of their
tongue when the stimulation
was turned on at night via a
magnet.
Also, the procedure wasn’t an

option for most patients, Joseph
Kaplan, MD, director of the
Mayo Clinic Sleep Center in
Jacksonville, Fla., pointed out in
an interview.
Another concern is that “no

one really knows the long-
term complications or benefits
of stimulating the hypoglossal
nerve,” Kaplan added.
“However, the results of the
randomized, therapy-withdrawal
trial provide reassurance that the
benefits from hypoglossal-nerve
stimulation observed by Strollo et
al  were real,” Malhotra
acknowledged.
The results showed that events

roughly returned to baseline
without the treatment (25.8
versus 7.6 events per hour,
/P/<0.001), which supported the
impact of therapy but not a
remodeling effect of nerve
stimulation.
“There is a role for this kind of

therapy,” Kaplan concluded,
agreeing with Malhotra’s call for
future more definitive
randomized, controlled trials
focused on hard outcomes.
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Above and Beyond Conditional Love

Therapy
Dog

Therapy Dog

Golden Retrievers are often
used as therapy dogs due
to their calm demeanor,

gentle disposition, and friendliness
to strangers.

A therapy dog is a dog trained
to provide affection and comfort
to people in hospitals, retirement
homes, nursing homes, schools,
disaster areas, and to people with
learning difficulties.

During World War II under
combat operations against
Japanese forces on the island of
New Guinea, Corporal William
Wynne came into possession of a
young adult Yorkshire Terrier
abandoned on the battlefield. He
named the female dog Smoky.

Smoky’s service as a therapy
dog began when Corporal
Wynne was hospitalized for a
jungle disease. As Wynne
recovered, Wynne’s Army pals
brought Smoky to the hospital for
a visit and to cheer the soldier
up.  Smoky immediately became
a hit with the other wounded
soldiers. Dr. Charles Mayo, of the
famed Mayo Clinic, was the
commanding officer who
allowed Smoky to go on rounds
and also permitted her to sleep
with Wynne in his hospital bed for
five nights. Smoky’s work as a
therapy dog continued for 12

years, during and
after World War II.

The establishment
of a systematic
approach to the
use of therapy dogs
is attributed to
Elaine Smith, an
American who
worked as a
registered nurse for
a time in England.
Smith noticed how
well patients
responded to visits
by a certain
chaplain and his
canine companion, a
Golden Retriever. Upon
returning to the United States
in 1976, Smith started a
program for training dogs to
visit institutions. Over the
years other health care
professionals have noticed
the therapeutic effect of
animal companionship, such
as relieving stress,
lowering blood
pressure, and raising
spirits, and the
demand for therapy
dogs continues to
grow. In recent years,
therapy dogs have
been enlisted to help
children overcome
speech and
emotional disorders.
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Urinary Tract

Urologists’ Use of
Intensity-Modulated
Radiation Therapy
for Prostate  Cancer
By Jean M. Mitchell, Ph.D. 

Some urology groups have
integrated intensity-
modulated radiation therapy

(IMRT), a radiation treatment with a
high reimbursement rate, into their
practice. This is permitted by the
exception for in-office ancillary
services in the federal prohibition
against self-referral. I examined the
association between ownership of
IMRT services and use of IMRT to
treat prostate cancer.

Using Medicare claims from 2005
through 2010, I constructed two
samples: one comprising 35 self-
referring urology groups in private
practice and a matched control
group comprising 35 no “self-
referring urology groups in private
practice, and the other comprising
non “self-referring urologists
employed at 11 National
Comprehensive Cancer Network
centers matched with 11 self-
referring urology groups in private
practice. I compared the use of
IMRT in the periods before and
during ownership and used a
difference-in-differences analysis to
evaluate changes in IMRT use

according to self-referral status.
The rate of IMRT use by self-

referring urologists in private
practice increased from 13.1 to
32.3%, an increase of 19.2
percentage points. Among non
“self-referring urologists, the rate
of IMRT use increased from 14.3 to
15.6%, an increase of 1.3
percentage points (P=0.05). The
unadjusted difference-in-
differences effect was 17.9
percentage points (P<0.001). The
regression-adjusted increase in
IMRT use associated with self-
referral was 16.4 percentage
points (P<0.001). The rate of IMRT
use by urologists working at
National Comprehensive Cancer
Network centers remained stable

at 8.0% but increased by 33.0
percentage points among the 11
matched self-referring urology
groups. The regression-adjusted
difference-in-differences effect
was 29.3 percentage points .

Urologists who acquired
ownership of IMRT services increased
their use of IMRT substantially more
than urologists who did not own such
services. Allowing urologists to self-
refer for IMRT may contribute to
increased use of this expensive
therapy. (Funded by the American
Society for Radiation Oncology.)

Supported by an unrestricted
educational research contract
between the American Society
for Radiation Oncology and
Georgetown University.

Urology
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Wound Care Facts
• The skin is a barrier to the outside
world protecting the body from
infection, radiation, and extremes
of temperature.

• Many wounds are superficial
requiring local first aid including
cleansing and dressing.

• There are many types of wounds
that can damage the skin
including abrasions, lacerations,
rupture injuries, punctures, and
penetrating wounds.

• It is important to know a person's
tetanus immunization status
(for example, has the person had
a tetanus shot or booster vaccine
in the last 5 years?) so that it can

be updated with a tetanus
booster if needed.

• Some wounds are deeper and
need medical attention to prevent
infection and loss of function, due
to damage to underlying
structures like bone, muscle,
tendon, arteries and nerves.

• The purpose of medical care for
wounds is to prevent complications
and preserve function. While
important, cosmetic results are not
the primary consideration for
wound repair.

• Animal and human bites should
always be seen by a
medical professional because of
the high rate of infection.

Wound Center
Treatment for Slow

to Non-healing Injuries
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Dr.  James  Thomas  has
rece ived extens ive  HBO
and wound care training in
Jacksonv i l le ,  F lo r ida,  by
H e a l o g i c s ,  I n c ,  t h e
world’s largest wound care
management  company.
HBO is the medical use of
oxygen at a level higher than
atmospheric pressure to treat
damaged organs and tissues.

The high concentrations of
oxygen in the t issues are
beneficial in keeping oxygen
starved tissues alive.

Enhancement of healing in
selected problem wounds,
and dialectically derived
i l l ne s s  such  a s  d iabet ic
foot have had very good
results. Dr. Thomas is proficient
i n  p rov id i ng  agg re s s i ve
wound care including bio-
engineered skin substitutes,
wound vacs and much more.

James Thomas, MD
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Abasia, unable to walk because of loss of
motor coordination.

Abatement, lessening of pain.
Abdomen, area of body between
diaphragm and pelvic bones.  It is lined
with  a smooth, transparent membrane
called peritoneum.

Aberration, different from normal action.
Abionarce, insanity due to infirmity.
Abiosis, absence of life.
Ablepsia, blindness.
Abortion, termination of pregnancy
before the child is able to exist Outside
the womb.  There are three types of
abortions.  An accidental Abortion,
usually referred to as a miscarriage, may
be due to abnormalities of the egg or
infant, glandular or nutritional problems
in the mother, as well as other internal
problems.  On the other hand, a
therapeutic abortion is a deliberate step
taken for medical reasons, to stop a
pregnancy.  Therapeutic abortions are
generally performed when the life or
health of the mother is threatened by
the pregnancy.  In this type of abortion,
the decision to end the pregnancy, is
usually made and carried out by a
doctor.  The third type of abortion is
deliberate abortion.  It is performed
when the mother decides that she does
not wish to continue the pregnancy.

Abrachia, congenital absence of arms.
Abrasion, any injury which rubs off the
surface skin , leaving a raw, bleeding
surface.

Abreaction, a method employed in
psychoanalysis to relieve a patient’s
feelings  of guilt or hostility by reenacting
the experience which brough on the
feelings.

ABSCESS, collection of puss enclosed
anywhere in the body, formed when
foreign organisms destroy tissue.

Abscission, surgical removal of a growth.
Accoucheur, an obstetrician or person
trained as a midwife.

Acedia, mental depression.
Acephalous, headless.
Actersone, a drug derivative of arsenic
used in the treatment of amebiasis.

Achilles Tendon, the tendon of the back
of the heel.  It connects the muscles of
the calf to the heel bone.

Achondroplasia, form of dwarfism in
which the trunk is  of normal size and the
limbs are too short.

Achroma, absence of color.
Achylia, absence of chyle, an emulsion
of fat globules formed in the intestine.

Ahypnia, insomnia.
AIDS (acquired immune deficiency
syndrome)A deficiency of the immune
system due to infection with HIV (human
immunodeficiency virus).  AIS is primarily
transmitted through sexual intercourse ,
but it can also be transmitted  when

contaminated blood  comes in contact
with a cut or break in the skin.

Akalamathesia, inability to understand.
Alalia, speech impairment.
Alba, white.
Albumen, protein.
Alexia, unable to read.
Algid, cold.
Algophobia, extreme fear of pain.
Alimentary canal, that part of the
digestive system consisting of the
esophagus, stomach, and intestines.

Alkali, a base substance.  In the body
alkalis are balanced by acids.  Alkalis will
turn red litmus paper blue.  Lye,
ammonia, and potash are alkalis.

Allodromy, irregular heart rhythm.
Alogia, inability to form words; senseless
behavior.

Alopecia, baldness.
Alzheimer’s Disease, a rare disease in
which there is mental deterioration in the
brain. It attacks the patient’s memory.

Amaurosis, blindness.
Ambidextrous, proficient with each
hand.

Amebiasis, an infection of the bowel
caused by a microscope ameba whose
technical name is Entamoeba his
tolytica.

Amenorrhea, stoppage of normal
menstrual periods.

Amnesia, loss of memory.
Amniocentesis, procedure used to
withdraw amniotic fluid from the uterus in
order to ascertain if the baby has certain
abnormalities.

Amniotic Fluid, the fluid in which the fetus
lives until birth.

Amphetamines, drugs which stimulate
the central nervous system.   They induce
a transient sense of well-being, self-
confidence, and alertness.

Amputation, removal of a limb or
appendage.  The primary reasons for
amputations  are trauma, death of
tissues, due to inadequate circulation,
malignant tumors, chronic infections of
bone or tissue, and congenital
deformities.

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, a disease
causing paralysis because of
degeneration of the spinal cord.

Anadipsia, intense thirst.
Anepia, inability to speak.
Androphobia,  fear of men.
Anemia, condition in which the normal
amount of red blood cells  is reduced.
Hemoglobin is the red-colored
substance in the blood cells ; it carries
oxygen to the body tissues.

Aneurysm, swelling in a blood vessel
arising from  stretching of a weak place
in the wall.

Angina, a choking, suffocating sense of
pain.

Angina Pectoris, severe attacks of pain
over the heart.  It is not a disease itself,
but a symptom of a disease.  

Anodmia, absence of the sense of smell.
Anorexia, loss of appetite.  
Antibiotics, a group of drugs usually
prepared from molds or mold-like
organisms, which are used in treatment
of specific infections.  Antibiotics are
either  bacteriostatic or bactericidal.
That is, they inhibit growth of bacteria or
they destroy them.  In either case, they
work with the body’s own defense
system to cure illness.

Anticoagulants, a group of drugs which
reduce the clotting tendencies of the
blood.

Antihistamine,  a series of drugs used in
the treatment of allergies.

Anton’s Symptom, the failure or inability
of a person who is blind  to recognize or
accept the fact of blindness.

Anxiety, a psychological term indicating
uneasiness , apprehension, and similar
emotions and feelings.

Aorta, the primary artery of the body.  It
arises directly from the left
ventricle(lower chamber of the heart)
and supplies oxygenated blood to all
other arteries except the pulmonary
artery , which carries deoxygenated
blood from the heart to the lungs.

ARC (AIDS-related complex), a condition
in which some of the milder symptoms of
AIDS  are experienced.

Arteriosclerosis, condition in which the
arteries of the body become thickened
and inelastic.  Every artery throughout
the body is subject to hardening , but the
most often and most seriously affected
vessels are the largest arteries, such as
the Aorta, the coronary arteries, and the
arteries that feed the brain and kidneys.

Arthritis, Inflammation of one or more
joints.  

Ascites (dropsy), an accumulation of
body fluid in the abdomen.

Asphysia, stoppage of breathing due to
obstruction of the air passages.

Asthma, condition of the lungs
characterized by decrease in diameter
of some air passages.  The Asthma
sufferer experiences periodic attacks  of
difficulty in breathing , which may be
mild or severe.

Atrichia,  absence of hair.
Audiology, science of hearing.

—B—

Baby Blues, a feeling of depression and
weepiness experienced by many new
mothers.  Physical changes within the
mother’s body may trigger and deepen
feelings of depression.  The hormones
secreted during pregnancy are no longer
needed , and the supply of available
energy may not match the increased
demands of the day-and night.

Bacteria, Microscopic organisms.
Bacterial Endocarditis, an inflammation

of the inner layer of the heart caused by
bacteria.  

Barbiturates, drugs used as a hypnotic or
sleep producer.  Properly prescribed and
taken as directed in small doses , they
relieve tension and anxiety.  In larger
doses(three or four times as much)they
produce drowsiness and sleep.

Barium X-rays, a group of procedures
used to detect and follow the progress
of some diseases of the gastrointestinal
tract.  Powdered Barium sulfate mixed
with water is passed into the part of the
tract  that needs to be examined and X-
ray pictures of the area are taken.
Because Barium, a metallic chemical, is
impervious to X-rays, it provides an
image of the tract on the X-ray film.

Basedow’s Disease, a goiter(thyroid
enlargement) condition which includes
a rapid pulse and nervous symptoms.

Bell’s Palsy, paralysis of the facial nerve;
shown in weakness of one side of the
face. The eye on the affected side will
not close properly , and it becomes
impossible to blow out the cheeks or
whistle.

Benign, non-repeating when referring to
disease.

Benzothiadiazine, a drug used to
increase the output of urine by the
kidney.

Beriberi, disease caused by eating  food
deficient in vitamin B.

Bile, liver secretion.
Biopsy, tissue taken from a living person
for study.

Bipara, woman who has undergone two
labors.

Black Lung Disease (pneumoconiosis),
occupational disease caused by
inhaling coal dust.  Constant exposure
over a long period of time  irritates the
lungs , causing scar tissue to develop.

Blepharitis, inflammation of the eyelids
shown by redness, crusting, swelling and
infection of the eyelashes.

Bloody Flux, dysentery.
Botulism, the most dangerous form of
food poisoning .  It is usually the result of
eating contaminated foods from cans.
The bacteria that causes botulism  grows
only in an oxygen-free  atmosphere.
Therefore, canned foods provide an
ideal growing place for them.

Bradycardia, slow heart rate.
Braidism, hypnotism.
Breech Presentation, a baby born 
buttocks or feet first.

Bronchitis, inflammation of the windpipe
which divides and subdivides into
narrower tubes, making up the network
of air passages within the lungs.

Brown Mixture, a cough syrup containing
opium and licorice.

Bursitis, inflammation of the sac like
cavity usually found  in or near joints.

Byssinosis, irritation of the air passages in
the lung die to inhalation  of cotton dust.
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Cachexia, Physical wasting with loss of
weight and muscle mass caused by
disease. It can occur in people who are
eating enough, but who cannot absorb
the nutrients.

Caduceus, symbol of the medical.  The
wand of Hermes.

Camphor Test, test for liver disease.  When
camphor is given orally , glycuronic acid
will appear in the urine .  Absence of this
reaction indicates a disease of the liver.

Cancer, any malignant tumor.  Malignant
tumors , such as cancer, always
endanger life. They choke out normal
tissues as they extend to adjacent tissue
layers.  They may also spread to other
parts of the body. Malignant tumors are
divided into two principle classes;
carcinomas, which develop in the lining
and covering tissues of organs.  The other
is Sarcomas, which develop in the
connective  and supportive tissues  of
the body.  Cancerous cells can spread
throughout the body via the blood and
lymph systems.

Cancrum Oris, gangrene of the mouth.
Capillary, smallest blood vessel.  They
serve as the crossing point between the
small arteries (arterioles), which carry
oxygenated blood from the heart , and
the small veins (venules), which return
blood to the heart.  

Caput Succedaneum, edema or an
abnormal collection of fluid  in and
under the scalp of a newborn baby.

Carbon Dioxide Poisoning, a result of an
increase in the percentage of carbon
dioxide in the body over six per cent.
This causes the rate of respiration  to
increase to the point where in can strain
the heart,slow reflexes, and cause
unconsciousness and death.  

Carcinogenic, causing cancer.
Cardiogram, record of changes in
electrical energy of heart cycle.

Cardiology, medical specialty dealing
with the heart.

Catamenia, onset of first menstrual
period.

Cataplasm, A poultice or plaster.  A soft
moist mass, often warm and medicated,
that is spread over the skin to treat an
aching, inflamed, or painful area, to
improve the circulation.

Cataract, clouding of the lens of the eye
which prevents clear vision; not a film
growing over the lens, but a change in
the lens itself.

Catatonia, type of schizophrenia
characterized by immobility.

Catheter, A thin flexible tube.  For
example, a catheter placed in a vein
provides a pathway for giving drugs,
nutrients, fluids, or blood products.

Cathexisr, In psychiatry, the
concentration of psychic energy on an
idea, object or other object.

Catoptric Test, a test for cataracts made
by observing reflections  from the eye
lens and cornea.

CAT SCAN (computerized axial
tomography), type of diagnostic X-ray
used to give a three dimensional picture.

Cauterization, the use of heat to destroy
abnormal cells.

Central Nervous System, the part of the
nervous system that includes the brain
and spinal cord.

Cerebellum. Small part of the nervous
system , situated at the back of the
brain,  which is concerned with
coordination of movements and bodily
functions such as respiration.

Cerebral Palsy, a broad term used to
describe a variety of chronic conditions
in which brain damage , usually
occurring at birth, impairs motor function
and control.

Cerebrospinal Fever, an acute infectious
form meningitis, also referred to as
cerebrospinal meningitis.  In addition to
inflammation of the membranes of the
brain and spinal cord , there is usually an
eruption of hemorrhage spots on the
skin.

Cerebrum, The principle part of the brain,
large frontal portion.

Cesarean Operation, abdominal
operation to remove a child from the
womb of a pregnant woman.

Chemotherapy, Treatment of drugs to kill
cancer cells.  

Chicken Pox, relative mild childhood
disease.  It is spread by secretions from
the mouth and nose and by fluid from
the characteristics  skin blisters.  The
incubation period is usually two to three
weeks.

Chiropractic, a  form of physical medicine
that treats the spine and musculo-
skeletal system with manipulation of the
articulating vertebrae of the spine and
the structural articulations of the skeletal
system. In addition, chiropractic
incorporates holistic health via the use
of sound diet, nutrition and exercise.

Chlamydia, venereal disease.
Cholecystitis, inflammation of the gall
bladder.

Cholemia, presence of bile in the blood.
Cholesterol, substance found in fats 
and oils.

Chorea, also known as St. Vitus’ dance or
Sydenham’s chorea, disease of the
nervous system .  It sometimes consists of
restless, wiggling, turning movements,
often of the feet and hands only.

Choriomeningitis, inflammation of the
coverings of the brain.

Chromatelopsia, color blindness.
Chromosome, one of several small more 
or less rod-shaped bodies in the nucleus 
of a cell.

Circulatory system, the system that 
consists of the heart, the arteries, the 
veins, and the capillaries.

Claustrophobia, extreme fear of
enclosed spaces.

Coagulation, formation of a blood clot,
Colchicine, drug which helps to relieve
symptoms of gout.

Colitis, inflammation of the colon(large
intestine.)

Colostomy, a surgical procedure that
reroutes the colon to bypass  and avoid
the rectum.

Colostrum, first milk from a mother’s
breast after childbirth.

Colpatitis, vaginal inflammation.
Colonoscopy, a procedure whereby a
doctor inserts a viewing tube
(colonoscope) into the rectum for the
purpose of inspecting the colon.  

Coma, complete loss of consciousness
which may be the result of many various
causes.

Comatose, state of being in a coma.
Conception, fertilization of an ovum by a
sperm forming a zygote or fertilized egg
which develops into an embryo .

Concusssion, stunning; condition of
dizziness, mental confusion, and
sometimes unconsciousness, due to
blow on the head.

Constrictive Pericarditis, a shrinking and
thickening of the outer sac of the heart ,
which prevents the heart muscles from
expanding  and contracting normally.

Contagium, agent causing infection.
Contusion, bruise.
Copulation, sexual intercourse.
Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery, major
heart surgery that removes one or more
veins from the leg  or  collar bone , and
uses them to bypass blocked arteries  in
the heart.

Crohn’s Disease, chronic inflammation of
the intestinal tract.

Cyesis, pregnancy.
Cyst, any sac in the body filled with liquid
or semi-liquid substance.

Cystic Fibrosis, an inherited disease of
children and adolescents that affects
the exocrine , or externally secreting,
glands of the body.

Cystitis, inflammation of the bladder.

—D—

Daltonism, color blindness.
D. & C., dilation and curettage of uterus,
Decidua, membranous lining of the
uterus shed after childbirth or at
menstruation.

Decubation, period of convalescence
from an infectious disease.

Defecation, evacuation of the bowels.
Defibrillator, any agent or measure that
stops irregular contractions of the heart
muscle and restores a normal heartbeat.

Defluvium, falling out of hair.
Deglutition, act of swallowing.
Dehydration, excess loss of body water.
Symptoms include increasing thirst, dry

mouth, weakness or lightheadedness, or
a darkening/decrease in urination.

Dementia Praecox, the old term for
schizophrenia.

Dengue, tropical disease carried by
mosquitoes, causing fever and joint
pain.

Dens, tooth.
Dentistry, branch of medicine dealing
with teeth.

Denture, complete unit of teeth.
Deontology, medical ethics.  
Depression, a feeling of melancholy ,
hopelessness, and dejection.

Dermatitis, inflammation of the skin,
eczema.

Dermatology, branch of medicine that
treats the skin and its diseases.

Desquamation, the shedding of skin.
Dexter, right.  
Dextrose, form of sugar.
Diabetes, a disease which shows itself in
an inability of the body to handle
glucose.

Diabetes Mellitus, a disorder of
carbohydrate metabolism
characterized by excessive sugar in the
blood and urine; and associated with a
disturbance of the normal insulin
mechanism.

Diarrhea, watery, loose bowel movements.
Dialysis, the process of cleansing the
blood by passing it through a special
machine.  Dialysis is necessary when the
kidneys are not able to filter the blood.It
gives patients with kidney failure the
opportunity to live productive lives.

Diastole, period of relaxation of the heart
during which it fills with blood.

Digestive tract, the system responsible for
the body’s breakdown and use of food.
It is composed of the mouth, pharynx,
esophagus, stomach, small intestine,
large intestine(including the colon and
rectum), and accessory glands.

Digitalis, prescribed drug used in the
treatment of heart diseases.

Dilation, stretching; increase in diameter.
Dimercaprol, a heavy metal antagonist.
Drugs such as dimercaprol are used as
antidotes to heavy metal poisoning.  It is
effective against metals such as mercury
and arsenic.

Dionism, homosexuality.
Diphtheria, an acute infectious disease
that typically strikes the upper respiratory
tract, including the throat.  It is caused by
infection with the bacteria
Corynebacterium diphtheriae .
Symptoms include sore throat and mild
fever at first.

Diploplia, double vision.
Dislocation, displacement of bones in a
joint. Dislocation results from force
applied at or near the joints, from
sudden muscular contractions, from
twisting strains on joint ligaments, or from
falls where the force of landing is
transferred to a joint.
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Dismemberment, amputation.
Disseminated Sclerosis, disease of the
nervous system  in which small patches
of hard  tissue (sclerosis) develop
throughout the spinal cord and brain.

Distal, remote or removed from.  The
opposite of proximal.

Diuresis, frequent urination.
Diuretic, medicine which increases the
flowof urine.

Divagation, unintelligible speech.
Diverticulitis, inflammation of small
pouches or diverticuli in large intestine
(colon).

DNA, the abbreviation for
deoxyribonucleic acid.  DNA is one of
the two nucleic acids found in all cells.
The other is RNA, a ribonucleic acid.
Deoxyribonucleic  acid is the molecule
that encodes genetic information.

Dolorific, causing pain.
Dorsal, pertaining to the back or hind
part of an organ.

Dose, Lethal, dose large enough to
cause death.

Douche, stream of water directed into a
body cavity or against the body itself.

Down’s Syndrome, a form of mental
retardation .  Also known as Mongolism.

DPT and Polio Injection, a shot given to
develop immunity to diphtheria ,
pertussis(whooping cough),
tetanus(lockjaw), and polio (infantile
paralysis).

Dramamine, drug commonly used for
seasickness.

Dropsy, generalized accumulation of
fluid in the body, edema.

Duodenum, first eight to ten inches of the
small intestine.

Dysarthrosis, dislocation; disease or
deformity of a joint.

Dysgraphia, inability to write.
Dyskinesia, impairment of the ability to
make any physical motion.

Dysmenorrhea, painful menstruation.
Dystithia, difficulty in breast feeding.
Dysuria, painful urination.

—E—

Ecbolic, that which speeds up child birth
or produces abortion.

Echinococcosis, infestation with a type of
tapeworm.

Ecphuma, outgrowth.
Ecphyadectomy, appendectomy.
Ecthyma, inflammation of the skin
characterized by large pimples that
rupture and become crusted.

Ecthyreosis,  absence of or loss of
function of the thyroid gland.

Ectocardia, displacement of the heart.
Ectoderm, outermost layer of cells in a
developing embryo.

Ectopic, abnormal position of an organ ,
part of a body; pregnancy outside the
uterus.

Eczema, an itching disease of the skin.
Edema, an excessive accumulation of
tissue  fluid.

Edentate, without teeth.
Edeology, study of the genitalia.
Electric Cardiac Pacemaker, an electric
device that can control the beating of
the heart by a rhythmic discharge of

electrical impulses.
Electrocardiogram, a graphic record of
the electric currents produced by the
heart.

Embalming, preservation of a corpse
against decomposition.

Embryo, earliest stage of development of
a young organism ; the human young
through the third month of pregnancy.

Emphysema, lung disease characterized
by the thinning and loss of elasticity of
lung tissue.

Enamel, the hard white substance which
covers and protects the tooth.

Encephalitis, Inflammation of the brain,
which may be caused by a bacteria, a
virus(such as one of the human herpes
viruses,or the viruses that cause mumps
and measles), or an allergic reaction to
a virus or vaccination.

Endocarditis, inflammation of the inner
lining of the heart, especially the heart
valves.

Endocrine Glands, ductless glands that
secrete directly into the blood stream.

Endodontist, a dentist who is specially
trained to treat the nerves and pulp in
teeth and periapical (surrounding)tissues
in the gum.  Root-canal treatment is a
common endodontic  procedure.

Enterocolitus, inflammation of the small
and large intestines.

Enucleate, to remove a tumor or an
organ in its entirety.

Enuresis, bed wetting.
Ephedrine, drug used to shrink the lining
of the nose in colds and in the treatment
of Asthma.

Ephelis, freckle.
Ephidrosis, profuse sweating.
Epidermis, outermost layer of the skin.
Epiglottis, a lid which covers the opening
to the windpipe and prevents food from
getting into the voice box or lungs.

Epilepsy, a symptom of a brain disorder.
The names comes from the Greek word
for seizure.  

Epistaxis, nose bleeding.
Epithelioma, skin cancer.
Ergot, drug used to cause contraction of
the uterus and control bleeding after
child birth.

Erotophobia, extreme fear of sexual love.
Eructation, belching.
Erythema Multiforme, one of the more
severe forms of oral ulcerations.
Because the skin and the mucous lining
of the mouth are similar in structure , the
same kind of sores will develop both on
the skin and in the mouth.

Erythroblastosis, condition brought about
by an incompatibility of the Rh
factors.  This condition can cause severe
anemia and failing heart.

Erythrocytes, red blood cells.
Erythromycin, an antibiotic medication
prescribed to treat bacterial infection.

Esophagus, the tube that connects the
stomach to the throat , about nine
inches long.

Estrogens, female sex hormones.  They
have special importance at puberty,
because they are responsible for the
development of secondary sex
characteristics-such as breast growth.
Estrogens also stimulate the growth of
the lining of the uterus.  Any hormone

that affects the monthly cycle of
changes taking place in the female
genital tract is considered to be an
estrogen.

Estrus, female sexual cycle.
Exophthalmos, bulging of the eyes,
usually caused by over-activity of the
thyroid gland.

Exostosis, outgrowth from the surface of
a bone.

Expectorant, drug supposed to have the
effect of liquefying the sputum.

Expectoration, spittle.

—F—

Fallopian Tubes, tubes which connect the
ovaries with the womb.

Fang, root of a tooth.
Farsightedness, difficulty in close vision.
Febrile, pertaining to fever.
Feces, waste matter excreted by the
bowels.

Fecundity, fertility.
Felon, deep skin infection on the far end
and inner surface of a finger.

Femoral Artery, the main blood vessel
supplying blood to the leg.

Femur, thighbone.  It is the longest and
strongest bone in the body.  The femur
extends from the hip joint to the knee.  Its
upper end is rounded to fit into the
socket in the pelvis,  and the lower end
broadens out to help from the knee joint.

Fenestration, surgical operation designed
for the treatment of certain types of
deafness.  

Ferrule, metal band applied to a tooth to
strengthen it.

Fertile, capable of reproduction.
Fertilization, the union of a spermatozoa
(male sex cell) and an ovum(female sex
cell).

Fetation, pregnancy.
Fetus, an unborn child from the third
month until birth.

Fever, elevation of the body
temperature.

Fibrillation, state of tremor in the muscles
found in certain nervous, muscular and
heart diseases.  

Fibroid, benign tumor of the womb
consisting of tough, fibrous tissue.

Filariasis, tropical disease due to infection
of the body with tiny worms which block
the lymph vessels, causing swelling of the
limbs, elephantiasis.

Filling, material inserted into the cavity of
a tooth.

Fluoroscopy, the examination of a
structure deep in the body  by means of
observing the fluorescence on a screen ,
caused by x-rays transmitted through the
body.

Flutter, irregular , rapid motion; agitation,
especially of the heart.

Folliculitis, inflammation of the follicles of
the hair.

Fontanel, the soft spot of a baby’s head
that later is closed by the growth of
bone.

Foramen Ovale, an oval hole between
the left and right upper chambers of the
heart  that normally closes shortly after
birth.

Forensic Medicine, the branch of

medicine concerned with the law ,
especially criminal law.  The forensic
pathologist is a physician who specializes
in the examination of bodies when
circumstances suggest death was
unnatural, homicide, suicide, or an
accident.

Fornication, sexual intercourse of persons
not married to each other.

Freckles, small patches of pigmented skin
more commonly found in blonde or red-
headed people,

Friedman’s test, a test for pregnancy that
involves injecting the woman’s urine  into
a rabbit.

Fur, deposit forming on the tongue.
Furfur, dandruff.

—G—

Galactosemia, an inherited disorder
caused by a missing enzyme necessary
for the digestion of milk or lactose to
convert galactose  into the useful
glucose of the blood.

Gall Bladder, sac beneath the liver which
stores bile and secretes mucus.

Gall Stones, stone-like objects found in
gall bladder and its drainage system ,
composed primarily of calcium.

Gamete, a female or male reproductive
or sex cell; an ovum or sperm.

Gamma Globulin , a type of protein in the
blood that aids the body in resisting
diseases.

Gamogenesis, sexual reproduction.
Ganglion, cyst-like swelling found in the
region of a joint or the sheath of a
tendon; area between two nerve fibers.

Gangrene, death and deterioration of a
body part caused by interference  with
the blood supply.

Gargoylism, a form of dwarfism with
heavy facial features, damaged vision,
and mental retardation.

Gastrectomy, the surgical removal of all
or a portion of the stomach.

Gastritis, inflammation of the stomach
walls.

Gastroenteritis, inflammation of the
stomach and intestines.

Gaucher’s Disease, a family disease .  the
onset of Gaucher’s disease occurs in
infancy and consists of listlessness,
bronze spots in the skin, retardation, and
eventual paralysis, 

Gauntlet, hand bandage.
Gavagi, liquid nourishment supplied
through a tube inserted into the mouth,
down the gullet and into the stomach.

Gelotolepsy, spontaneous loss of normal
muscle tension.

Geminate, in pairs.
Gender, sexual category; male or
female.

Gene, biological unit which transmits
hereditary characteristics.

Genesis, origin  and development.
Genetics, the science of natural
differences and similarities in successive 
generations of living organisms.

Genitalia, reproductive organs.
Genitourinary System, the genital and 
urinary system.

GERD, GastroEsophageal Reflux disease.
It can lead to scarring and stricture of the
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esophagus, requiring stretching
(dilating)of the esophagus.  The return of
stomach contents back up into the
esophagus.  This frequently causes
heartburn due to irratation of the
esophagus by stomach acid.

Geriatric, pertaining to old age.
German Measles, a viral infection
characterized by high fever and skin
rash.  German measles is also known as
rubella.

Gestation, pregnancy.
Gestosis, toxemia in pregnancy.
Gibbous, humpbacked.
Gingiva, the gum that surrounds the
tooth.

Gingivitis, inflammation of the gums.
Glaucoma, disease of the eyes in which
the pressure of the fluid in the eye
increases.  A block in the normal eye
drainage is the usual cause of such
increased pressure.

Glomerulonephritis, kidney disease.
Glossa, tongue.
Glossalgia, tongue pain.
Glossitis, inflammation of the tongue.
Glucohemia, sugar in the blood.
Glucose, liquid which is sweet and
important to body chemistry; sugar.

Glycemia, sugar in the blood.
Glycosuria, sugar in the urine.
Goiter, an enlargement of the thyroid
gland.  It is usually caused by lack of
iodine in the diet, but in some areas of
the world , goiter also  may be caused
by certain agents  in the food.

Gonad, ovary or testes.
Gonadotrophin, hormone that stimulates
the ovary or testes.

Gonagra, gout in the knee.
Gonorrhea, a bacterial infection
transmitted by sexual contact. It is one of
the oldest known sexually transmitted
diseases. It is caused by the Neisseria
gonorrhoeae bacteria.  Gonorrhea
cannot be transmitted via toilet seats or
other inaminate objects.

Gout, disease in which there is an upset in
the metabolism of uric acid, causing
symptoms of joint pain.

Grand Mal, a type of epileptic seizure in
which a person , sometimes after
warning symptoms, cries out, falls to the
ground unconsciously, and suffers
generalized jerky muscle contractions.

Grave’s Disease, the most common
cause of hyperthyroidism (too much
thyroid hormone).  Grave’s Disease is
due to generalized overactivity of an
enlarged thyroid gland, or goiter.

Gynecology, study in the diseases of
women.

Gynecomastia, enlargement of male
breasts.

—H—

Halitosis, offensive breath.
Hallucinogens, drugs capable of
provoking changes of sensation ,
thinking, self-awareness and emotion.

Hallux, big toe.
Hamarthritis, arthritis in all the joints.
Hamstring Muscles, the collection of
muscles at the back of either thigh.

Haphiphobia, extreme fear of contact.
Haut-Mal, epileptic attack at its peak.

Hay fever, a seasonal allergy to airborne
particles.  It is characterized by runny ,
itchy nose and eyes; sneezing, itchy
throat, excess mucus, and nasal
congestion.

HB., hemoglobin.
Heart, the powerful , muscular,
contractile organ, the center of the
circulatory system.  It’s the muscle that
pumps blood received from veins into
arteries throughout the body.  The
normal heart weighs about 10.5 ounces.

Heart Attack, a serious decrease in the
flow of blood to the heart muscle.

Heartburn, Heartburn has nothing to do
with the heart.  It is an uncomfortable
feeling of burning and warmth that
occurs in waves, rising up behind the
breastbone(sternum)and moving
toward the neck.  It is usually due to
gastroesophageal reflux, the return of
stomach acid into the esophagus.

Heart Failure, inability of the heart to keep
up with the demands on it and,
specifically , failure of the heart to pump
blood with normal efficiency.  When this
occurs, the heart is unable to provide
adequate blood flow to other organs.  

Heart Murmur, an unusual “whooshing”
heart sound, which may be innocent, or
may reflect disease or malformation.  It is
created by blood flow  through heart
valves, by blood flow through chamber
narrowings, or by unusual connections
seen with congenital heart disease.

Heart Transplant, an operation that
replaces a severly diseased or
malfunctioning heart with a healthy
heart.

Heimlich Maneuver, method for helping
a choking victim.  The method involves
grasping the victim from behind with the
fist against the victims abdomen , and
the other hand holding  the fist and
pressuring upward  into the abdomen
area with a sharp movement.

Heliosis, sunstroke.
Helminthiasis, presence of parasitic
worms in the body.

Hematemesis, vomiting of blood.
Hematologist, one who specializes in the
study of blood and its diseases.

Hematometachysis, blood transfusion.
Hematuria, the passing of blood in the
urine.

Hemeralopia, day blindness.
Hemiplegia, paralysis of one side of the
body caused by damage to the
opposite side of the  brain.  Such
paralysis is sometimes caused by a blood
clot or hemorrhage in a blood vessel in
the brain.

Hemocyte, blood corpuscle.
Hemoglobin, The oxygen-carrying
protein pigment in the blood, specifically
in the red blood cells.

Hemophilia, blood disease characterized
by defective coagulation of the blood
and a strong tendency to bleed.  

Hemorrhoids, enlarged, dilated  veins
inside or just outside the rectum.  They
are also called piles.  

Hepar, liver.
Hepatitis, Inflammation of the liver .  Two
types caused by viruses—-infectious and
serum hepatitis—-are frequently found in
the United States.  One is called
“infectious” because a person with the

disease can infect others by contact.
This type is also spread by contaminated
water and food, including raw clams
and oysters harvested from polluted
waters.  “serum”  hepatitis was first
recognized in people who had been
given medicines  or vaccines that
contained human serum.  A person may
develop serum hepatitis after receiving
a transfusion of infected blood or its
derivatives  or after having
contaminated needles, syringes, or other
skin puncturing instruments used on him.

Heredosyphilis, congenital syphilis.
Hermaphodite, one having both male
and female sex characteristics.

Herpes, skin disease characterized by
clusters of small blisters.

Hexamethonium Chloride, a drug that
lowers blood pressure and increases
blood flow by interfering with the
transmission of nerve impulses that
constrict the blood vessels.

Hiccups, sharp , inspiratory sound caused
by contractions of the diaphragm.
Hiccups can often be stopped by
increasing the amount of carbon
dioxide in the system.  Drinking a glass of
water rapidly or by breathing into a
paper bag should remedy this situation.

HIV (human immunodeficiency virus),
virus which causes AIDS.

Hodgkin’s Disease, disease in which the
lymph glands  and spleen become
enlarged

Huntington Disease, an inherited genetic
disorder characterized by mental and
physical deterioration, and leading to
death.  

Hydralazine Hydochloride, a drug that
lowers blood pressure.  An
antihypertensive agent.

Hyperglycemia, excess blood sugar.
Hyperopia,  farsightedness.  A condition
in which far vision is very good, but near
or close vision is poor because the focus
of light rays is behind the retina.

Hypertension, high blood pressure.
Primary hypertension, the most common
kind of high blood pressure, apparently is
not related to any other disease and its
cause is not known at present.

—I—

Icterpatitis, jaundice.
Id, psychological term for unconscious..
Ignis, cautery.
Ileitis, inflammation of the lower small
intestine.

Incontinency, inability to control
evacuation.

Incubate, to provide favorable
conditions for growth and
development.

Inebriation intoxication.
Infantile Paralysis, infection of central
nervous system; poliomyelitis.

Infarction, blockage of a vessel.
Infectious Mononucleosis, an infectious
disease.  It’s major characteristic is
constant fatigue.  In addition , possible
symptoms include fever, headache,
sore throat, swollen glands, jaundice,
and upset stomach.

Influenza, popularly known as the “flu”.
It is a virus infection characterized by

fever, inflammation of the nose, larynx
and bronchi, neuralgic and muscular
pains, and gastrointestinal disorder.  

Innate, hereditary; congenital.
Insemination, fertilization of the female
by introduction of male sperm.

Insidious, stealthy; applied to a disease
that does not show early symptoms of
its advent.

Insomnia, the inability to sleep.
Insomnia may be caused by external
sources such as noise, and unfamiliar
bed, excessive heat or cold, unfamiliar
pillows that are not very firm,etc.  Pain
can also can cause insomnia.
Surprisingly, being too tired (either
mentally or physically ) can also
interfere with getting to sleep.  One of
the most common causes is emotionally
upset.

Insulin, internal secretion of the
pancreas concerned with metabolism
of glucose in the body.

Interventricular Septum, the muscular
wall, thinner at the top, that divides the
left and right lower chambers of the
heart, which are called ventricles.

Intestine, the digestive tract beginning
at the mouth and ending at the anus.
The small and large intestines compose
the major parts.

Intoxication, drunkenness.
In Vitro, process or reaction that is
carried out in a laboratory test tube; a
term used to indicate a phenomenon
studied outside a living body under
laboratory conditions.  In Vitro literally
means “in glass” , hence in a laboratory
vessel.

Iodine, chemical element used as an
antiseptic and therapeutic agent  in
medicine; naturally occurring mineral
that is necessary for the proper
functioning of the thyroid gland.

Ipecac, died plant root used against
dysentery and as an emetic,
expectorant and diaphoretic.

Ipsilateral, situated on the same side.
Iris, colored portion of the eye.
Iron, Chemical element found mainly in
the hemoglobin of the red blood cell; a
metallic element that is needed by the
body in relatively small but vital
amounts.  Iron combines with protein to
make Hemoglobin , the red substance
of blood that carries oxygen from the
lungs to body cells and removes
carbon dioxide from the cells.

Ischemia, a local, usually temporary,
deficiency of blood in some parts of the
body.

Ischuria, retention of urine.
Islets of Langerhans, groups of
specialized cells scattered throughout
the pancreas .  These special cells
produce insulin.

Ism, (suffix), condition; theory; method.
Isotope, a term applied to one of two
elements , chemically identical , but
differing in some other characteristic ,
such as radioactivity.

Itis (suffix), inflammation.
IUD, (intrauterine device) method o birth
control which requires the insertion of a
small piece of molded plastic or copper
into the uterus.

I.V., intravenously.
Ixodic, pertaining to or caused by ticks.
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—J—

Jacksonian Seizure, a type of focal
seizure caused by some types of
epilepsy.  It is the result over overactive
nerve cells in the part of the brain that
controls the movement of muscles.  The
seizure usually begins in the fingers or
toes of one hand  or foot , or sometimes
in the corner of the mouth.  The affected
part trembles violently or perhaps
becomes numb.

Jaundice, increase in bile pigment in the
blood causing yellow tinge to the skin,
membranes, and eyes.  It can also be
caused by disease of the liver,
gallbladder, bile system or blood.

Jecur, liver.
Jugular Vein, large vein in front of the
throat.

—K—

Karezza, prolonged sexual intercourse
without ejaculation.

Kata- (prefix), down.
Keloid, large scar formation.
Kelotomy, relief of hernia strangulation by
incision.

Kenophobia, extreme fear of empty
spaces.

Keratalgia, pain in the cornea of the eye.
Keratectomy, surgical removal of part of
the cornea.

Keratin, the protein that is the principal
component of nails, hair, and epidermis.

Keratitis, inflammation of the cornea.
Keratoiritis, inflammation of both the
cornea and iris.

Keratosis, any skin disease that causes an
overgrowth of a horny material , e.g.,
multiple warts.

Kidney, two small but vital organs of the
human body.  A little larger than a man’s
fist and roughly bean-shaped; the
kidneys lie in the small of the back on
each side of the spine.  They remove
waster products from the blood and
regulate the amount of water and the
delicate balance of chemical
substances in the body.

Kneecap, patella.
Kolp- (prefix), vagina.
Kolpitis, inflammation of the vagina.
Kreotoxism, meat poisoning.

—L—

Labyrinth, internal ear.
Laceration, a wound that is torn, rather
than cut.  Lacerations have ragged ,
irregular edges and masses of torn or
mashed tissue underneath.

Lacertus, muscular portion of the arm.
Lactation, the production of milk in the
breasts.  True milk is not released for at
least three days after the birth of a baby.
Colostrum , the liquid secreted by the
breasts during the first few days, is rich in
protein and nourishes the baby until the
milk is formed.  

Lactin, lactose; a sugar.
Lactolin, condensed milk.
Lactose, milk sugar.
La Grippe, influenza.
Laryngectomy, the surgical removal of
the larynx.  After this operation is
performed, most patients can learn to
speak again through a technique known

as esophageal speech.  
Laryngitis, an inflammation of the
larynx(voice box).  The primary
symptoms are hoarseness and a
changed , usually strained sounding
voice.  

Larynx, voice box; the passage way
connecting the pharynx and
trachea(windpipe).

Lentigo, freckle.
Leprosy, an infectious disease caused 
by the microorganism Mycobacterium 
leprae.

Leptospirosis, a bacterial infection
spread to man from animals.

Lesion, wound;injury; tumor.
Lethargy, abnormal drowsiness; marked
lack of energy; stupor.

Leukemia, cancer of the blood cells,
particularly cancers characterized by
uncontrollable proliferation of white
blood cells in the bone marrow and
sometimes also in the circulating blood.  

Leukocytes, white blood cells.
Leukocytolysis, destruction of white
blood cells.

Libido, the instinctual energy of life,
usually sexual energy.

Lien, spleen.
Lienectomy, surgical removal of the
spleen.

Lingua, tongue.
Lipoma, fatty tumor, usually benign.
Liposarcoma, cancerous tumor
composed of undeveloped fat cells.

Litmus Paper, a special, chemically
prepared piece of paper that is used to
test whether substances are acid or
base.  Acids turn blue litmus paper Red;
an alkali (base)will turn red litmus paper
Blue.

Liver, important organ of body vitally
concerned with metabolism, blood
clotting and protein manufacturing.

Livid, pale, ashen.
Lock Jaw, tetanus.
Logopedia, study and treatment of
speech defects.

Loxotomy, oblique amputation.
Lues, syphilis.
Lumbago, backache in the loin area.
Lungs, two coned-shaped bodies
responsible for providing the body with
air and with discharging certain waste
products.

Lupus, disease of unknown origin
affecting skin and vital organs.

Lymph System, a circulatory system of
vessels, spaces, and nodes.  The system
carries Lymph, the almost colorless fluid
that bathes the body’s cells.  The lymph
nodes are small glands that act as filters
for the lymph system.  They remove
bacteria, etc. , from the lymph as it
passes through the nodes.

Lysemia, disintegration of the blood.

—M—

Madura Foot, foot disease caused by
fungus infection.

Maduromycosis, a fungus infection that
usually affects the foot , but may also be
found in the hand or other body parts.
The fungus generally enters the body
through a wound.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), MRI

is a radiology technique that embraces
magnetism, radio waves, and a
computer to produce images of body
structures.

Maidenhead, hymen.
Maieutics, obstetrics.
Main Succulente, edema of the hands.
Malaria,  acute, febrile, infectious disease
caused by the presence of parasitic
organisms in the red blood cells.

Malignant, Resistant to treatment or
severe, as in malignant hypertension.  In
reference to an abnormal growth, it
implies a tendency to spread to other
organs or areas of the body
(metastasize), and implies the presence
of cancer.

Malocclusion, a condition which the
upper and lower teeth do not meet 
evenly , resulting in an incorrect bite.

Malum, disease.
Mamma Virilis, male breast.
Mammary Glands, the breasts.
Mammillia, nipple.
Mammogram, special type of x-ray 
used to examine the soft tissue of the
breast  to confirm or rule out the 
presence of cancer.

Mandible, lower jawbone.
Manducation, chewing.
Manic Depression, Alternating moods of
abnormal highs (mania) and lows
(depression). 

Manic Depressive, a neurological
disorder or called a bipolar disorder.  The
patient cycles through uncontrollable
mood states.  Less prevalent than simple
clinical depression. 

Mantoux test, a simple skin test for
detecting tuberculosis.

Mastectomy, surgical removal of the
breast.

M.B., Bachelor of Medicine.
M.D., Doctor of Medicine.
Measles, an infectious viral disease
marked by fever, a rash of pink spots,
redness of the eyes and mild bronchitis.
The virus that causes measles is found in
the secretions of the nose and throat of
infected persons who discharge virus
particles  into the air when they talk,
sneeze or cough.

Medulla Oblongata, the base of the
brain, which is formed by the enlarged
top of the spinal cord.  This part of the
brain directly controls breathing, blood
flow, and other essential functions.

Melancholia, depression and self-pity.
Melanoma, The most dangerous form of
skin cancer, a malignancy of the
melanocyte, the cell that produces
pigment in the skin.

Melena, very dark bowel movements, an
indication of internal bleeding.

Meniere’s Disease, a disease of the
organs of balance  in the inner ear , in
which there is a deafness and sudden
attacks  of extreme giddiness, vomiting,
and loss of balance.

Meningitis , inflammation of the lining of
the brain and spinal cord  with both
mental and motor systems usually
involved.

Menolipsis, temporary absence of
menstruation.

Menopause, the end of the menstrual
periods and, therefore, the end of
childbearing years.  It is also called the

climacteric or “Change of Life.  The
mean average age is 51, but can be
earlier or later.  

Menorrhagia, excessive bleeding during
the monthly menstrual
period.Menstruation, the period of
shedding the lining of the uterus.  About
every 28 days, midway between two
menstrual cycles, changes take place in
both the ovaries and the uterus.  An
ovary prepares to release one if its ova.
At the same time, the lining of the uterus
starts to grow.  Tiny glands and blood
vessels appear in the top half of this
lining, and the whole of it becomes soft
and velvety.  

Metabolism, the building up and
breaking down processes of the body as
a whole.

Metacarpus, five bones in the palm of the
hand.

Metastasis, The process by which cancer
spreads from the place at which it first
arose as a primary tumor to distant
locations in the body.

Metachysis, blood transfusion.
Metatarsus, part of the foot between the
ankle and the beginning of the toes.

Metopagus, twins joined at the head.
Metra, uterus.
Metrocarcinoma, cancer of the uterus.
M.F.D., minimum fatal dose.
Mication, involuntary, rapid winking; fast
motion.

Midwife, A person trained to assist a
woman during childbirth.

Migraine, severe, periodic, onesided
headache, usually accompanied by
abdominal distress.

Miocardia, heart contraction.
Mixed bipolar state, The occurrence of
symptoms of mania and depression
together.  Also called dysphoric mania or
agitated depression.

Monogenesis, nonsexual reproduction.
Mononucleosis, glandular fever; virus
disease in which monocytes are
increased beyond normal number,
lymph nodes enlarged, sore throat.

Moonflower, An hallucinogenic, but
poisonous plant, known scientifically as
Datura, it has white flowers that bloom at
night.

Mulatto, anyone of both Negro and
White blood.

Muliebria, female genitalia.
Multiple Sclerosis, a chronic, progressive,
degenerative disease  of the central
nervous system.  

Mumps, infectious disease marked by
swelling of the large salivary glands in
front of the ears.

Myelon, spinal cord.
Myeloplegia, spinal paralysis.
Myeloma, bone marrow tumor that may
be cancerous.

Myocardial Infarction, the damaging or
death of a part of the heart muscle.   It is
caused by a reduction or a complete
stoppage of the blood supply to that
area of the heart.

Mycocarditis, inflammation of the heart
muscle.

Myope, one who is nearsighted.
—N—
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Narcolepsy, disease in which there are
periodic episodes of sleep any time of
day or night.

Nathan’s Test, a test for tuberculosis.  A
special serum , with a dressing, is applied
to the surface of the arm.  The dressing is
removed the next day.  A positive
reaction will appear within six days.

Necropneumonia, gangrene of lung.
Necropsy, autopsy.
Necrosis, death of a part of the body due
to absence of blood supply.

Neogala,  first milk after childbirth.
Neonatal Period, the first month of a
baby’s life.

Nephrectomy, surgical removal of a 
kidney.

Nephrolithiases, formation of kidney
stones.

Nephrosis, disintegration of the kidney
without signs of inflammation.

Nervous system, the system that is
responsible for keeping the various parts
of the body and the organs controlling
the body functions  in touch with each
other.

Neurocirculatory Asthenia, a complex of
nervous and circulatory symptoms,often
involving a sense of fatigue, dizziness,
shortness of breath, rapid heartbeat,
and nervousness.  It is also known as
effort syndrome and soldiers heart.

Neurologist, specialist in disorders of the
nervous system.

Nevus, relatively small benign growths on
the skin .  They are commonly referred to
as moles, birthmarks, freckles, etc.

Nicotine, poisonous alkaloid of tobacco.
Niemann-Pick Disease, a form of mental
illness characterized by a defect of
metabolism of fats.  This is an inherited
disease.

Nitroglycerin, a drug that relaxes the
muscles in the blood vessels.  It is used to
relieve attacks of angina pectoris and
spasm of the coronary arteries.

Nocturia, bed wetting; frequent urination
at night.

Norepinephrine, a hormone secreted by
the adrenal glands.  It produces a rise in
blood pressure by constricting the small
blood vessels.

Nosophilia, extreme desire to be sick.
Notal, dorsal.
Nubile, of childbearing age.
Nymphomania, excess sexual desire in
the female.

Nystagmus, jerking movement of the
eyes which may be inborn or a sign of
disease of the nervous system.

—O—

Obmutescence, loss of power to speak.
Obsessive-compulsive disorder, a
psychiatric disorder characterized by
obsessive thoughts and compulsive
actions, such as cleaning, checking,
counting, or hording.

Obstetrics, branch of medicine dealing
with pregnancy and delivery of infants.

Odontechtomy, tooth extraction.
Odontology, study of teeth.
Oedipus Complex, abnormal love of a
child for a parent of the opposite sex ,
usually a boy for his mother.

Oligemia, deficiency of blood.

Omagra, shoulder gout.
Oncology, the branch of Medicine
concerned with tumors. (cancer)

Oncoma, tumor.
Oophorectomy, surgical removal of an
ovary.

Ophidism, snake poisoning.
Ophthalmology, study of the Eye and its
diseases.

Oral Contraception (the “pill”), one of the
most effective methods of birth control.
Each pill contains hormones which cause
the ovaries to stop releasing eggs.

Orchiectomy, surgical removal of a 
testicle.

Orthodontics, the branch of Dentistry that
specializes in the diagnosis, prevention,
and treatment of dental and facial
irregularities.  

Orthopedics, branch of medicine that
specializes in the surgery and treatment
of bones and joints.

Osmosis, the diffusion(or movement) of a
fluid through a membrane from an area
of higher pressure to an area of lower
pressure.  The membranes through which
osmosis can take place are called
semipermeable membranes.  The
semipermeable membranes allow fluids
and small molecules to pass through
them, but they block the passage of
larger molecules.  Thus , these
membranes act as a sieve.

Osphresis, sense of smell.
Ostectomy, surgical removal of a bone.
Osteoarthritis, a degenerative joint
disease.  It seems to be caused by a
combination of aging , irritation of the
joints , and normal wear and tear.

Osteocarcinoma, bone cancer.
Osteology, study of bones,
Osteomyelitis, an inflammatory disease  of
bone caused usually by infection with
streptococcus or staphylococcus.

Osteopathy, system of treatment based
on the idea that diseases are caused by
minor dislocations  of the spine, and,
therefore, curable by bone manipulation.

Osteoporosis, a disorder that causes a
gradual decrease in both the amount of
strength and bone tissue.  

Otitis, inflammation of the ear.
Otitis Media, an infection of the middle
ear, frequently caused by the spread of
bacterial infection from the throat.

Otolaryngologist, A physician who
specializes in treating diseases of the ear,
nose and throat.

Otologist, ear specialist.
Otosclerosis, type of deafness caused by
hardening of the tissues and bones in the
inner ear.

Oula, the gums.
Ovary, two small female organs that
produce ova, the female sex cells or
eggs.  An ovary is about the size and
shape of an almond .  The ovaries are
located at the outer end  of the fallopian
tube-one to the right and one to the left.

Ovulation, process of discharge of egg
from ovary.

Oxyblepsia, very acute vision.

—P—

Pacemaker, a small mass of specialized
cells in the right upper chamber of the

heart.  These cells are responsible for the
electrical impulses that initiate the
contractions of the heart.

Pachymeningitis, inflammation of the
outer covering of the brain and spinal
cord.

Paget’s Disease; Osteitis Deformans,
thickening of bones, mainly skull and
shin; rash of nipple connected with
breast tumor.

Palpitation, rapid pulsation in an organ ,
usually refers to the heart.

Palsy, impaired function or paralysis.
Panarthritis, inflammation of the entire
joint.

Pancarditis, infection of all parts of the
heart.

Pancreas, gland lying behind and below
the stomach which produces ferments
that are passed into the intestinal tract to
help in digestion; site of insulin
production.

Pandemic, the spread of an infectious
disease over a wide area.  A pandemic
is larger than an epidemic.  The term is
usually restricted to diseases that spread
over all or almost all the world.

Pang, spontaneous or sudden emotion
of pain.

Panhysterectomy, complete removal of
the womb.

Papilla, Mammary, breast nipple.
Papilloma, benign tumor of the skin or
inner membranes.

Pap Smear, a technique developed
primarily by Dr. George N.
Papanicolaou that involves the
microscopic examination of cells
collected from the vagina.  It is an
excellent technique for the early
detection of cancer of the uterine
cervix, or neck of the womb.  

Para, (prefix), beside.
Paracentesis, puncture.
Paracyesis, pregnancy outside the
uterus.

Paralysis, loss of the power of movement
or sensation in one or more parts of the
body.

Paramenia, abnormal or irregular
menstrual period.

Paraplegia, the loss of both motion and
sensation in the legs and lower part of
the body.

Parasite, any animal or plant which lives
inside or on the body of another animal
or plant.

Paresis, paralysis due to brain disease ,
usually syphilis.

Pareunia, sexual intercourse.
Parkinson’s Disease, a slowly
progressive disorder of the central
nervous system.  It is characterized by
tremor in muscles that are at rest, and
by stiffness and slowness of movement.  

Paroxysmal Tachycardia, a period of
rapid heart beats that begins and ends
suddenly.

Parturition, childbirth.
Patella, knee-cap.
Pathogens, anything capable of
producing disease.

Pathology, study of diseases for their
own interest, rather than directly with
an immediate view to curing them.

Pediatrics, branch of medicine relating
to children diseases and their cure.

Pedicular, infested with lice.

Pediculosis, infestation of the scalp  or
hairy parts of the body or of clothing with
lice.  Lice are transmitted by direct
contact with infected persons or their
personal possessions , particularly
clothing or infected bedding.

Pediophobia, extreme fear of children or
dolls.

Pedodontics, branch of dentistry dealing
with children.

Penicillin, an antibiotic discovered in
1928 by Sir Alexander Fleming.

Penis, male sex organ.
Pestilence, epidemic of contagious
disease.

Phalanges, bones of the finger.
Pharynx, membraneous tube extending
from the oral cavity to level of first part of
the esophagus.

Phenylbutazone, a drug used in the
treatment of arthritis and related
disorders , such as gout and
osteoarthritis.

Phlebitis, the inflammation of a vein.  This
often occurs in the leg and usually
involves the formation of a blood clot in
theinflamed vein.

Phrenology, study of the mind through
the shape of the skull.

Piles, enlarged, painful veins in the
rectum or around the anus.

Pituitary Gland, small gland at the base of
the brain that affects all the other glands
of the body.

Plasma, colorless fluid part of the blood
as distinct from blood cells.

Pleonexia, extreme greediness.
PMS (premenstrual syndrome),
condition occurring from one to two
weeks prior to a woman’s normal
menstrual period.  Symptoms include
nervousness, fatigue, and depression,
as well as breast tenderness, water
retention, headache, and general
aches.

Pneumonia, an infection that occurs
when fluid and cells collect in the lungs.

Pollinosis, hay fever.
Polycyesis, pregnancy with more than
one fetus.

Proctology, branch of medicine
concerned with the rectum.

Pro Re Nata,  according to
circumstances.

Prostate, a small gland in the male
reproductive system located just below
the bladder.  It surrounds part of the
urethra, the canal that empties the
bladder.  The prostate also helps to
control urination, and forms part of the
semen.

Prosthetics, branch of surgery dealing
with artificial parts.

Protoplasm, prime material in living
organism.

Psychiatry, study and treatment of
mental disorders.

Pulmonary artery, the large artery that
conveys unoxygenated blood from the
lower right chamber of the heart to the
lungs.

Pulse pressure, the difference between
the blood pressure in the arteries when
the heart is in contraction (systole) and
when it is in relaxation(distole).

Pyemia, form of blood poisoning in
which the germs are carried in the
blood and produce abscesses.
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Pyorrhea, infection of the gums that
causes the edges of the tooth sockets to
bleed easily when teeth are being
brushed.

—Q—

Q Fever, a disease caused by
microorganisms called rickettsiae.

Quadriplegia, paralysis of arms and legs.
Quartan Fever, a type of malaria in which
the patient has malarial symptoms every
fourth day .

Quinidine, a drug used occasionally to
treat abnormal  rhythms of the
heartbeat.

Quinsy, formation of an abscess around
one of the tonsils.

—R—

Rabies, a fatal disease of man affecting
the brain and spinal cord if untreated.

Rachidian, pertaining to the spine.
Radiology, branch of medicine using
radiant energy in diagnosis and
treatment of disease.

Rectum, lowest six inches of the intestinal
tract adjoining the anus.

Red Blood Cell, blood corpuscle
containing hemoglobin.

Reflux, backward flow.
Respiratory System, the parts of the body
that together are responsible for bringing
air into the lungs and for expelling
carbon dioxide from the body.

Retina, the part of the eye that receives
the image and which is connected to
the brain by the optic nerve.

Retinitis Pigmentosa, a disease,
frequently hereditary, marked by
progressive pigmentation and
deterioration of the retina and
disturbances of its nerve elements.

Reye’s Syndrome, very serious childhood
complication that follows viral infections,
influenza, and chicken pox that has
been treated with aspirin.

Rheumatic Fever, disease affecting joints
, skin and sometimes the heart; believed
due to an allergic reaction to specific
bacteria.

Rh Factor, an antigen found in the red
blood cells of most people :  Those who
have Rh factor are said to be Rh
positive(Rh+), while those who do not
are Rh negative(Rh-).  

Rhinitis, inflammation of the lining of the
nose.

Rhinorrhagia, nosebleed.
Rickets, disease caused by lack of
vitamin “D”.

Rigor Mortis, stiffening of muscles after
death.

Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, infectious
disease characterized by fever, pains in
bones and muscles and reddish
eruptions.

Rubella, german measles.
Rx, symbol for “take” or “recipe”.

—S—

Sanatorium, place for preserving health
or caring for a long term illness.

Sapphism, lesbianism.
Sapremia, blood poisoning.
Saprodontis, tooth decay.
Sarcoma, one of the two principle types

of cancer, the other being carcinoma.
Scabies, disease of the skin caused by a
mite which burrows underneath the skin
surface and causes extreme discomfort
and itching.

Scarlet Fever, contagious disease
causing chills, high fever, sore throat, skin
rash, or discolored tongue.

Schick Test, test for susceptibility to
diphtheria.

Schistosomiasis, a parasitic disease, also
known as bilharziasis, that occurs  in most
tropical countries and afflicts over 200
million people worldwide.  In 1946 B. J.
Baroody and H. Most described a
modification  of the centrifugal water
sedimentation method and  other
methods of stool examination for
diagnosis  of Schistosomiasis Japonica.

Schizophrenia, psychiatric disorder of
many and varied manifestations in
which persons loses contact or
misinterprets reality.

Sciatic Nerve, largest nerve in the body
located in back of the leg.

Scirrhus, hard cancer.
Schlera, white of eye.
Sebaceous Gland, glands associated
with the hair follicles.  They secrete oil
(sebum) into the hair follicles  near the
skin surface.

Semen, male secretion containing
sperm.

Senile, old.
Serotonin, a naturally occurring
compound that is found mainly in the
gastrointestinal tract and in lesser
amounts in the blood.  Serotonin has a
stimulating effect on the circulatory
system.

Shingles, An acute infection caused by
the virus Herpes zoster, which also causes
chickenpox.  Shingles usually emerges in
adulthood after exposure to chickenpox
or reactivation of the chickenpox virus,
which can remain latent in body tissues
for years until the immune system is
weakened.

Sickle Cell Anemia, a chronic disorder of
the blood characterized by red blood
cells that are sickle or crescent shaped.

Siderodromophobia, extreme fear of train
travel.

Sinusitis, inflammation of the lining 
membrane in any of the hollow areas
(sinuses) of the skull around the nose.  
The sinuses are made of bone , and are
directly connected to the nasal cavities.

Smallpox, serious infectious disease with
fever, pain, vomiting and an eruption of
red spots which later become blisters
and afterwards are filled with pus.

Spleen, organ situated in the left upper
part of the abdomen which
manufactures, stores, and destroys
blood cells.

Stem Cell, One of the human body's
master cells, with the ability to grow into
any one of the body's more than 200 cell
types.  All stem cells are unspecialized
(undifferentiated) cells that are
characteristically of the same family
type (lineage.) They give rise to cells that
can become highly specialized and
take the place of cells that die or are
lost.

Stokes-Adams Syndrome, sudden
attacks of unconsciousness.

“Strep” Throat, a common childhood

illness caused by a bacterial infection,
which is treated with antibiotics.

Sublimation, process of passing from solid
to vapor state without liquifying.

Suture, to stitch together.
Syntaxis, junction of two bones.
Syphilis, a sexually transmitted disease
caused by Treponema pallidum, a
microscopic organism called a
spirochete.  This worm-like organism
infects people by burrowing into the
moist mucous  membranes of the mouth
or genitals.

Systole, period when heart contraction
takes place.

—T—

Tabes Dorsalis, a disease of the nervous
system leading to paralysis and caused
by syphilis.

Tachycardia, rapid beating of the heart
coming on in sudden attacks.

Taenia, band-like muscle; tapeworm.
Tay-Sachs Disease, an inherited disorder
that destroys the nervous system and is
always fatal.  It is caused by the absence
of an enzyme called hexosaminidase,
that normally aids in the breakdown of
fat.

Teniacide, medication which destroys
tapeworms.

Tetanus, infectious disease characterized
by painful spasms of voluntary muscles.

Thyroid, glandular structure in the neck
secreting thyroxin,  a substance vital to
life.

Tonsils, small masses of lymphoid tissue at
either side of the back of the throat.
They are part of the immune system.

Toxemia, any illness due to poisons
absorbed from organisms in the system.

Toxic, poisonous.
T.P.R., temperature, pulse, respiration.
Trachea, windpipe.
Trench Mouth, mouth infection caused by
organism; also called Vincent’s angina.

Trepan, to make a hole in the skull to
relieve pressure on  the brain.

Trichinosis, disease caused by trichina
organism found in raw pork.

Tricuspid Valve, a valve consisting of
three cusps or triangular segments; it is
located between the upper and lower
chambers on the right side of the heart.

Tuberculosis, infectious disease of man
and animals caused by tubercle bacilli,
having many and varied manifestations
in the lungs, brain, bone, etc.

Tumor, a swelling or growth.
Typhlosis, blindness.
Typhoid Fever, an infectious fever caused
by typhoid bacillus, characterized by
diarrhea and other symptoms.

Typhus, a term indicating any one of a
group of diseases and infections caused
by rickettsia, a type of microorganism.

—U—

Ulorrhagia, bleeding gums.
Uretha, tube that carries the urine from
the bladder to the outside.

Urology, the branch of medicine
concerned with the structure,
functioning, and disorders of the urinary
tract in both males and females and of
the reproductive tract in males.

Urticaria, hives.

Uterus, womb.

—V—

Vagina, the passage connecting the
outer and inner female sex organs.

Varicella, chickenpox.
Variola, smallpox.
Vas Deferens, duct in testis which
transports semen.

Vasectomy, excision of the vas deferens ;
operation to sterilize male.

Vena Cava, two large veins that empty
into the heart.

Venous Blood, unoxygenated blood.
Vertigo,  an illusion that one’s
surroundings or self are spinning, either
horizontally or vertically.  It results
primarily from a disturbance of the
semicircular canals in the inner ear or the
nerve tract leading from them.

Vesica, bladder.
Viruses, minute organisms which cause
certain diseases among which are the
common cold, measles, mumps,
poliomyelitis, chickenpox, smallpox.

Void, to empty bladder or rectum.
Vulva, female genital.

—W—

Walleye, A dense white opacity
(leukoma) of the cornea.  Divergent
strabismus in which the eye turns
outward away from the nose.

Wasserman Test, blood test to determine
if syphilis is present.

Wernicke’s Center, an area of the
cerebral cortex of the brain.  It is
responsible for the ability to understand
words that are spoken.

White Blood Cells, cells that allow the
body to defend itself against disease.

Wisdom Tooth, the most posterior teeth or
molar on each side of the jaw.

Womb, uterus; organ in which developing
fetus resides.

—X—

Xanthocyanopsia, a form of color
blindness in which the patient  cannot
tell the difference  between green and
red colors.

X-Ray, high energy radiation with waves
shorter than those of visible light.  It is
used in low doses for making images that
help diagnose diseases, and in high
doses to treat cancer.

—Y—

Y Chromosome, one of two sex
Chromosomes.

Yellow Bone Marrow, bone marrow in
which fat cells predominate.

Yellow Fever, an acute, systematic illness
caused by the Flavivirus taxon virus.  In
severe cases, infection causes a high
fever, bleeding into the skin, and death
of cells (necrosis) in the kidney and liver.

—Z—

Zygote, a fertilized ovum, formed by the
union of a sperm  and an ovum.

Zinc, a mineral essential to the body.  It is
a  constituent of many enzymes that
permit chemical reactions to proceed at
normal rates.
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A1C—A test that sums up how
much glucose has been
sticking to part of the
hemoglobin during the past 3
to 4 months. Hemoglobin is a
substance in the red blood
cells that supplies oxygen to
the cells of the body.

ACE inhibitor—A type of drug
used to lower blood pressure.
Studies indicate that it may
also help prevent or slow the
progression of kidney disease
in people with diabetes. ACE is
an acronym for angiotensin-
converting enzyme.

Auto immune process—A
process where the body’s
immune system attacks and
destroys body tissue that it
mistakes for foreign matter.

Beta cells—Cells that make
insulin. Beta cells are found in
areas of the pancreas called
the Islets of Algerians.

Bladder—A hollow organ that
urine drains into from the
kidneys. From the bladder,
urine leaves the body.

Blood glucose— The main
sugar that the body makes
from the food we eat. Glucose
is carried through the
bloodstream to provide
energy to all of the body’s
living cells. The cells cannot
use glucose without the help
of insulin.

Blood pressure —The force of
the blood against the artery
walls. Two levels of blood
pressure are measured: the
highest, or systolic, occurs
when the heart pumps blood
into the blood vessels, and the
lowest, or diastolic, occurs
when the heart rests.

Calluses —Thick, hardened
areas of the skin, generally on
the foot, caused by friction or
pressure. Calluses can lead to
other problems, including

serious infection and even
gangrene.

Carbohydrate —One of three
main groups of foods in the
diet that provide calories and
energy. (Protein and fat are
the others.) Carbohydrates
are mainly sugars (simple
carbohydrates) and starches
(complex carbohydrates,
found in bread, pasta, beans)
that the body breaks down
into glucose.

Cholesterol —A substance
similar to fat that is found in
the blood, muscles, liver, brain,
and other body tissues. The
body produces and needs
some cholesterol. However,
too much cholesterol can
make fats stick to the walls of
the arteries and cause a
disease that decreases or
stops circulation.

Corns— Thickening of the skin
of the feet or hands, usually
caused by pressure against
the skin.

Diabetes—The short name for
the disease called diabetes
mellitus. Diabetes results when
the body cannot use blood
glucose as energy because of
having too little insulin or being
unable to use insulin. See also
type 1 diabetes, type 2
diabetes, and gestational
diabetes.

Diabetes Pills —Pills or
capsules that are taken by
mouth to help lower the blood
glucose level. These pills may
work for people whose bodies
are still making insulin.

Diabetic eye disease— A
disease of the small blood
vessels of the retina of the eye
in people with diabetes. In this
disease, the vessels swell and
leak liquid into the retina,
blurring the vision and some-
times leading to blindness.

Diabetic Ketoacidos —is High
blood glucose with the
presence of ketones in the
urine and bloodstream, often
caused by taking too little
insulin or during illness.

Diabetic kidney disease—
Damage to the cells or blood
vessels of the kidney.

Diabetic nerve damage—
Damage to the nerves of a
person with diabetes. Nerve
damage may affect the feet
and hands, as well as major
organs.

Dialysis— A method for
removing waste from the
blood when the kidneys can
no longer do the job.

Diphtheria —An acute,
contagious disease that
causes fever and problems for
the heart and nervous system.

EKG —A test that measures
the hearts action. Also called
an electrocardiogram.

Flu— An infection caused by
the flu (short for influenza)
Virus. The flu is a contagious
viral illness that strikes quickly
and severely. Signs include
high fever, chills, body aches,
runny nose, sore throat, and
headache.

Food exchanges— A way to
help people stay on special
food plans by letting them
replace items from one food
group with items from another
group.

Gestational diabetes —A type
of diabetes that can occur in
pregnant women who have
not been known to have
diabetes before. Although
gestational diabetes usually
subsides after pregnancy,
many women who’ve had
gestational diabetes develop
type 2 diabetes later in life.

Gingivitis —A swelling and sore-
ness of the gums that, without
treatment can cause serious
gum problems and disease.

Glucagon —A hormone that
raises the blood glucose level.
When someone with diabetes
has a very low blood glucose
level, a glucagon injection
can help raise the blood
glucose quickly.

Glucose —A sugar in our
blood and a source of energy
for our bodies.

Heart attack —Damage to the
heart muscle caused when
the blood vessels supplying
the muscle are blocked, such
as when the blood vessels are
clogged with fats (a condition
sometimes called hardening
of the arteries).

HDL (or high-density
lipoprotein)— A combined
protein and fatlike substance.
Low in cholesterol, it usually
passes freely through the
arteries, sometimes called
good cholesterol.

High blood glucose —A
condition that occurs in
people with diabetes when
their blood glucose levels are
too high. Symptoms include
having to urinate often, being
very thirsty, and losing weight.

High blood pressure— A
condition where the blood
circulates through the arteries
with too much force. High
blood pressure tires the heart,
harms the arteries, and
increases the risk of heart
attack, stroke, and kidney
problems.

Hormone— A chemical that
special cells in the body
release to help other cells
work. For example; insulin is a
hormone made in the
pancreas to help the body use
glucose as energy.

Diabetes Glossary
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Hyperglycemia —See high
blood glucose.

Hypertension —See high
blood pressure.

Hypoglycemia —See low
blood glucose 

Immunization —Sometimes
called vaccination; a shot or
injection that protects a
person from getting an illness
by making the person
"immune" to it.

Impotence —A condition
where the penis does not
become or stay hard enough
for sex. Some men who have
had diabetes a long time
become impotent if their
nerves or blood vessels have
become damaged.

Influenza —See flu. 

Inject —To force a liquid into
the body with a needle and
syringe.

Insulin —A hormone that
helps the body use blood
glucose for energy. The beta
cells of the pancreas make
insulin. When people with
diabetes Can’t make enough
insulin, they may have to
inject it from another source.

Insulin-dependent diabetes—
See type 1 diabetes.

Ketones —Chemical
substances that the body
makes when it doesn’t have
enough insulin in the blood.
When ketones build up in the
body for a long time, serious
illness or coma can result.

Kidneys —Twin organs found
in the lower part of the back.
The kidneys purify the blood of
all waste and harmful
material. They also control the
level of some helpful
chemical substances in the
blood.

Laser surgery —Surgery that
uses a strong ray of special
light, called a laser, to treat
damaged parts of the body.
Laser surgery can help treat
some diabetic eye diseases.

Low blood glucose —A con-
dition that occurs in people
with diabetes when their
blood glucose levels are too
low. Symptoms include feeling
anxious Or confused, feeling
numb in the arms and hands,
and shaking or feeling dizzy.

LDL (or low-density
lipoprotein) —combined
protein and fatlike substance.
Rich in cholesterol, it tends to
stick to the walls in the
arteries, sometimes called
bad cholesterol.

Meal plan —A guide to help
people get the proper
amount of calories,
carbohydrates, proteins, and
fats in their diet. See also food
exchanges.

Microalbumin —A protein
found in blood plasma and
urine. The presence of
microalbumin in the urine can
be a sign of kidney disease.

Nephropathy —See diabetic
kidney disease. 

Neuropathy —See diabetic
nerve damage.

Non-insulin-dependent
diabetes —See type 2
diabetes.

Pancreas —An organ in the
body that makes insulin so
that the body can use
glucose for energy. The
pancreas also makes enzymes
that help the body digests
food.

Periodontitis —Gum disease
in which the gums shrink away
from the teeth. Without treat-
ment, it can lead to tooth loss.

Plaque —A film of mucus that
traps bacteria on the surface
of the teeth. Plaque can be
removed with daily brushing
and flossing of teeth.

Pumice stone —A special foot
care tool used to gently file
calluses as instructed by your
health care team.

Retinopathy —See diabetic
eye disease.

Risk factors —Traits that make
it more likely that a person will
get an illness. For example, a
risk factor for getting type 2
diabetes is having a family
history of diabetes.

Self-monitoring blood glucose
—A way for people with
diabetes to find out how
much glucose is in their blood.
A drop of blood from the
fingertip is placed on a
special coated strip of paper
that reads (often through an
electronic meter) the amount
of glucose in the blood.

Stroke —Damage to a part of
the brain that happens when
the blood vessels supplying
that part are blocked, such as
when the blood vessels are
clogged with fats (a condition
sometimes called hardening
of the arteries).

Support group —Group of
people who share a similar
problem or concern. The
people in the group help one
another by sharing
experiences, knowledge, and
information.

Type 1 diabetes —A condition
in which the pancreas makes
so little insulin that the body
can’t use blood glucose as
energy. 

Type 1 diabetes —most often
occurs in people younger than
age 30 and must be controlled
with daily insulin injections.

Type 2 diabetes —A condition
in which the body either
makes too little Insulin or can’t
use the insulin it makes to use
blood glucose as energy.
Type 2 diabetes most often
occurs in people older than
age 40 and can often be
controlled through meal plans
and physical activity plans.
Some people with type 2
diabetes have to take
diabetes pills or insulin.

Ulcer —A break or deep sore
in the skin. Germs can enter
an ulcer and may be hard to
heal.

Urea —One of the chief waste
products of the body. When
the body breaks down food, it
uses what it needs and throws
the rest away as waste. The
kidneys flush the waste from
the body in the form of urea,
which is in the urine.

Vaccination—A shot given to
protect against a disease.

Vagina —A canal in females
from the external genitalia
(vulva) to the cervix of the
uterus.

Vitrectomy —An operation to
remove the blood that
sometimes collects at the
back of the eyes when a
person has eye disease.

Yeast infection —A vaginal
infection that is usually
caused by a fungus. Women
who have this infection may
feel itching, burning when
urinating, and pain, and some
women have a vaginal
discharge. Yeast infections
occur more frequently in
women with diabetes.

Take Charge Of Your Diabetes
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—A—
ABLATION The removal or destruction of

tissue.
ABDOMINAL AORTIC ULTRASOUND: A non-

invasive imaging procedure that uses high-
frequency sound waves to view the
structures of the abdomen and determine
the presence of an aneurysm.

ALLOGRAFT (allogenic graft or
homograft):  An organ or tissue
transplanted from one individual to another
of the same species, i.e. human to human.

AMYLOIDOSIS:  A rare autoimmune
disorder characterized by the buildup of
abnormal protein tissues.  Amyloidosis can
be a cause of heart valve disorders and
heart failure.

ANGIOGENESIS: The spontaneous or drug-
induced growth of new blood vessels.  The
growth of these vessels may help to
alleviate coronary artery disease by
rerouting blood flow around clogged
arteries.

ANGIOGRAPHY:  an invasive imaging
procedure that usually involves inserting a
catheter into an artery leading to the heart
muscle or brain and injecting a radioactive
tracer into the blood stream via the
catheter.

ANGIOTENSION-CONVERTINGS ENZYME
INHIBITORS (ACE Inhibitors): A group of
drugs used to treat high-blood pressure and
heart failure 

ANGIOTENSIN II RECEPTOR BLOCKERS
(ARB’s): A class of medicines used to treat
high-blood pressure.

ANNULUS : A ring of tough fibrous tissue
which is attached to and supports the
leaflets of the heart valve.

ANTIARRHYMTIC:  A drug that is used to
treat abnormal heart rhythms.

ARTERY:  One of the tubular vessels that
carry blood away from the heart.

ATHEROSCLEROSIS:  A disease in which
fatty deposits accumulate on the inner
walls of the arteries, causing narrowing or
blockage that may result in a heart attack.
Commonly known as “hardening of the
arteries.”

ATHERECTOMY: A procedure that removes
plaque from artery walls using a special
catheter.

ATHEROMA:  Large buildup of fat,
cholesterol and other substances on the
wall of artery, causing narrowing.  Also
called plaque.

ATRIA:  Upper chambers of the heart.
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION:  Chaotic beating of

the top chambers (atria) of the heart that
can cause a rapid irregular pulse.

ATRIAL FLUTTER:  A regular heart rhythm in
which many impulses begin and spread
throughout the atria.

ATRIAL MYXOMA:  A myxoma is a
tumor of the heart.  

ATRIUM:  The top filling hollow cavities
of the heart.

— B —
BALLOON ANGIOPLASTY

(Percutaneous Transluminal Coronary
Angioplasty or PTCA):  A specially
designed balloon catheter with a small
ballon tip is guided to the point of
narrowing in the artery.  One in place, the
balloon is inflated to compress the fatty
matter into the artery wall and stretch the
artery open to increase blood flow through
the blood vessel.

BATISTA PROCEDURE: During this surgical
procedure, to treat heart failure, the
surgeon cuts out a piece of the patient’s
enlarged heart ventricular muscle.

BETA BLOCKER: A drug that slows heart
rate, lowers blood pressure, controls angina
and protects patients with prior heart
attacks from future heart attacks.

BLOOD VESSEL: A flexible tube that
transports blood throughout the body.
Arteries, veins and capillaries are the body’s
blood vessels.

BODY MASS INDEX:  The number, derived
by dividing body weight by height squared;
used to determine health risk created by
excess body weight.

BUERGER’S DISEASE:  Most commonly
affects the small and medium sized arteries,
veins and nerves. 

BYPASS:  A surgical procedure designed to
increase blood flow to an organ or
extremity that has narrowing or blockage of
the blood supplying artery.  

— C —
CARDIAC ABLATION:  Using an energy

source such as radio frequency or laser
energy to destroy a small area of the heart
and prevent further arrhythmias.

CARDIOVERSION:  A procedure used to
convert an irregular heart beat to a normal
rhythm by applying electrical shock.
Cardioversion may be accomplished by
using medications or a defibrillator.

CATHETER:  A thin, flexible instrument used
to introduce or withdraw fluids from the
body.  A catheter may also be used to
monitor blood pressure.

CEREBRAL EMBOLISM:  A common cause
of stroke—an embolus that has moved
through the blood stream and obstructs an
artery leading to the brain.

CEREBRAL VASCULAR ACCIDENT (CVA):
The medical term that describes a stroke. 

CONSTRICTIVE PERICARDITIS The
pericardium is the sac around the heart.  In
some patients, this sac can become
inflamed and scarred.  If this scarring
process produces a contracture or
shrinkage of the pericardium, it can
prevent the heart from filling to its full extent.

— D —
DILATED CARDIOMYOPATHY: A disease of

the myocardium (heart muscle) that
causes the heart cavity to become
stretched and enlarged, and the pumping
capacity of the heart is reduced.

DILATION: The increase in size of a blood
vessel.

DIPYRIDAMOLE 
STRESS TEST: If you’re unable to exercise on

a treadmill or stationery bicycle for a stress
test, a medication, called dipyridamole
(Persantine) is used instead of exercise to
test the heart’s blood flow.

DNR ORDER (Do Not Resuscitate Order): an
advanced directive that means no CPR is
to be done when the heart and lungs stop.

DOBUTAMINE 
STRESS ECHO ECHOCARDIOGRAM

(Dobutamine Echo, pharmacological
echocardiogram): a procedure that
involves infusing a medication through an
intravenous (IV) line, called dobutamine,
while you’re closely monitored.  The
medication stimulates your heart, to
evaluate your heart and valve function at
rest and with exertion, when you are unable
to exercise on a treadmill or stationery
cycle.

DYSPNEA: Shortness of breath.

— E —
EBSTEIN’S: anomaly a congenital

malformation of the tricuspid valve.  It
usually occurs together with a septal
defect.

ECHOCARDIOGRAM: An imaging
procedure that creates a moving picture
outline of the heart’s valves and chambers
using high-frequency sound waves that
come from a hand held wand placed on
your chest or passed down your throat.
ECMO EXTRA CORPOREAL MEMBRANE
OXYGENATION:  In patients that are unable
to provide oxygen for their own blood or
enough blood circulation, are put on life
support. 

ECTOPIC  OUT OF PLACE:  An ectopic heart
beat originates in an abnormal location of
the heart.

EDEMA  ABNORMAL: swelling of tissue due
to fluid buildup, usually in the hands, feet, or
abdomen; may be a complication of heart
failure.

EISENMENGER’S COMPLEX:  A disease
characterized by thickening of the
pulmonary arteries, elevated blood
pressure in the lungs and heart failure.
Eisenmenger’s syndrome develops as a
complication of ventricular septal defect, a
congenital disorder.

EJECTION FRACTION (EF):  The amount of
blood pumped out of a ventricle during
each heart beat.  The ejection fraction
evaluates how well the heart is pumping;
normally 50-70 percent.

ELECTROCARDIAGRAM (EKG or ECG):  A
test that records on graph paper the
electrical activity of the heart via small
electrode patches attached to the skin.  An

EKG helps a physician determine the
causes of abnormal heartbeat or detect
heart damage.

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY (EP): Study  An EP
Study is a recording of the electrical activity
of your heart.  

EMBOLISM:  The blockage of an artery by
an embolus.

EMBOLUS: A blood clot that moves
through the blood stream.  When forced
into a  smaller blood vessel, it can create an
obstruction.

ENDOTHELIUM:  The interior surfaces of
blood vessels.  The endothelium, which is
the site of atherosclerosis in arteries, is
composed of specialized cells called
epithelial cells.

EPICARDIUM: The thin membrane
surrounding the myocardium.

EPINEPHRINE: A hormone produced by the
adrenal glands that also acts as a
neurotransmitter for nerve cells.  As part of
the flight-or-fight response, epinephrine
signals the heart to pump harder, increase
blood pressure and has other side effects
on the cardiovascular system.

ERYTHROCYTE:  Red blood cell that delivers
oxygen to tissues and removes carbon
dioxide and other waste products.

— F —
FIBRIN:  A protein that helps blood to clot

and aids in the healing of wounds.  Fibrin is
also a component of artery-clogging
plaque.

FORAMEN OVALE:  An opening between
the atria of the heart that normally closes
shortly after birth.  An atrial septal defect
may develop if the foramen ovale fails to
close properly.

— G —
GLUCOSE:  Blood sugar manufactured by

the body from carbohydrates, protein, and
fat.  Glucose is the main source of energy
for all living organisms.

— H —
HIBERNATING MYOCARDIUM:  After a heart

attack, some areas of heart muscle do not
pump as they should.  Some areas will have
permanent damage.  

HIGH DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN (HDL):
Lipoprotein particle in the blood.  HDL is
known as “good” cholesterol because it
deposits cholesterol in the liver, where it is
excreted  by the body.  High HDL is thought
to protect against coronary artery disease.

HOLTER MONITOR : A small recorder
(monitor) is attached to electrodes on your
chest.  It records the heart’s rhythm
continuously for 24 hours.  After the monitor
is removed, the heart’s are counted and
analyzed by a technician with the aid of a
computer.  

HOMOCYSTEINE: An amino acid that high
levels are a risk factor for coronary artery
disease.

HYPERLIPIDEMIA:  high levels of fatty
substances in the blood, such as cholesterol
and triglycerides.

Heart Glossary
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— I —
IDIOPATHIC:  When the cause of a disease

or process is not known.
ILLIAC VEINS:  The two principal veins

returning blood from the lower part of the
body.  The Illiac veins eventually join to form
the inferior vena cava.

INFARCTION:  Tissue death due to lack of
oxygen-rich blood.

INNOCENT HEART MURMURS (functional or
physiologic murmur):  Sounds made by the
blood circulating through the heart’s
chambers and valves or through blood
vessels near the heart.  Innocent murmurs
are common with children and are quite
harmless.  (www.americanheart.org )

INOTROPE MEDICATION:  A medication
used to strengthen the heart’s contractions
and improve blood circulation.

INTIMA:  The inner layer of the arterial wall.
Atherosclerosis originates in the Intima.

INVASIVE:  Penetrating.  Invasive tests or
procedures are those that penetrate the
body or puncture the skin.

ISCHEMIA:  Reduced blood flow to an
area of the body due to an obstructed
vessel.

— J, K, L —
LEAFLETS:  Thin pieces of tissue or flaps that

make up a valve.
LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE (LVAD):

In patients with end-stage heart disease
whose hearts do not pump a sufficient
amount of blood to keep the body healthy,
it is possible to place a mechanical device
that aids in the pumping function of the
blood.  This device is known as left
ventricular assist device.  There are many
devices available for implantation.

LEUKOCYTE (white blood cell):  Cells in the
blood that seeks and destroys disease-
causing microorganisms.

LINOLENIC ACID (omega 3):  An essential
fatty acid.  Omega 3, which is found in fish
and certain plants, may reduce the risk of
cardiovascular disease and myocardial
infarction by lowering triglyceride levels
and blood pressure and preventing the
formation of life-threatening thrombi.

LIPID: Fat circulating in the blood.
LOW DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN (LDL):  A

lipoprotein particle in the blood responsible
for depositing cholesterol into the lining of
the artery.  Known as “bad” cholesterol
because high LDL is linked to coronary
artery disease.

LUMEN:  The hollow cavity of a blood
vessel or other tubular organ.

LUPUS (Systemic lupus erythematosis, SLE):
A chronic autoimmune disorder in which a
person’s natural antibodies, which normally
fight infection, damage parts of the central
nervous system, connective tissue, or
internal organs such as the lungs or kidneys.
Lupus can cause heart valve disorders.

— M —
MAMMARY ARTERY (also called Thoracic

Artery):  Artery located in the chest wall
and used for coronary artery bypass
surgery.  Most commonly kept intact at its
origin, and sewn to the coronary beyond
the site of blockage.  If the surgeon
removes the mammary artery from its origin
to use as a bypass graft, it is then called a
“free” mammary artery bypass graft.

MAZE PROCEDURE:  A surgical treatment
for chronic atrial fibrillation.  The surgeon

makes multiple incisions in the atrium to
form a path or maze through which the
impulse can travel to reach the
atrioventricular node.  After this is
achieved, the atrium is sewn back together
and a normal rhythm is more easily
maintained.

MESENTERIC ARTERIAL ULTRASOUND:  A
non-invasive imaging procedure that uses
high-frequency sound waves to view the
arteries supplying the gastrointestinal tract
to determine the presence of narrowing.

MITRAL INSUFFICIENCY:  A condition
where blood in the left ventricle leaks back
through the mitral valve into the left atrium
and can back into the lungs.  The mitral
valve normally opens to permit blood to
flow into the left ventricle and then closes,
preventing blood from backing up into the
atrium during the ventricle’s contraction.

MYOCARDIUM:  Heart muscle,  The
muscular, middle layer of heart tissue that
contracts rhythmically during heartbeat.

— N —
NONINVASIVE:  Nonpenetrating.

Noninvasive tests or procedures do not
penetrate the body and are usually
considered low-risk and painless.

— O —
OCCLUSION:  Complete blockage of a

vessel.
OFF PUMP HEART SURGERY: usually off

pump coronary artery by pass, is heart
surgery done without the use of the
cardiopulmonary bypass machine.

OPEN HEART SURGERY:  any number of
invasive cardiac (heart) surgical
procedures.

OSTEOPOROSIS:  A severe weakening of
bone.

— P, Q —
PAPILLARY MUSCLES:  Small muscles that

are a part of the inside walls of the
ventricles and attach to the chordae
tendineae.

PERICARDIAL CAVITY:  The space between
the epicardium and the outer layer of the
pericardium.  The cavity is normally filled
with a small amount of clear fluid that
reduces the friction between the two
membranes.

PERICARDIOCENTESIS (pericardial tap):
An invasive procedure that involves using a
needle and catheter to remove fluid from
the sac around the heart.  The fluid may be
sent to a laboratory for tests to look for signs
of infection or cancer.

PERICARDITIS:  An inflammation of the
membrane surrounding the heart, usually
accompanied by fluid buildup; can cause
irregular heartbeat.

PERICARDIUM:  The sac that surrounds the
heart.

PERIPHERAL ARTERY DISEASE (PAD):
Damage or narrowing to the blood vessels
that carry blood away from the heart to
your arms, legs or organs.

PHYTOCEMICAL:  An organic compound
found in plants that is believed to play a
role in preventing cardiovascular or other
diseases.

PLAQUE:  Deposits of fats, inflammatory
cells, proteins and calcium material along
the lining of arteries, caused by
atherosclerosis.  The plaque builds up and

narrows the artery.
PLATELETS:  Components of blood that aid

in clotting.
POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY (PET or

cardiac viability study):  An image
procedure that uses radioactive tracers to
create three dimensional pictures of the
tissues inside of the body and can monitor
metabolic processes.

PROLAPSE:  A condition in which an organ
or other part of the body is not in its correct
position.

PULMONARY EDEMA:  An abnormal
swelling of tissue in the lungs due to fluid
build-up

PULMONARY EMBOLISM (PE):  A clot in the
lungs, most often caused by a deep vein
thrombosis (clot in a vein in the legs) that
has broken free and traveled to the lungs.
Risk of PE decreases after blood-thinners
are given.

— R —
RENAL ARTERY ULTRASOUND:  A non-

invasive imaging procedure that uses high-
frequency sound waves to view the arteries
supplying the kidneys to determine the
presence of narrowing.

RENIN:  An enzyme produced by the
kidney which is released into the
bloodstream by the kidneys in order to
regulate blood pressure.

RESTENOSIS:  The closing or narrowing of
an artery that was previously opened by a
cardiac procedure such as angioplasty.

RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASE:  Rheumatic
Fever can lead to a condition known as
Rheumatic heart disease.  This is usually a
thickening and stenosis of one or more of
the heart valves and often requires surgery,
to repair or replace the involved valves.

ROTOBLATION (Percatenous Transluminal
Rotational Atherectomy):  A special
catheter, with an acorn-shaped diamond-
coated tip, is guided to the point of
narrowing in the coronary artery.  The tip
spins around at a high speed and grinds
away the plaque on the artery walls.  The
microscopic particles are washed safely
away in your blood stream and filtered out
by the liver and spleen. 

— S —
SAPHENOUS VEIN:  Vein located in the leg

and used for coronary artery bypass
surgery.  It is surgically removed from the leg
and sewn from the aorta to the coronary
artery beyond the site of blockage.

SATURATED FAT:  A fat composed primarily
of saturated fatty acids.  Saturated fat is the
most important dietary factor in raising
cholesterol levels.

SEPIS:  A serious infection in the blood
stream.

SEPTAL DEFECT:  A hole or “defect” is in the
heart muscle forming a wall between the
left and right side of the heart.  It can be
identified as an atrial septal defect (ASD) or
ventricular septal defect (VSD).

SEPTUM:  The muscular wall separating the
right and left sides of the heart.

SYNCOPE:  Fainting or dizziness.
SYNDROME X:  A cluster of risk factors that

together, put someone at higher risk of
coronary artery disease.  These risk factors
include:  central obesity (excessive fat
tissue in the abdominal region), glucose
intolerance, high triglycerides and low HDL

cholesterol, and high blood pressure.

— T —
TACHYCARDIA:  Rapid heat beat.  A heart

rate above 100 beats per minute. 
THROMBOCYTE:  Also called a platelet.

Component of blood that aids in clotting.
THROMBUS:  A blood clot.
THRUSH:  A yeast infection for which

transplant patients are at risk.  It can occur in
the mouth or vagina.

TISSUE PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR (t-pa):  A
clot dissolving agent that is injected directly
into a clogged artery to break up a blood
clot.  If used within three hours after the start
of the stroke, brain damage may be
avoided.

TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAM
(TEE):  an invasive imaging procedure that
creates a picture of the heart’s movement,
valves and chambers using high frequency
sound waves that come from a small
transducer passed down your throat.  TEE
provides clear images of the heart’s
movement because the transducer is close
to the heart and limits interference from air in
the lungs.  Echo is often combined with
Doppler ultrasound and color Doppler to
evaluate blood flow across the heart’s
valves.

TRANSIENT ISCHEMIC ATTACK (TIA, also
called a mini-stroke):  A sudden onset of
temporary symptoms (loss of sensation,
movement, speech, mental function or
vision) lasting minutes, or hours, that occurs
when the brain is deprived of oxygen-rich
blood, but the effects wear off completely
after resumption of blood-flow.  It can be a
warning sign for stroke and may be caused
by carotid artery narrowing or blockage.

TRIGLYCERIDE:  A fat found in the blood.
Most fat found in the diet and body fat is in
the form of triglycerides.

— U, V —
VALVE:  There are four valves in the heart:

the tricuspid and mitral valve, which lie
between the atria and ventricles and the
pulmonic and aortic valves which lie
between the ventricles and the blood
vessels leaving the heart.  The heart valves
help to maintain one-way blood flow
through the heart.

VEINS:  Blood vessels that carry blood from
the arms, legs, head and body organs
back to the heart.

VENTRICLES:  The lower pumping
chambers of the heart.  The hearts has two
ventricles—the right and left ventricle.

— W, X, Y, Z —
WOLF PARKINSON WHITE SYNDROME

(WPW): WPW is a form of supraventricular
tachycardia (fast heart rate originating
above the ventricles).  When you have
WPW, along with your normal conduction
pathway, you have extra pathways called
accessory pathways.  These electrical
impulses set up a short circuit causing the
heart to beat rapidly and conduct
impulses in both directions.  The impulses
travel through the extra pathway (short
cut) as well as the normal AV-HIS Purkinje
system.  The impulses can travel around
the heart very quickly, in a circular pattern,
causing the heart to beat unusually fast.
This is called re-entry tachycardia.
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Bleaching: chemical or laser
treatment of natural teeth that
uses peroxide to produce the
whitening effect.

Bonding: the covering of a
tooth surface with a tooth-
colored composite to repair
and/or change the color or
shape of a tooth, for instance,
due to stain or damage.

Bone resorption: decrease in
the amount of bone supporting
the roots of teeth; a common
result of periodontal (gum)
disease.

Braces: devices (bands,
wires, ceramic appliances) put
in place by

orthodontists to gradually
reposition teeth to a more
favorable alignment.

Bridge: stationary dental
prosthesis (appliance) fixed to
teeth adjacent to a space;
replaces one or more missing
teeth, cemented or bonded to
supporting teeth or implants
adjacent to the space. Also
called a fixed partial denture.

Bruxism: grinding or gnashing
of the teeth, most commonly
during sleep.

Calculus: hard, calcium-like
deposits that form on teeth due
to inadequate plaque control,
often stained yellow or brown.
Also called “tartar.”

Canker sore: sores or small
shallow ulcers that appear in the
mouth and often make eating
and talking uncomfortable; they
typically appear in people
between the ages of 10 and 20
and last about a week in
duration before disappearing.

Caries: tooth decay or
“cavities.”

Cementum: hard tissue that
covers the roots of teeth.

Cleft lip: a physical split or
separation of the two sides of
the upper lip that appears as a
narrow opening or gap in the
skin of the upper lip.

Cleft palate: a split or
opening in the roof of the
mouth.

Composite resin filling: tooth-
colored restorative material
composed of plastic with small
glass or ceramic particles.  An
alternative to silver amalgam
fillings.

Conventional denture: a
denture that is ready for
placement in themouth about
eight to 12 weeks after the teeth
have been removed.

Cosmetic (aesthetic)
dentistry: a branch of dentistry
under which treatments are
performed to enhance the
color and shape of teeth.

Crown The portion of a tooth
above the gum line that is
covered by enamel.

Cuspids: the third tooth from
the center of the mouth to the
back of the mouth. These are
the front teeth that have one
rounded or pointed edge used
for biting. Also known as
canines.

Cusps: the high points on the
chewing surfaces of the back
teeth.

Cyst: an abnormal sac
containing gas, fluid, or a
semisolid material.

DDS: Doctor of Dental
Surgery—equivalent to DMD,
Doctor of Dental Medicine.

Decay: destruction of tooth
structure caused by toxins
produced by bacteria.

Deciduous teeth: commonly
called “baby teeth” or primary
teeth; the first set of (usually) 20
teeth.

Demineralization: loss of
mineral from tooth enamel just
below the surface in a carious
lesion; usually appears as a
white area on the tooth surface.

Dentin: inner layer of tooth
structure, immediately under
the surface enamel.

Denture: a removable
replacement of artificial teeth
for missing natural teeth and
surrounding tissues.

DMD: Doctor of Medical
Dentistry; equivalent to DDS,
Doctor of Dental Surgery.

Dry mouth: a condition in
which the flow of saliva is
reduced and there is not
enough saliva to keep the
mouth moist..

Dry socket: a common
complication that occurs when
either a blood clot has failed to
form in an extracted tooth
socket or else the blood clot
that did form has been
dislodged.

Edentulous: having no teeth.

Enamel: the hard,
mineralized material that covers
the outside portion of the tooth
that lies above the gum line (the
crown).

Endodontics: a field of
dentistry concerned with the
biology and pathology of the
dental pulp and root tissues of
the tooth and with the
prevention, diagnosis, and
treatment of diseases and
injuries of these tissues.

Endodontist: a dental
specialist concerned with the
causes, diagnosis, prevention,
and treatment of diseases and
injuries of the human dental
pulp or the nerve of the tooth.

Eruption: the emergence of
the tooth from its position in the
jaw.

Fistula: channel emanating
pus from an infection site; a gum
boil.

Flap surgery: lifting of gum
tissue to expose and clean
underlying tooth and bone
structures.

General dentist: the primary
care dental provider. This dentist
diagnoses, treats, and manages
overall oral health care needs.

Gingiva: the soft tissue that
surrounds the base of the teeth;
the pink tissue around the teeth.

Gingivectomy: surgical
removal of gum tissue.

Gingivitis: inflamed, swollen,
and reddish gum tissue that may
bleed easily when touched or
brushed.

Gingivoplasty: a procedure
performed by periodontists to
reshape the gum tissue.

Gum recession: exposure of
dental roots due to shrinkage of
the gums as a result of abrasion,
periodontal disease, or surgery.

Qutta percha: material used
in the filling of root canals.

Halitosis: bad breath of oral
or gastrointestinal origin.

Hard palate: the bony front
portion of the roof of the mouth.

Immediate denture: a
complete or partial denture that
is made in advance and can be
positioned as soon as the
natural teeth are removed.

Impacted tooth: a tooth that
is partially or completely
blocked from erupting through
the surface of the gum.

Implant: a metal rod (usually
made of titanium) that is
surgically placed into the upper

or lower jawbone where a tooth
is missing.

Impression: mold made of
the teeth and soft tissues.

Incision and drainage:
surgical incision of an abscess to
drain pus.

Incisors: four upper and four
lower front teeth, excluding the
cuspids (canine teeth). These
teeth are used primarily for
biting and cutting.

Inlay: similar to a filling but
the entire work lies within the
cusps (bumps) on the chewing
surface of the tooth.

Leukoplakia:a white or gray
patch that develops on the
tongue or the inside of the cheek.

Malocclusion: “bad bite” or
misalignment of the teeth or
jaws.

Mandible: the lower jaw.
Maxilla: the upper jaw.
Molars: three back teeth in

each dental quadrant used for
grinding food.

Mouth guard: a soft-fitted
device that is inserted into the
mouth and worn over the teeth
to protect them against impact
or injury.

Muscle relaxant: a type of
medication often prescribed to
reduce stress.

Nerve (root) canal: dental
pulp; the internal chamber of a
tooth where the nerves and
blood vessels pass.

Night guard: a removable
acrylic appliance that fits over
the upper and lower teeth used
to prevent wear and
temporomandibular damage
caused by grinding or gnashing
of the teeth during sleep.

Nitrous oxide: a gas (also
called laughing gas) used to
reduce patient anxiety.

NSAI: a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug, often used
as a dental analgesic.

Occlusal X-rays: an X-ray
showing full tooth development
and placement. Each X-ray
reveals the entire arch of teeth
in either the upper or lower jaw.

Occlusion: the relationship of
the upper and lower teeth when
themouth is closed.

Onlay: a type of restoration
(filling) made of metal,
porcelain, or acrylic that is more
extensive than an inlay in that it
covers one or more cusps.
Onlays are sometimes called
partial crowns.
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Oral and maxillofacial
surgery: surgical procedures on
the mouth including extractions,
removal of cysts or tumors, and
repair of fractured jaws.

Oral surgeon: the oral health
care provider who performs
many types of surgical
procedures in and around the
entire face, mouth, and jaw area.

Orthodontics: dental
specialty that using braces,
retainers, and other dental
devices to treat misalignment of
teeth, restoring them to proper
functioning.

Orthodontist: the oral health
provider who specializes in
diagnosis, prevention,
interception, and treatment of
malocclusions, or “bad bites,” of
the teeth and surrounding
structures. This is the specialist
whose responsibility it is to
straighten teeth.

Overbite: an excessive
protrusion of the upper jaw
resulting in a vertical overlap of
the front teeth.

Overjet: an excessive
protrusion of the upper jaw
resulting in a horizontal overlap
of the front teeth.

Overdenture: denture that
fits over residual roots or dental
implants.

Palate: hard and soft tissue
forming the roof of the mouth.

Panoramic X-ray: a type of
X-ray that shows a complete
two dimensional representation
of all the teeth in the mouth. 

Partial denture: a removable
appliance that replaces some
of the teeth in either the upper
or lower jaw.

Pedodontist/pediatric
dentist: the oral health care
provider who specializes in the
diagnosis and treatment of the
dental problems of children
from infancy to early adulthood.

Periapical: region at the end
of the roots of teeth.

Periodontal ligament: The
connective tissue that surrounds
the tooth (specifically covering
the cementum) and connects
the tooth to the jawbone,
holding it in place.

Periodontist: the dental
specialist who specializes in
diagnosing, treating, and
preventing diseases of the soft
tissues of the mouth (the gums)
and the supporting structures
(bones) of the teeth (both
natural and man-made teeth).

Periodontitis: a more
advanced stage of periodontal
disease in which the inner layer
of the gum and bone pull away
from the teeth and form
pockets and alveolar bone is
destroyed.

Periodontium: The tissue that
lines the socket into which the
root of the tooth fits.

Plaque: a colorless, sticky film
composed of undigested food
particles mixed with saliva and
bacteria that constantly forms
on the teeth.

Pontic: a replacement tooth
mounted on a fixed or removal
appliance. Porcelain: a tooth-
colored, sand-like material;
much like enamel in
appearance.

Porcelain crown: all
porcelain restoration covering
the coronal portion of tooth
(above the gum line).

Porcelain inlay or onlay:
tooth-colored restoration made
of porcelain, cemented or
bonded in place.

Post: thin metal rod inserted
into the root of a tooth after root
canal therapy; provides
retention for a capping that
replaces lost tooth structure.

Primary teeth: the first set of
20 temporary teeth. Also called
baby teeth, the primary
dentition, or deciduous teeth,
normally fall out one by one
between 6 and 12 years of age.

Prophylaxis: the cleaning of
the teeth for the prevention of
periodontal disease and tooth
decay.

Prosthetics: a fixed or
removable appliance used to
replace missing teeth (for
example, bridges, partials, and
dentures).

Prosthodontist: a dental
specialist who is skilled in
restoring or replacing teeth with
fixed or removable prostheses
(appliances), maintaining
proper occlusion; treats facial
deformities with artificial
prostheses such as eyes, ears,
and noses.

Pulp: the living part of the
tooth, located inside the dentin.
Pulp contains the nerve tissue
and blood vessels that supply
nutrients to the tooth.

Radiographic: refers to X-
rays.

Recontouring: a procedure
in which small amounts of tooth
enamel are removed to
change a tooth’s length, shape,
or surface. Also called
odontoplasty, enameloplasty,
stripping, or slenderizing.

Remineralization:
redeposition or replacement of
the tooth’s minerals into a
demineralized (previously
decayed) lesion. This reverses
the decay process, and is

enhanced by the presence of
topical fluoride.

Restorations: any
replacement for lost tooth
structure or teeth; for example,
bridges, dentures, fillings,
crowns, and implants.

Retainer: a removable
appliance used to maintain
teeth in a given position (usually
worn at night).

Root: tooth structure that
connects the tooth to the jaw.

Root canal therapy:
procedure used to save an
abscessed tooth in which the
pulp chamber is cleaned out,
disinfected, and filled with a
permanent filling.

Rubber dam: soft latex or
vinyl sheet used to establish
isolation of one or more teeth
from contamination by oral
fluids and to keepmaterials
from falling to the back of the
throat.

Saliva: clear lubricating fluid
in the mouth containing water,
enzymes, bacteria, mucus,
viruses, blood cells and
undigested food particles.

Salivary glands: glands
located under tongue and in
cheeks that produce saliva.

Scaling and root planing: a
deep-cleaning, nonsurgical
procedure

whereby plaque and tartar
from above and below the gum
line are scraped

away (scaling) and rough
spots on the tooth root are
made smooth (planing).

Sealants: a thin, clear or
white resin substance that is
applied to the biting surfaces of
teeth to prevent decay.

Sedative: a type of
medication used to reduce
pain and anxiety, and create a
state of relaxation.

Soft palate: the back one-
third of the roof of the mouth
composed of soft tissue.

Space maintainer: dental
device that holds the space lost
through premature loss of baby
teeth.

Stains: can be either extrinsic
or intrinsic. Extrinsic stain is
located on the outside of the
tooth surface originating from
external substances such as
tobacco, coffee, tea, or food.
Intrinsic stain originates from the
ingestion of certain materials or
chemical substances during
tooth development, or from the
presence of caries. This stain is
permanent and cannot be
removed.

Stomatitis: an inflammation
of the tissue underlying a
denture. Ill-fitting dentures, poor
dental hygiene, or a buildup of
the fungus Candida albicans
cause the condition.

Supernumerary tooth: an
extra tooth.

Tartar: common term for
dental calculus, a hard deposit
that adheres to teeth; produces
rough surface that attracts
plaque.

Teething: baby teeth pushing
through the gums.

Temporomandibular disorder
(TMD)/temporomandibular joint
(TMJ): the

term given to a problem that
concerns the muscles and joint
that connect the lower jaw with
the skull. 

Thrush: an infection in the
mouth caused by the fungus
Candida.

Tooth whitening: a chemical
or laser process to lighten the
color of teeth.

Topical anesthetic: ointment
that produces mild anesthesia
when applied to a soft tissue
surface.

Transplant: placing a natural
tooth in the empty socket of
another tooth.

Ultrasound: a treatment in
which deep heat is applied to
an affected area to relieve
soreness or improve mobility. In
dentistry, ultrasound can be
used to treat
temporomandibular disorders.

Underbite: when the lower
jaw protrudes forward causing
the lower jaw and teeth to
extend out beyond the upper
teeth.

Unerupted tooth: a tooth
that has not pushed through the
gum and assumed its correct
position in the dental arch.

Veneer: a thin, custom-
made shell of tooth-colored
plastic or porcelain that are
bonded directly to the front side
of natural teeth to improve their
appearance. 

Wisdom teeth: third (last)
molars that usually erupt at age
18-25.

Xerostomia: dry mouth or
decrease in the production of
saliva.

X-rays: high frequency light
(or radiation) that penetrates
different substances with
different rates and absorption.
In dentistry, there are typically
four types of X-rays: periapical,
bite-wing, occlusal, and
panoramic.
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